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ABSTRACT 

This study deals with the morphological structure of one 

of Libyan Arabic varieties called al-Jabal Dialect of Libyan 

Arabic (JDLA). The main concern of this study is the 

morphological component of JDLA though a general overview of 

the phonological system along with major phonological 

processes have been presented and accounted for. Such a 

presentation of the phonological processes is justified by the 

fact that phonology and morphology do interplay greatly in 

many points in the grammar. This dissertation is the first 

study of JDLA. 

The presentation of this dissertation is conducted in the 

following way. Chapter I is an introduction. Chapter II 

deals in brief with the phonological system of the dialect. 

This includes the consonants and vowels, syllable structure, 

stress rules and the major phonological processes of JDLA. 

Phonological processes include syncope, epenthesis, 

assimilation, metathesis, vowel length, vowel harmony etc. 

Chapter III introduces the morphology of verbs where the 

derivation and inflection of triliteral and quadriliteral 

verbs are presented in detail. This includes the derivational 

and inflectional processes of sound, doubled, hollow and 

defective verbs ... etc. JDLA morphology is a root-based 

morphology where different morphological categories are 

produced through the interdigitation of roots and vowels which 
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might be accompanied by affixes. Such a process is a very 

productive method in word creation as has been pointed out in 

the main body of this work. Chapter IV is devoted to the 

morphology of nouns. The derivation and inflection of verbal 

nouns, instance nouns, unit nouns, feminine nouns, 

instrumental nouns, locative nouns, etc. are elaborated upon. 

Chapter V concerns with the morphology of adjectives. The 

derivational and inflectional processes of verbal adjectives, 

positive adjectives, elative adjectives and adjectives of 

color and defect are introduced and accounted for. Chapter VI 

deals with pronouns where independent and suffixed personal 

pronouns along with other pronouns have been dealt with. 

Chapter VII concludes the study by presenting the salient 

features of JDLA as well as recommendations for future 

research. 



1.1 Preliminary: 

CHAPTER X 

INTRODUCTION 
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The linguistic situation of the Arabic language in the 

present time, all over the Arab world, is characterized by 

the existence of more than one variety. Some scholars view 

this situation as being a diglossic one, namely Classical or 

Standard Arabic and Colloquial or Dialectal Arabic (cf. 

Ferguson, 19 59 and Al toma, 19 6 9) . Others, however, have gone 

far beyond the above dichotomy by suggesting the existence of 

four varieties of Arabic; that is, Classical Arabic (CA), 

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), Educated Arabic (EA) and 

Colloquial Arabic (KA) (cf. Zaghloul, 1980). It is not the 

object of this study to argue about the validity of these 

claims. Each variety of Arabic serves its own purpose and 

function in an Arab society. 

Classical Arabic is the language of the Quran and Pre

Islamic as well as early post-Islamic literature. It is 

sometimes described as Literary, Written or just Standard 

Arabic. It is mainly written and used only in some formal 

situations such as religious ceremonies. As for Modern 

Standard Arabic, it carries the element of modernity as its 

name suggests. Although MSA has developed and acquired new 

vocabulary, it is based on CA and has kept in line with the 

characteristic properties of the grammatical structure of CA 



as Ali (1987) pointed out. 
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It is the vehicle of formal 

communication and the normal medium of written materials. It 

is the vehicle of formal speeches, learned debates, news 

broadcasts over radio and television, etc. It is used in 

newspapers, magazines, documents and the like. The so-called 

Educated Arabic refers to a stage between Colloquial or 

Dialectal Arabic and Standard Arabic and is restricted, in a 

sense, to educated people when they converse with each other, 

especially people from different Arab countries. Colloquial 

or Dialectal Arabic is the variety that is almost entirely 

spoken by the Arab people throughout the Arab world. It is 

the informal medium of communication of everyday life among 

family members, friends, work peers and so on in a designated 

region. 

This study, however, is concerned with the last variety 

of Arabic, namely Colloquial or Dialectal Arabic as spoken in 

Libya. It should be pointed out that Dialectal Arabic cannot 

completely be separated from Classical Arabic (CA) or 

standard Arabic (SA). This is due to the fact that many 

lexical items have been borrowed from the standard language 

to the dialectal varieties of Arabic. Thus, although the 

present study is mainly concerned with the dialectal variety 

of Arabic, some borrowed lexical items from CA or SA are 

encountered here and there which carry their classical or 

standard pattern in the colloquial in many cases. These 
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borrowed items violate some of the phonological processes 

unique to the dialect such as, for example, syncope. 

The question of whether modern Arabic dialects are 

descended from CA or are reflexions of ancient Arabic 

dialects that existed side by side with CA lies outside the 

scope of this study and hence is not of concern here. 

1.2 Aim, Scope and Methodoloqy: 

This study aims at providing a comprehensive linguistic 

analysis of the Libyan Arabic dialect, spoken in al-Jabal al

Garbi (the western mountain) region located about one hundred 

kilometers southwest of Tripoli, Libya, and hence called 

JDLA. The region is somehow vast but this study covers 

mainly my own village and the adjacent areas. This study is 

based mainly on my own idiolect; it is not a bedouin dialect 

but rather a dialect of sedentary people who live in small 

towns and villages. 

The scope of this study is the morphological structure 

of JDLA. The morphological component will be thoroughly 

investigated in the light of modern linguistic analysis 

utilizing the most efficient approaches in order to arrive at 

a satisfactory analysis. 

JDLA morphology is essentially a root-based 

morphological system whereby different forms of morphological 

categories, through the interdigitation of roots (consonants 

or glides) with vocalic patterns which might be accompanied 
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by affixes, are created. The process involved is 

derivational and/or inflectional. Both operate on stems or 

derived forms, as will be shown in the subsequent chapters. 

The manipulation of stems (<root and vowels) and affixation 

through the application of different morphological rules of 

derivation as well as inflection is a very productive method 

in JDLA morphology. It should be kept in mind that in spite 

of the fact that this study is morphological in nature, some 

phonological rules or processes are in order. This is mainly 

due to the fact that morphology and phonology do interplay 

greatly in muny points in the grammar. The utilization of 

phonological rules is sometimes needed in order to arrive at 

acceptable utterances as will ~e illustrated later. In this 

study, I will not adhere to any specific school of thought. 

Rather I will utilize the most efficient methods of modern 

linguistic analysis. 

This study is a synchronic analysis of JDLA morphology 

but some diachronic reference might be made, especially when 

some issues are best solved by diachronic reference. 

1.3 Literature Review: 

The present study is the first study that investigates 

the morphological structure of JDLA. To the best of my 

knowledge, there have been no previous studies on this 

particular variety of Libyan Arabic. However, it is widely 

believed that Arabic dialects of each country are sub-divided 
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into varieties of the same dialect, especially if the region 

is vast. In the case of Libyan Arabic, one finds eastern and 

western dialects. Within these regions, there exist the 

urban and non-urban varieties or dialects. However, some 

related studies on some Libyan Arabic varieties have been 

done. These studies include Elfitoury's {1976) dissertation 

entitled "A Descriptive Grammar of Libyan Arabic." Elfitoury 

conducted his study utilizing the structural approach. His 

dissertation describes the grammatical structure of Libyan 

Arabic as spoken in Tripoli, Libya. Swed' s dissertation 

(1982) deals with three modern Arabic dialects in comparison 

with Classical Arabic. His study was conducted in the 

framework of generative phonology. He investigates, from a 

historical perspective, the developmental processes of the 

Arabic verb in three modern Arabic dialects: Libyan Arabic 

(Tripoli dialect) , Egyptian Arabic (Cairene dialect) and 

Iraqi Arabic (Baghdadi dialect). He mainly concentrates on 

the basic form of triliteral and quadriliteral verbs though 

he touches upon the derived forms, but not in depth. He also 

tries to prove that the biconsonantal theory is erroneous. 

This is also the position of the Classical Arab grammarians. 

His study gives some insights into the relationship between 

modern Arabic dialects and CA. He indicates that CA was a 

lingua-franca in pre-Islamic as well as early post-Islamic 

periods. Elgadi's dissertation (1986) deals with the spoken 

Arabic of Tripoli, Libya. He investigates the phonology and 
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morphology of Tripolitanean Arabic in the framework of 

generative phonology. The dissertation consists of two 

parts. Part one deals with the sound system of the dialect 

as well as phonological processes. Part two is devoted to 

the morphological system of the dialect. 

In addition, there are two other studies that deal with 

Libyan Arabic varieties. Both of these two works are 

concerned with the phonology of Libyan Arabic. One of them 

is Aurayieth's dissertation (1982), which investigates the 

phonology of the verb in eastern Libyan Arabic. The other 

work is that of Abumdas' dissertation (1985) which 

investigates the phonology of the Zlitan dialect. Zlitan is 

a town located east of Tripoli. Both studies are conducted 

in the framework of generative phonology. 

1.4 The Present Study: 

The present study as indicated earlier deals with the 

morphological component of the Libyan Arabic variety as 

spoken in the above-mentioned region in that part of the 

world. As is always the case with other modern Arabic 

dialects, JDLA is rich in vocabulary and has a simplified 

grammatical structure compared to that of CA where many 

grammatical features have been lost or modified. It is not, 

however, the aim of this study to list such features since 

this study is mainly a general synchronic analysis. 
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The significance of the present work lies in its being 

the first detailed analysis of the morphological system of 

JDLA. It gives a comprehensive analysis of all morphological 

categories of the dialect: verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc. 

It will show the major aspects of JDLA morphology that might 

be shared by some other modern Arabic dialects or peculiar to 

JDLA. In addition, it will shed some light on the salient 

features of the dialect. It is intended to fill a gap in the 

linguistic studies of Libyan Arabic varieties long overdue. 

The present study may be regarded as a starting point for 

more research on all grammatical aspects of the investigated 

dialect. It is hoped that the present work may contribute to 

the research on Arabic dialectology in general and Libyan 

Arabic in particular. 

1.5 outline of the study: 

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are 

organized in the following way. Chapter II introduces a 

general overview of the phonological system of JDLA. The 

consonantal and the vocalic systems, as well as the major 

phonological processes of the dialect are presented and 

accounted for. Chapter III is devoted to the morphology of 

verbs in the dialect. The derivation of triliteral and 

quadriliteral verbs is introduced and accounted for. This 

includes the derivation of sound, hollow, doubled and 

defective verbs. The inflectional processes of perfect, 
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imperfect and imperative are also presented. Chapter IV 

deals with the morphology of nouns which includes the 

derivation and inflection of nouns. Basically, the 

derivation of verbal nouns, instance nouns, unit nouns, 

feminine nouns, locative nouns, instrumental nouns, 

occupational nouns and diminutive nouns is presented and 

accounted for. The inflection of these nouns is dealt with 

in some detail. As for Chapter v, it is concerned with the 

morphology of adjectives. The derivation and the inflection 

of adjectives are presented in some detail. Chapter VI deals 

with pronouns: personal, demonstrative, interrogative and 

relative pronouns. It will be shown that personal pronouns 

are of two types: independent and suffixed pronouns. The 

attachment of suffixed pronouns to different morphological 

categories is elaborated upon. Chapter VII concludes this 

study by presenting the phonological and morphological 

salient features of JDLA along with limitations of the study 

and recommendations for future resea.rch. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM OP JDLA 

In this chapter, the discussion will focus on some 

aspects of the phonological system of JDLA. It includes 

consonants and vowels, syllable structure, stress rules, and 

major phonological processes of JDLA. 

2.1 consonants: 

JDLA consonants are classified according to their manner 

and point of articulation. Their phonetic values are given 

below: 

b Voiced bilabial stop 

t Voiceless dental stop 

t. Voiceless emphatic dental stop 

d Voiced dental stop 

k Voiceless velar stop 

g Voiced velar stop 

q Voiceless uvular stop. It occurs mostly in 

borrowings from CA. In ordinary speech, it is 

usually replaced by fgf. 

? VoicelesG glottal stop 

f Voiceless labio-dental fricative 

G Voiceless interdental fricative 

b Voiced interdental fricative 

q Voiced emphatic interdental fricative 

s Voiceless alveolar fricative 



I? 

z 

s 
z 
X 

g 

l_1 

c 

h 

m 

n 

1 

r 

w 

y 

Voiceless emphatic alveolar fricative 

Voiced alveolar fricative 

Voiceless alveopalatal fricative 

Voiced alveopalatal fricative 

Voiceless uvular fricative 

Voiced uvular fricative 

Voiceless pharyngeal fricative 

Voiced pharyngeal fricative 

Voiceless glottal fricative 

Voiced bilabial nasal 

voiced alveolar nasal 

Voiced alveolar liquid 

Voiced alveolar liquid 

Voiced bilabial 

Voiced palatal 

2.1.2 Distribution: 

20 

All consonants including the two glides fwf and /Y/ can 

appear in all positions: initially, medially and finally, 

except for the glottal stop f? 1 which will be elaborated upon 

below. The two glides may also undergo the process of 

weakening or deletion altogether in certain positions. With 

the exception of the glottal stop f?f, all consonants and 

glides may be geminated. Geminates are regularly transcribed 

as identical double consonants or glides, e.g., ss, tt, dd, 

ww, etc. 
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Table (1) 

JDLA consonants 

B L I D A A p v u p G 
I A N E L L A E v H L 
L B T N v v L L u A 0 
A I E T E E A A L R T 
B 0 R A 0 0 T R A y T 
I D D L L p A R N A 
A E E A A L G L 
L N N R L E 

T T A A 
A A T L 
L L A 

L 

Vl. t t k (q) ? 
Stop 

Vd. b d g 

Vl. f .a. s I? s X 1:1 h 
Fricative 

Vd. ~ ~ z z g cl I 

Nasal m n 

Liquid 1 r 

Glide w y 
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The glottal stop f?f does not occur in final position 

but does occur in initial position in some cases. In other 

cases, however, it is dropped. Medially, it may occur, 

especially in the speech of the younger generation. In many 

cases, the glottal stop is either substituted for by a glide 

or realized as a vocalic as will be shown later on. 

As for the two glides /W/ and jyj, they occur in all 

positions with some stipulations regarding medial and final 

positions. When they are doubled, they occur freely in 

medial and final positions as radical elements of lexical 

items. Also, when preceded or followed by long vowels, they 

are not subject to deletion but rather they are stable in 

medial or final positions. When preceded by a consonant and 

followed by a vowel they are also stable as /milwi/ 

'twisted' . In addition, when the two glides are not 

separated by a vowel, i.e., glide cluster, they are stable as 

in /laawya/ 'twisting (f.)'. In certain positions, glides 

are deleted or vocalized as will be illustrated in the 

upcoming sections. As indicated earlier, consonants and 

glides do geminate. They also form clusters. With regard to 

the glottal stop /?I, it does not geminate nor does it 

cluster with other consonants except in borrowings from 

Standard Arabic. Some of the phonological changes that the 

glottal stop and the glides undergo will be taken up in the 

coming section on the phonological processes following 

syllable structure and stress. It should be pointed out that 
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JDLA has three emphatic consonants which are indicated by a 

dot under them except for /"!J./ which is a voiceless pharyngeal 

fricative. Plain consonants may be affected by neighboring 

emphatic consonants. This is due to spread of emphasis which 

affects vowels as well. The domain of emphasis is the 

syllable or sometimes the whole word. Examples illustrating 

this point will be given later. Some other varieties of 

Libyan Arabic include /~/, /~/, 1~1 and /~/as distinctive 

emphatic consonants (cf. Elfitoury, 1976 and Elqadi, 1986). 

In the dialect under investigation, however, such phonemes 

are not considered distinctive emphatic consonants. Rather 

they are allophones of their counterpart plain consonants 

mainly in the vicinity of emphatic consonants or sometimes 

without a particular environment as is the case with the word 

f?a~~af 'God'. The argument against not considering these 

consonants as emphatic lies in the fact that minimal pairs 

are lackL1g. 

2.2 Vowels: 

The following table illustrates JDLA vowels which vary 

in length and quality. 
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Table (2) JDLA Vowels 

Front Central back 

high i ii u uu 

mid ee 00 

low a a a 

As seen in the above table, JDLA has a total of eight vowels. 

Some of these vowels may have allophonic variation in some 

environments as will be illustrated later on. The basic 

opposition between /i/, /U/, fa/ and /ii/, fuuf and faa/ is 

one of length. 

order: 

The following general observations are in 

1. The two long mid vowels feet and foot represent in most 

cases the Classical Arabic diphthongs I ay I and I aw I 

respectively. These are purely colloquial vowels as in 

fbayt/ --~/beet/' house' and /lawn/--~ /loon/ 'color'. 

They also occur in loanwords as in /steersof 'steering 

wheel', /freeno/ 'brake' and jtalafoonf 'telephone', etc. 

2. All unstressed long vowels become short in final 

position. 

3. I af may sometimes be realized as a schwa 1 I due to 

vowel reduction after a stressed syllable and before CV 

as in /callamu/ --~ /call muj 'they taught'. Also, when 

fa/ is in final position, it may be in free variation 

with /e/ due to the /?imaala/ 'deflection' process. 
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However, this realization of fa/ as fef in final position 

is not without some stipulations. That is final fa/ may 

be deflected to fef if there is no double consonant or 

geminate immediately preceding I af or if there is no long 

vowel immediately preceding the consonant or the glide 

that precedes fa/. In such cases, fa/ cannot be realized 

as fef. /?imaala/ is also blocked if fa/ is a feminine, 

object or possessive marker. 

4. Vowels in the environment of emphatic consonants are 

realized as emphatic and more backed. This is mainly due 

to emphatic spread as in /taab/ 'he repented', /~aab/ 'it 

was cooked', /mass/ 'he touched' and fma~~/ 'he sucked', 

etc. 

2.3 Syllable Structure: 

In this section a brief description of JDLA syllables is 

given. Syllables in JDLA are characterized by two types: 

short syllables and long syllables. Some of these syllables 

are identical with those of CA and some other modern Arabic 

dialects. Others, however, may be considered unique to the 

dialect under investigation (cf. Elqadi, 1986 and Qafisheh, 

1977). The various types of syllables are introduced below 

followed by some comments. 

1. cv 

2. CCV 

/fi/ 

fwacadf 

fstafaad/ 

'in' 

'he promised' 

'he benefited' 
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fnwacadf 'he was promised' 

3. eve fmin/ 'from' 

flNt!.Yaf 'twist' 

4. evv flaaf 'no' 

!'!!!~fagf 'he agreed' 

5. eeVC /frit}/ 'he was happy' 

fybis/ 'it dried up' 

/n.hg,llit/ 'it was opened; solved' 

6 0 cvvc fgaalf 'he said' 

fmabyuucf 'sold' 

7. cvce fradd/ 'he returned' 

f't).ayyf 'alive' 

8. ecvce /nt}all/ 'it was opened' 

fxtartf 'I, you (rn.s.) chose' 

9. ccvvc fxtaarf 'he chose' 

fxtaarkumf 'he chose you (pl.) ' 

fblaadna/ 'our country' 

fmaarr/ 'passing' 

the remaining syllables are considered long ones. eve in 

final position is considered a short syllable. 

earlier, the following comments are in order: 

As stated 

1. All syllables begin with at least one consonant or a 

glide, i.e, no vowel-initial syllable is permitted in 

JDLA. 
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2. Onset and nucleus are necessary in any given syllable but 

the coda may sometimes be realized as zero as shown 

above. 

3. The onset may be occupied by a consonant or a glide. It 

may also be occupied by a consonant cluster of geminates 

which may come to surface as a result of some 

applications of phonological or morphological rules as in 

/ktaab/ < fkitaab/ 'book' by syncope rule, /kasar/ 'he 

broke' which yields /nkasar/ 'it was broken' when 

prefixed by the Form VII verbs prefix. A consonant 

cluster initially may consist of a consonant and a glide 

as, e.g., ftwa~~af/ 'he was employed' or a glide and a 

consonant as, e.g., fysaafir/ 'he travels'. 

4. Nucleus is always occupied by a vowel, short or long. It 

should be noted that two different vowels are not 

permitted to be in a se~uence. 

5. The coda may consist of zero, a single consonant, a 

glide, a consonant cluster or a geminate. The maximum 

number of consonants in the coda is two. 

6. A two consonant cluster or a geminate in medial position 

is divided between two syllables where the first 

consonant or glide closes the preceding syllable and the 

second consonant or glide begins the following syllable. 

In case of a three-consonant cluster medially, an 

epenthetic vowel is usually inserted between the first 

and the second consonant of the cluster. 
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7. A word may undergo resyllabification as a consequence of 

some applications of phonological or morphological 

processes as will be shown in later chapters. Addition, 

deletion or internal changes may play a crucial part in 

the process of resyllabification. 

8. Due to coalescence, underlying CVCC will be realized as 

CVVC as in /lawn/ _.,. /loon/ 'color' and /sayf/ _.,. 

/seef/ 'sword'. 

The discussion of syllable structure will not be pursued 

further for this study is not phonological in nature. 

2.4 stress: 

Stress in JDLA is predictable. It is assigned in 

accordance with an opposition between short and long 

syllables. 

In what follows, stress statements and stress assignment 

rules are presented briefly without further elaboration for 

the same reasons stated earlier that this study is not a 

phonological one. 

a. In monosyllabic words, stress falls on the only 

vowel in those words, as for example: 

bint 'a girl' 

ktaab 'a book' 

fi 'in' 

fril:l 'he was happy' 

nl:lall 'it was opened' 



n~aaz 

raadd 

baac 

'he sided with' 

'returning' 

'he sold' 
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b. In polysllabic words, stress is assigned according 

to syllable types that constitute those lexical items. The 

following illustrates this point. Stress falls on the last 

syllable (the ultimate) if that syllable is a long one. 

Examples: 

mafhuum 

bildaan 

gaaluuh 

~arabt 

kallamuuk 

sazaraat 

callamtuuh 

'understood' 

'countries' 

'they said it' 

'I, you (m.s.) hit' 

'they spoke to you (m.s.)' 

'trees' 

'you (pl.) taught him' 

If the last syllable is short and the syllable that 

immediately precedes it (the penultimate) is long, then 

stress falls on the penultimate. Remember that CVC in final 

position is considered a short syllable. Examples: 

gaalit 'she said' 

cal lam 'he taught' 

ma!?nac 'factory' 

katabna 'we wrote' 

ktaabi 'my book' 

yistacmil 'he uses' 



beetna 

cazamni 
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'our home' 

'he invited me' 

If the last two syllables are short, then stress falls on the 

antepenultima whether it is short or long as the following 

examples illustrate: 

sazara 'a tree' 

ztamaCU 'they got together' 

nkasaru 'they were broken' 

gaddamu 'they presented' 

ssaawaru 'they consulted with each other' 

~arabit 'she hit' 

callamit 'she taught' 

stress rules that account for stress assignment in JDLA are 

stated below (cf. Brame, 1971). 

Stress Assignment Rule: 

v _.,. [+ stress) I - Co( (VC) VC01) # 

This schema abbreviates the following disjunctively ordered 

rules: 

a. v _.,. [+ stress) I COVCVC01 # 

b. v _.,. [+ stress) I covcol # 

c. v _.,. [= stress) I co # 

JDLA has also the following stress shift rule which is 

operative in some forms of the perfect verbs as well as in 

some nouns mostly of the pattern CVCVC. 

Stress Shift Rule: 



# C(C)VCV(C) --~ C(C)VCV(C) 

Consider the following examples: 

katab --~ katab 'he wrote' 

nkasar --~ nkasar 'it was broken' 

ztamaC --~ ztamaC 'he had a meeting' 

bala~:t --~ balal:t 'fresh dates' 

sazar --~ sazar 'trees' 

mas a --> mas a 'he went' 

nkawa --> nkawa 'he was cauterized' 

2.5 Major Phonological Processes: 
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In this section the major phonological processes that 

are found in the dialect under investigation will be 

presented and accounted for. Such processes include: 

syncope, epenthesis, assimilation, vowel lengthening, vowel 

shortening, vowel harmony, metathesis, deletion and 

vocalization of glides, deletion, vocalization of the glottal 

stop and glide formation from the glottal stop. 

2.5.1 Syncope: 

This process applies to high vowels when they are 

unstressed in open syllables. Examples: 

kitaab --~ ktaab 'book' 

yiguul --~ yguul 'he says' 

diyaar --~ dyaar 'rooms' 

nigaddim --~ ngaddim 

cuyuun --> cyuun 

'I offer' 

'eyes' 
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'afraid (f.s.)' xaayif+a --> xaayfa 

faahim+a --> faahma 'having understood (f.s.)' 

The syncope rule can be formulated as follows: 

syncope Rule: 

v .,.. cp I - cv 
[+ high] 
[- stress] 

It should be kept in mind that in all other instances 

where the high unstressed vowel in open syllables is not 

syncopated, there is a strong belief that such forms or 

words, which do not undergo syncope, are borrowings from 

Modern standard Arabic as e.g. fmucallim/ 'teacher' and 

jmufattis/ 'inspector'. This is so because the dialect under 

investigation is systematically consistent in deleting high 

unstressed vowels in open syllables. 

2.5.2 Epenthesis: 

Epenthesis is sometimes an optional process, especially 

when the epenthetic vowel /i/ is inserted between the last 

two consonant cluster of a word as the following examples 

indicate: 

Cagl _.,. cagil 'mind' 

~arb _.,. ~arib 'hitting' 

gan9 _.,. gani9 'hunting' 

kasr _.,. kasir 'breaking' 

gult _.,. gulit 'I, you (m. s. ) said' 

~arabt 
_.,.. 

~arabit 'I, you (m. s. ) hit' 
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Both forms, however, are heard in the speech pattern of the 

speakers of JDLA. Words with the epenthetic vowel /i/ are 

used more by the older generation. Younger people may not 

often use forms with the epenthetic 1 il, probably due to 

educational influence. It should be pointed out that when 

vowel-initial suffixes are attached to words such as the 

above, then the epenthetic Iii is dropped, as e.g.: 

cagil + ak --~ caglak 

~arib + ik --~ ~arbik 

gani~ + i --~ gan~i 

~arabit + ak --~ ~arabtak 

'your mind (m.s.)' 

'your hitting (f.s.)' 

'my hunting' 

'I hit you' 

When consonant-initial suffixes are added to the above words, 

then the epenthetic Iii remains intact. This is so, because 

it breaks a three consonant cluster as the following examples 

show: 

cagil + kum --~ cagilkum 'your (pl.) mind' 

gani~ + ha --~ gani~ha 'her hunting' 

It should be kept in mind that stress should apply before 

epenthesis in order to avoid the placement of stress on the 

wrong syllable. 

The following epenthetic rule is formulated (cf. Brame, 

1971) . 
cc 

Epenthesis: ¢ --~ i 1 C -- C # 

Another point which should be mentioned here is that the 

epenthetic vowel does not attract stress. 
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2.5.3 Assimilation: 

In this section, the following assimilatory processes 

are discussed and accounted for: 

2.5.3.1 Regressive Assimilation: 

2.5.3.1.1 Voicing assimilation: 

This type of assimilation is a regressive one where the 

ltl of the imperfect subject prefix lti-1 assimilates to the 

first radical of the verb after the vowel Iii of lti-1 is 

syncopated. Examples: 

td -~ dd lti + diffl -~ ltdiffl -~ lddiffl 'you (m.s.) push' 

tz -~ dz lti + ziidl -~ ltziidl -~ ldziidl 'she adds' 

tz -~ dz lti + zurrl -~ ltzurrl -~ ldzurrl 'you (m.s.) pull' 

tz -~ dz /ti+zaahim/ -~ {tzaahim/ -~ fdzaahim/ 'you (m.s.) 
crowd' 

tz -~ dz lti + ZUUCUI -~ ltzUUCUI -~ ldzUUCUI 'YOU (pl.) 
starve' 

t~ -~ d~ lti + ~annibl -~ lt~annibl -~ fd~annibl 'you (m.s.) 
punish' 

tt -~ tt lti + tirrl -~ lttiirl -~ /ttiir/ 'it flies' 

The last example represents emphatic assimilation where the 

It- I is realized as It;.- 1 before the voiceless emphatic 

consonant lt;.l. 

If the Iii of the prefix lti-1 does not syncopate, then 

there will be no assimilation as the following examples 

indicate: 

lti + drisl --~ /tidrisl 'you (m.s.) study' 

lti + gdirl --~ /tigdirl 'you (m.s.) are capable of' 
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/ti + zrac/ _.,.. /tazrac/ 'you {m. s. ) SOW' 

/ti + zlid/ _.,.. /tiZlid/ 'you {m. s. ) whip' 

/ti + ~rub/ _.,... /tu~rubf 'you {m. s. ) hit' 

/ti + ~bag/ _.,.. 
/ta~bagf 'you {m. s. ) dye' 

/ti + ~bat}/ _.,.. /ta~bal}/ 'you (m. s.) slaughter' 

The fi/ of the prefix /ti-/ is sometimes realized as faf 

or /U/ in the above examples due to vowel harmony discussed 

below (see 2.5.6). 

The prefix /t-/ of Form V and Form VI of the perfect 

verb assimilates to the first radical of the verb. Examples: 

tz _.,.. zz /tzawwazf _.,.. jzzawwaz/ 'he got married' 

ts _.,.. ss jtsaawaruf _.,.. jssaawaru/ 'they consulted 
with each other' 

ts -~ ss jtsallaf/ _.,.. jssallaf/ 'he borrowed' 

t~ _.,.. 9~ /t~arraf/ _.,.. ~~~arraf/ 'he behaved' 

t~ _.,.. ~~ /t~aarabu/ _.,.. ~~~aarabu/ 'they fought one 
another' 

tt _.,.. tt /ttaa~anu/ _.,.. ttaa~anuf 'they were in 
conflict (with one another)' 

tg _.,.. dg /tgaddamf _.,.. fdgaddam/ 'he advanced' 

td _.,.. dd /tdaxxal/ _.,.. /ddaxxal/ 'he intervened' 

tz - ... zz /tzammadf _.,.. fzzammad/ 'it became frozen' 

2.5.3.1.2 Devoicing Assimilation: 

The following examples show devoicing assimilation where 

the final radical of the verb /d/ is realized as /t/ before 

the subject suffixes /-tj, /-tu/ or /-tif: 



dt _.,. tt 
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fraddad + t/ _.,. fraddatt/ 'I you (m.s.) 
repeated' 

fraddad + tu/ _.,. fraddattu/ 'you (pl.) 
repeated' 

fsaacad +tit __ .,. saacatti/ 'you (f.s.) 
helped' 

2.5.3.1.3 Labial Assimilation: 

The nasal consonant fnf changes to /m/ when it is 

followed by /b/ or /f/, i.e., it changes its point of 

articulation. Examples: 

nb __ .,. mb 

nf __ .,. mf 

fzanb/ __ .,. fzamb/ 'side' 

fnbaacf __ .,. fmbaac/ 'it was sold' 

fyanfacf _.,. fyamfac/ 'it is useful' 

jnfata"t)./ _.,. /mfata"t)./ ' it was opened' 

2.5.3.1.4 Definite Article Assimilation: 

The definite article /1-/ assimilates to the following 

sound segments /t/, /d/, It;./, jf}j, /fl/, (q/, /S/' /9/, fsf, 

fz/, /z/, fnf, /1/ and /rf. All of these sound segments 

share the feature [+ coronal]. Consider the following 

examples: 

indefinite definite 

/tiffaa"t)./ /t-tiffaa"t)./ 'the apples' 

fdaar/ /d-daarf 'the room' 

j't;.iin/ /t;.-t;.iin/ 'the clay' 

f-&uumaf /f}-f}uuma/ 'the garlic' 

(oiib/ /ll-(Hib/ 'the wolf' 

!~ill/ !~-~ill/ 'shade' 
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/suug/ /s-suug/ 'the market' 

/~abuun/ /~-~abuun/ 'the soap/ 

/sarba/ ts-sarba/ 'the soup' 

/zamal/ tz-zamal/ 'the camel' 

/zaayir/ /z-zaayir/ 'the visitor' 

fnaar/ /n-naar/ 'the fire' 

flooz/ /1-looz/ 'the nuts' 

fraa~/ /r-raa~/ 'the head' 

But: 

fbaab/ /1-baab/ 'the door' 

;cuud/ /1-cuud/ 'the stick' 

/Wild/ /1-wild/ 'the boy' 

/'r).OOS/ /1-'r).oosf 'the house' 

fgalb/ /1-galb/ 'the heart' 

fyadd/ /1-yadd/ 'the hand' 

;xu~ra; /1-xu~ra/ 'the vegetable' 

Based on the above examples, the following rule will account 

for the assimilatory process of the definite article /1-/ 

where a geminate cluster is being created due to such 

assimilation. 

Jl-1 Assimilation Rule: 

___ .,.. CJ#- ci 1 
[+def.] [+Coronal] 

This rule has the effect of assimilating the definite article 

Jl-1 to the first radical of a word provided that such 

radical has the feature [+coronal] as exemplified above. 



2.5.3.1.5 Other Assimilation: 

nl ---> 11 jnluum/ ---> /lluum/ 'I blame' 

nr ---> rr jnraazi/ ---> jrraazi/ 'I wait' 

2.5.3.2 Progressive Assimilation: 
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This type of assimilation is not common in JDLA. 

However, the following examples may serve as representative 

ones. 

zt --~ zd /ztaad/ --~ /zdaad/ 'it increased' 

tt --~ tt I ttalac/ --~ /ttalac/ 'he became aware' 

qt --~ qt /qtarr/ --~ /qtarr/ 'he was compelled' 

~t --~ ~t /9tadam/ --~ /9tadam/ 'he clashed with' 

It should be borne in mind that the second sound segment /t/ 

in the above examples is the infix morpheme of Form VIII of 

the perfect verb. 

2.5.4 Vowel Lengthening: 

Another phonological process in JDLA is vowel 

lengthening. This process applies to the final vowels of 

final-vowel verbs as well as to the vowels of subject 

suffixes. That is to say, when final-vowel verbs are 

appended by object suffixes, then the final vowel of such 

verbs gets lengthened. Examples: 

fbana + ha/ --~ fbanaaha/ 'he built it' 

fdaca + kum; --~ /dacaakum/ 'he invited you (pl.)' 

fyirmi + ah/ --~ jyirmiih/ 'he throws it' 

fxalla + naj --~ jxallaana/ 'he left us' 
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ftsammi + hum/ --~ /tsammiihumf 'she names them' 

fynaadi + ik/ --~ fynaadiik/ 'he calls you (f.s.)' 

When subject suffixes are attached to verbs and they are 

of the shape /-(C)V/, then the vowel of such suffixes is 

lengthened when object suffixes are added. Consider the 

following: 

/~arab+u+kumf --~ /~arabuukumf 'they hit you (pl.)' 

fxadam+tu+naf --~ fxadamtuunaf 'you (pl.) served us' 

fcallam+na+ah/ --~ /callamnaah/ 'we taught him' 

fsaamaJ:l+ti+ah/ --~ fsaamaJ:ltiih/ 'you (f. s.) forgave him' 

fxabbar+ u + ak/ --~ fxabbaruuk/ 'they told you (m.s.)' 

It should be pointed out that the vowel of the object 

suffixes /-ah/ 'him' and f-akf 'you (m.s.)' assimilates to 

the preceding vowel of the verb or subject marker as shown 

above. Another point that should be mentioned here is that 

the vowel of the third person feminine singular subject 

marker of the perfect verb which has the shape /-VC/ or 

precisely /-it/ 'she' has to be lowered and lengthened only 

when object suffixes of the shape f-VC/ are appended to the 

verb. But if the object suffixes are of the shape /-CV(C)/, 

then the /i/ of the subject suffix /-it/ remains intact as 

the following examples illustrate: 

/~arab+it+ah/ --~ /~arabaatah/ 'she hit him' 

/callam+it+ak/ --~ /callamaatak/ 'she taught you (m.s.)' 

fxadam+it+ik/ --~ fxadamaatik/ 'she served you (f.s.)' 
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But: 

/~arab+ it+ kum/ --~ /~arabitkum/ 'she hit you (pl.)' 

fcallam + it + hum/ --~ fcallamithum/ 'she taught them' 

fxadam + it + na/ --~ fxadamitna/ 'she served us' 

2.5.5 vowel Shortening: 

A long vowel is shortened when it is in final position 

provided that it is unstressed. A long vowel in final 

position may be the result of the glottal stop f?f deletion. 

After the deletion of/?/, the long vowel is shortened as in: 

/~amraa?/ --~ f~amraaf --~/~amra/ 'red (f.)' 

fsamaa?/ --~ fsamaaf --~ fsama/ 'sky' 

fcamyaa?/ --~ fcamyaa/ --~ fcamyaf 'blind (f.s.)' 

The rule that accounts for vowel shortening can be 

formulated as follows: 

Vowel Shortening Rule: 

vv ~ v I __ # 
[-stress] 

2.5.6 vowel Harmony: 

Among the phonological processes in JDLA is vowel 

harmony. It applies to the vowel of subject prefixes of the 

imperfect verb /ti-/, fyi-1 and fni-/ where the vowel /i/ of 

such prefixes is, in most cases, in harmony with the stem 

vowel of the imperfect verb. The following examples serve as 

representative ones: 
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jyi + ftaJ::l/ _.,.. /yaftaJ::l/ 'he opens' 

/ti + '\:lac/ _.,.. /ta'\:lac I 'she appears' 

jni + ~rub/ _.,.. /nu~rub/ 'I hit' 

jyi + ktib/ _.,.. /yiktib/ 'he writes' 

Moreover, there is vowel harmony in the dialect that makes 

the first stem vowel of the perfect verb in harmony with the 

second stem vowel of such a verb. That is, the Standard 

Arabic pattern of the perfect verb cacic is realized in the 

dialect under investigation as CiCiC due to the application 

of vowel harmony as will be elaborated upon in more detail in 

an upcoming chapter. But for now the following examples will 

suffice: 

/fariJ::l/ _.,.. /firiJ::l/ __ .,.. /friJ::l/ 'he was happy' 

/QaJ::lik/ _.,.. /QiJ::lik/ __ .,.. /QJ::lik/ 'he laughed' 

2.5.7 Metathesis: 

Metathesis is operative in imperfect verbs when subject 

suffixes are appended to such verbs. The stem vowel of the 

imperfect verb is to be metathesized with the second radical 

of the verb when subject suffixes are attached to the verb. 

This operation applies to sound verbs only. 

following: 

Consider the 

/yi+ftaJ::l+u/ _.,.. jyaftaJ::lu/ _.,.. yafatJ::lu/ 'they open' 

/ni+rzac+u/ _.,.. jnarzacu/ _.,.. /narazcu/ 'we return' 

/ti+ftaJ::l+i/ --> jtaftaJ::li/ --> jtafatJ::li/ 'you (f.s.) open' 

But: 



jni + guul + uf --~ fnguulu/ 

jyi + msi + U/ --~ jyimsuj 

'we say' 

'they walk' 

Metathesis is also found in the following nouns: 

fmadrasa/ --~ fmadarsa/ 'school' 

jmazraca/ --~ fmazarca/ 

maktaba/ --~ jmakatba/ 

'farm' 

'library' 
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Metathesis in such nouns is most likely motivated by 

having cvcv after stressed syllables. Hence CVCCVCV --~ 

cvcvccv. The motivation of metathesis in the above verbs is 

due to the attachment of subject suffixes. It should be kept 

in mind that stress should be assigned before the application 

of metathesis in order to avoid the placement of stress on 

the wrong syllable of the above words. 

2.5.8 Deletion of Glides: 

The two glides /W/ and /Y/ are deleted in certain 

environments. When a glide is not a geminate or not preceded 

by a long vowel or a consonant and such a glide is in final 

position, then it is deleted. Examples: 

But: 

jramayf --~ jramaj 

fdacawf --~ fdaca/ 

'he threw' 

'he invited' 

fbannaayf --~ /bannaay/ 

fsayyf --~ fsayy/ 

/zawwf --~ fzawwf 

'a builder' 

'thing' 

'weather' 
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In addition, glides are deleted when they are in an 

intervocalic position between two short vowels provided that 

they are not geminate nor clustered together as in: 

But: 

fbayac/ --~ fbaac/ 

jgawal/ --~ jgaal/ 

fxawaf/ --~ fxaaf/ 

'he sold' 

'he said' 

'he was afraid' 

jxawwaf/ --~ jxawwaf/ 'he frightened' 

fcayyan/ --~ ;cayyani 'he appointed' 

flawyaf --~ flawyaf 'twist' 

fmilwi/ --~ /milwi/ 'twisted' 

The rule that accounts for medial and final glide deletion 

may be formulated as follows: 

Medial and Final Glide Deletion Rule: 

Glides ---~ ~ I V ------
[-long] 

# 

v 
[-long] 

2.5.9. vocalization of Glides: 

The two glides can be realized as vowels in specific 

environments. When the two glides are in final position and 

preceded by a consonant, they are realized as vowels. That 

is /y/ --~ /i/ and /W/ --~ fuf as the following examples 

show: 

fzadyf --~ fzadi/ 

fdalw/ --~ fdaluf 

'kid of a goat' 

'bucket' 
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However, when suffixes are attached to such words as the 

above, then the two glides are retained, e.g.: 

jzady + eenj _.,.. jzadyeen/ 'two kids of a goat' 

jdalw + eenj _.,.. /dalween/ 'two buckets' 

The rule that accounts for the realization of the two 

glides as vowels can be stated as follows: 

Vocalization of the Glides Rule: 

Glides __ .,.. V I C - # 
[+ high] 
[a back] 

2.5.10 Change of /W/ _.,.. jyj: 

Underlying /W/ is sometimes realized as IYI in the 

surface representation in some specific environments. That 

is, when /W/ is preceded or followed by a long low vowel and 

followed or preceded by /i/ where /i/ in turn is followed by 

a consonant, then it changes to fyf. Examples: 

jzaawir/ __ .,.. jzaayir/ 'a visitor' 

fxaawif/ __ .,.. fxaayif/ 'afraid' 

fgaawil/ __ .,.. fgaayil/ 'having said' 

jziwaara/ _.,.. jziyaara/ _.,.. zyaara/ 'a visit' 

But if /W/ is followed by /i/ and /Y/ respectively, then /W/ 

will not be realized as IYI· This is so, because if /Y/ is 

in final position, then it is deleted; otherwise the /i/ may 

be syncopated. Also, IYI is not a true consonant. Consider 

the following: 

fkaawiy/ __ .,.. fkaawi/ 'having cauterized' 

fmsaawiy/ __ .,.. msaawi/ 'equalizing' 
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fkaawiy +at--~ /kaawya/ 'having cauterized (f.)' 

fmsaawiy + iin/ --~ /msaawyiin/ 'equalizing (m.pl.)' 

Also, /W/ changes into IYI when it is preceded by /i/ and 

followed by /Y/ as in: 

/niwyaf --~ /niyyaf 'intention' 

2.5.11 Treatment of the Glottal stop /?/: 

In this section, the different realizations of the 

glottal stop /?/ is briefly discussed. In some cases, the 

glottal stop is deleted while in other cases it is realized 

as a glide or a vowel. However, it is retained in some 

instances. I will not go into detail of all the different 

functions that the glottal stop displays. Rather, I will 

introduce some representative examples of the different 

realizations of the glottal stop. 

2.5.11.1 Deletion of the Glottal stop: 

The glottal stop in final position is always deleted 

when preceded by a vowel. Its deletion occurs in verbs, 

nouns and adjectives. The following examples illustrate this 

point: 

fbada?f --~ fbada/ 'he began' 

fqara?/ --~ /garaf 'he read' 

fdawaa?/ --~ fdawaf 'medicine' 

fsamaa?f --~ fsarnaf 'sky' 

fl:lamraa?f --~ ft).amraf 'red (f. ) ' 



j~afraa?/ --~ j~afraj 

jcamyaa?/ --~ jcamyaj 

j~a~raa?/ --~ /~a~ra/ 

'yellow (f.)' 

'blind (f.s.)' 

'desert' 
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The rule that accounts for final f? 1 deletion is stated 

below: 

Final /?/ Deletion Rule: 

f?f --~ ¢/V -- # 

On the other hand, if the glottal stop is in an initial 

position, its deletion is not systematic. It is deleted in 

some instances while retained in others. This is probably 

due to the influence of CA on the dialect. Words that retain 

the glottal stop initially are most likely borrowings from 

CA. As far as I know, it is deleted initially in two verbs 

of Form I. They are f?akal/ --~ /kala - kale/ 'he ate' and 

f?axaoj --~ fxaoa - xaoe; 'he took'. As you can see, the 

deletion of /?/ in the above two verbs is compensated by fa/ 

in final position where it alternates with jef due to the 

?imaala 'deflection' process discussed earlier. These two 

verbs are considered irregular. 

In addition, the glottal stop is deleted from Form IV of 

CA perfect verbs. This is so, because CA Form IV verbs are 

realized in the dialect as Form I or II as the following 

examples illustrate: 

j?ala~~/ --~ jla~~/ 

f?akramj --~ /karamj 

'he insisted' 

'he honored, welcomed' 



l?ac~al --~ fcatal 

l?akmall --~ lkammall 

l?axbarl --~ lxabbarl 

'he gave' 

'he finished' 

'he told' 
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The glottal stop is, however, retained initially in some 

verbs, such as: 

l?amarl 

l?ammaml 

l?arJ'fJanl 

l?ae-Garl 

'he ordered' 

'he nationalized' 

'he called for prayer' 

'he influenced' 

In nouns and adjectives, initial 1?1 is retained in most 

cases. Examples: 

l?a9(i)ll 'origin' 

l?ar(i)~l 'earth, land' 

l?az(i)rl 

l?uzral 

l?amaanal 

l?umml 

l?a'r).marl 

l?a9far1 

l?acmal 

l?akbarl 

'reward' 

'wage' 

'honesty' 

'mother' 

'red (m.s.)' 

'yellow (m.s.)' 

'blind (m.s.)' 

'older' 

However, when the definite article 111 is prefixed to such 

words, the glottal stop drops: 

11 + 1 ?uzral --~ 1 luzral 'the wage' 

11 + ?a'r).marl --~ lla'r).mar/ 'the red one (m. s.) ' 
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In some proper names that begin with the glottal stop, 

speakers of this dialect most often omit the glottal stop as 

in: 

f?a~mad/ --~ /~amadf 

f?ibrahiim/ --~ /brahiim/ 

'Ahmed' 

'Ibrahim' 

In medial position, the glottal stop is most likely 

realized as vocalic or a glide. It might be retained in some 

lexical items that are considered classicism. However, it is 

deleted when preceded by a vowel and followed by subject 

suffix morphemes of the shape /-V(C)/ in verbs. After the 

deletion of the glottal stop, the stem vowel of the verb 

assimilates to the vowel of the suffix. Examples: 

fmala? + it/ --~ fmalait/ --~ fmalit/ 'she filled' 

jmala? + uf --~ jmalau/ --~ jmalu/ 'they filled' 

fbada? + it/ --~ /badait/ --~ fbadit/ 'she started' 

The following rule accounts for the realization of the 

glottal stop as zero in medial position. 

Medial /?/ Deletion Rule: 

I? I -~ cfJ I v -- + v (C) 
[-long) 

2.5.11.2 Vocalization of the Glottal Stop: 

Medially, the glottal stop is sometimes realized as a 

vowel. That is, when it is preceded by a short vowel and 

followed by a consonant, it is realized as a vowel of the 

same quality as the vowel which immediately precedes it. 

Consider the following examples: 
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fra?s/ _.,.. /raas/ 'head' 

;.ea?r/ _.,.. /-Gaar/ 'revenge' 

/fa?l/ _.,.. /faal/ 'good omen' 

fsta?hal/ _.,.. fstaahal/ 'he deserved' 

fya?murf _.,.. fyaamur/ 'he orders' 

fsu?m/ _.,.. fsuum/ 'calamity, bad luck' 

fbu?sf _.,.. fbuus/ 'misery' 

fbi?rf _.,.. /biir/ 'well' 

fzi?r/ _.,.. /ziir/ 'large jar' 

fC'Ji?b/ _.,.. /C'Jiib/ 'wolf' 

The following formulated rule has the effect of the 

above realization of /?/ as vowel. 

Vocalization of f?f Rule: 

f?/ _.,.. V; I V;- c 

When the glottal stop is in final position and preceded 

by a consonant, it changes into a high vowel as in: 

fmal?/ _.,.. /mali/ 

/cib?/ _.,.. ;cibi - cibu/ 

'filling' 

'burden, load' 

2.5.11.3 Glide Formation from a Glottal stop: 

The process of the glide formation from the glottal 

stop, which might be termed the glidization of the glottal 

stop, occurs in the following environments: 

(a) When it is in medial position preceded by a short 

vowel and followed by a long vowel or preceded by a long 
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vowel and followed by a short vowel. The following examples 

clarify this point: 

jri?aasaj --~ jryaasaj 'leadership' 

/~i?aabf --~ f~yaabj 'wolves' 

jmalaa?ika/ --~ jmalaayka/ 'angels' 

jbaa?is/ --~ jbaayis/ 'miserable' 

jmulaa?im/ --~ jmlaayim/ 'suitable' 

jqiraa?a/ --~ jgraayaj 'reading' 

jmuruu?af --~ fmruuwaf 'sense of honor' 

fsu?aalf --~ fswaal - su?aal/ 'question' 

As can be seen from the last two examples, the glottal 

stop is either realized as /W/ and the high back vowel fuf is 

deleted by syncope or retained ~s the two alternants jswaal 

- su?aal/ exhibit. Retention of the glottal stop in such an 

example is due to classicism. If the glottal stop is 

preceded by the high back vowel juj, it is to be changed into 

fwf. Otherwise it changes into /Y/ as seen above. 

(b) When the glottal stop is preceded by a consonant 

and followed by a vowel, it changes into fyf. It should be 

noted that the consonant that precedes the glottal stop has 

to be part of the stem of the word. This will exclude the 

definite article /1/ discussed earlier. Examples: 

fmal?aan/ --~ fmalyaanf 'full' 

fmas?uul/ --~ jmasyuul/ 'official, responsible' 

fsta~?ab/ --~ fsta~yab/ 'he was wolflike' 
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As for the lexical item fsa?alf 'he asked', speakers of 

this dialect substitute the verb fnasad/ 'he asked'. 

However, when the verb fsa?al/ is used, the glottal stop is 

sometimes retained and in this case the verb is considered a 

borrowing from CA. At other times, the glottal stop is 

either elided or substituted for by the voiceless glottal 

fricative /h/ without any apparent reason. The substitution 

of the glottal stop by /h/ is also heard in another verb, 

i.e. fza?arj --• fzaharf 'he bellowed'. The realization of 

f?/ as /h/ in such verbs might be due to the presence of fsf 

and /Z/ in these two verbs and t.o the fact that /? 1 is 

located between two short vowels of the same quality, namely 

ja-aj. Recall that/?/ in fmas?uulf 'official, responsible' 

above is not realized as /h/ but rather as /Y 1 probably 

because it is not in an intervocalic position and because of 

the presence of the long vowel in such a word. 

(c) When the glottal stop is preceded by the short vowel 

fa/ and followed by subject markers of the shape /-C(V)/, 

then it changes into jyf. Consider the following: 

fqara?+tu/ --• jgaraytuj --• fgareetu/ 'you (pl.) read' 

fqara?+ti/ --• fgarayti/ --• fgareeti/ 'you (f.s.) read' 

fgara?+t/ --> fgarayt/ --> /gareetf 'I, you (m.s.) read' 

The glottal stop in the above examples is being 

separated from the consonant that follows it by a morpheme 

boundary. Recall that if the consonant that follows the 

glottal stop is part of the stem, then it is realized as a 
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vowel as has been indicated above and repeated here for 

convenience: 

fra?sf --~ fraas/ 

fbi?rf --~ /biir/ 

'head' 

'well' 

It should also be remembered that after the glottal stop 

changes into IYI in the above examples in (c), then fayf is 

realized as feef due to the coalescence process explained 

earlier (see 2.3). 

In addition, when the glottal stop is in final position 

and preceded immediately by a glide, it changes into a glide 

identical with the preceding glide. Examples: 

fsay?f --~ fsayyf 'thing' 

f~aw?f --~ /~aww/ 'light' 

Moreover, one has to indicate that individual 

differences among the speakers of the dialect in retaining, 

deleting or glidizing the glottal stop in various 

morphological categories do exist. This is, of course, due 

mainly to the educational background of each individual. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that the above 

phonological processes are the major and the most common 

ones. They are by no means exhaustive. 
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CHAPTER XII: 

MORPHOLOGY OF VERBS 

3.1 Preliminary: 

Arabic morphology in general is built on roots or, in 

other words, it is a root-based morphology as has been 

indicated earlier in the introduction. That is, the roots 

which consist of radicals, whether consonants alone or 

consonants and glide(s), interdigitate with vowels. The 

interdigitation of roots and vocalic patterns constitute what 

is known as stems. In turn, stems accompanied by affixes 

comprise the majority of the lexical items of Arabic 

morphology. Altoma (1969: 31) states: 

The root system of Arabic represents a basic 
morphological structure of nouns, verbs and some 
particles. The vast majority of morphemes ... 
have a stem which consists of interlocking parts, 
a root consisting typically of three consonants 
and a pattern of vowels fitting around the 
consonants of the root. The root generally has a 
fairly constant lexical meaning like "writing" 
related to jktb/ or "killing" expressed by jqtlj. 
The vowel pattern has generally the function of 
specifying the grammatical role of the stem, past 
tense of verb, singular or plural of noun, active 
or passive participle, verbal noun and the like. 
This root and pattern structure of the stem is 
found in all verbs, most nouns and some particles. 

To see how the root, most of the time, carries the 

general meaning of the lexical item while the vocalic 

patterns, with or without affixes, single out the grammatical 

meanings as indicated by Altoma, consider the related 

meanings expressed by the root jktbj: 
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fkatab/ 'he wrote' 

/yiktib/ 'he writes' 

fkaatib/ 'writer' 

/ktaaba/ 'writing' 

fkattab/ 'he caused s.o. to write' 

fkaatab/ 'he corresponded with (s.o.)' 

fnkatab/ 'it was written' 

/ktaab/ 'a book' 

fmaktuubf 'written' 

fmakatbaf 'library' 

fmaktab/ 'office' 

The manipulation of stems and affixes is a very 

productive method in Arabic morphology. Such manipulation is 

accomplished through the application of two morphological 

rules or processes as well as some phonological rules. The 

two morphological processes are derivation and inflection. 

The dialect under investigation employs extensively these two 

morphological processes along with some phonological 

processes. Regarding the significance of the derivational 

processes, Ali (1987: 19) points out 

it goes without saying that fistigaagf 
"derivation" in Arabic has been and still is the 
most important principle of word creation. It 
represents the most natural method by which the 
language has been able to generate the 
overwhelming majority of its native vocabulary. 
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3.2 Derivation: 

Verbs in Arabic are divided into simple and derived verb 

forms or classes. In JDLA, there are eight verb forms out of 

ten CA verb forms of the triliteral consonants. Actually CA 

has fifteen triliteral verb forms but the last five forms of 

the fifteen are not commonly used anymore. Usually Form I is 

the simple or the base-form from which most of the other 

forms or classes are derived. As will be shown below, some 

of the derived verb forms may not always be derived from Form 

I verbs. In other words, they may be derived from nouns, 

adjectives or other derived forms. It should also be kept in 

mind that theoretically one may derive any form from Form I 

verbs, but in reality such derived forms may not be in actual 

use. In contrast, not all the derived forms have existing 

Form I verbs in actual use. These points will be illustrated 

later on. 

Whereas verbs are divided or classified into simple and 

derived verbs, they are also classified in accordance with 

the number and type of roots or radicals they have. 

According to the number of roots, verbs are either triliteral 

or quadriliteral. However, some triliteral verbs 

underlyingly may be realized as biliteral in the surface 

representation as will be shown below. There are also two 

verbs in the dialect whose underlying representation consists 

of three radicals but they surface as uniliteral verbs. such 

realizations are mainly due to some applications of 
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phonological processes discussed earlier. These verbs will 

be presented and accounted for below. 

With regard to the type of roots, they may consist of 

consonants alone or consonants and glides. It has been 

demonstrated above that the two glides and the glottal stop 

may undergo some phonological processes in specific 

environments as to deletion or vocalization. Consequently, 

roots that do not have among them any glides or the glottal 

stop are called strong roots and their verbs are also called 

strong verbs. In turn, strong verbs are divided into sound 

and doubled verbs. Other verbs which have among their roots 

glide(s) or the glottal stop are considered non-strong verbs. 

This is so, because of the changes that the glides and the 

glottal stop undergo in some environments. Further 

illustration regarding the position of the glide in the stem 

of the verb, i.e., initially, medially or finally are given 

here. Traditionally, if the glide is the last radical of the 

root of the verb, i.e., in final position, then such a verb 

is called a defective verb. 

If the glide is in medial position of the verb stem or 

root, then such a verb is called a hollow verb when the glide 

undergoes the process of deletion. Otherwise, it is called 

a medial glide verb, as will be shown later on. In contrast, 

when the glide is verb-initial, such a verb is called an 

assimilated verb. But the term "assimilated" is misleading 

because of the fact that the initial glide does not always 
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assimilate to the sound segment that follows it. It 

assimilates only to the infix /t/ of Form VIII as will be 

illustrated below. At any rate, verbs with an initial glide 

may be called initial glide verbs. 

Furthermore, verbs that have the glottal stop as part of 

their roots, whether initially, medially or finally, are 

called hamzated or glottalized verbs even though the glottal 

stop may undergo some phonological processes such as deletion 

or vocalization similar to the processes that the glides may 

undergo. This is done to avoid the ambiguity that may arise 

if we call, for instance, the verb that has within its root 

the glottal stop medially or finally, and the glottal stop 

undergoes the process of deletion, a hollow or defective 

verb. That is, in surface representation both the glides and 

the glottal stop are realized as zero when they undergo 

deletion. However, it is safe to say that verbs which have 

among their roots the glottal stop or a glide are weak verbs 

because of the different realizations that the glottal stop 

and the two glides exhibit in surface representation. 

Examples will be provided later. 

Before discussing the derived verb forms, let's begin 

with the simple or the basic form from which other forms are 

derived. The starting point is triliteral verbs. 



3.2.1 Triliteral Verbs: 

3.2.1.1 Simple Verbs: 
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The simplest or the basic verb form in JDLA is the third 

person masculine singular form of the perfect aspect in its 

underlying representation. This choice is justified by the 

fact that this form has zero derivation as well as zero 

inflection. 

The vast majority of JDLA Form I verbs in their 

underlying representation are of the pattern /CaCaCf. 

However, due to some phonological processes such a pattern 

may sometimes be realized differently as can be seen later. 

The underlying representation notion adopted here may be 

justified by the fact that, in many cases, it accounts 

correctly for the realization of different well-derived 

morphological categories of the same root, i.e., roots that 

have among them one or two glides. For instance, some of the 

derived verb forms are best accounted for by having 

underlying representation for the simple verbs from which 

those verbs are derived, as, e.g., middle glide verbs of Form 

II. 

3.2.1.1.1 Form I Verbs: 

(a) Sound Verbs: 

The majority of these verbs have the pattern fCaCaC/: 

fkatab/ 'he wrote' 

/~arab/ 

/fataQ./ 

'he hit' 

'he opened' 
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jnasad/ 'he asked' 

jsakanj 'he dwelled' 

jmasak/ 'he caught' 

jnazaq/ 'he succeeded' 

jzabad/ 'he pulled' 

jgatal/ 'he killed' 

jxadamj 'he worked' 

However, there are a small number of verbs in JDLA which 

have /CiCiC/ as their underlying representation pattern. 

such a pattern may, in one way or another, be considered as 

a reflection of the CA pattern jCaCiC/ but has undergone a 

phonological process, i.e., vowel harmony. It has been 

stated earlier that there is vowel harmony in the dialect 

that makes the first stem vowel of the perfect verb in 

harmony with the second stem vowel. This vowel harmony 

process, however, applies only to Form I verbs. So, CA 

pattern jCaCiC/ --> JDLA pattern /CiCiC/ via vowel harmony. 

The underlying pattern /CiCiC/ shows up in surface 

representation as /CCiC/ for the third person masculine 

singular which is taken here as the base form. Hence CA verb 

fsamic/ appears in the dialect as jsimic/, then it becomes 

fsmic/ 'he heard' due to the processes of stress shift and 

syncope discussed earlier (see 2.4 and 2.5.1). That is 

fsamic/ --• /simic/ --• fsimic/ --• fsmic/ 'he heard'. More 

examples: 
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jtcib/ 'he became tired' 

frbi't)./ 'he gained' 

fsbic/ 'he became full (of food)' 

jqrigf 'he drowned' 

/~hik/ 'he laughed' 

/fri't)./ 'he became happy' 

The surface pattern /CCiC/ is also found when some 

subject suffixes of the shape /-C(V)/ are attached to such 

verbs as the above. The justification for having /CiCiC/ as 

an underlying pattern is due to the fact that the first stem 

vowel may be retained while the second vowel is syncopated 

because the environment for its syncopation is met as in: 

/firi't). + it/ --~ /firi't).it/ --~ /fir't).it/ 'she became happy' 

/~i't).ik + uj --~ /~i't).ikuf --~ /Qi~kuf 'they laughed' 

As these examples indicate, the surface pattern is 

fCiCCf. The adaptation of /CiCiC/ as an underlying pattern 

for the above verbs goes well with the general pattern of 

perfect verbs, which is /CVCVC/. Thus, the realization of 

/CCiC/ or /CiCC/ from the underlying /CiCiC/ is achieved 

through the application of some phonological rules, namely, 

stress shift andjor syncope, as has been illustrated above. 

(b) Doubled Verbs: 

Verbs that have identical second and third radicals are 

called doubled verbs. These verbs have fCaCiC;/ as their 
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pattern. However, such a pattern may be questionable as it 

will be argued against below. Examples: 

fradd/ 'he returned So th. I /'t)all/ 'he opened' 

/mass/ 'he touched' /ma'9'9/ 'he sucked' 

fsamm/ 'he smelled' /cadd/ 'he counted' 

fcaqq/ 'he bit' fqassf 'he cheated' 

flamm/ 'he gathered' /tagg/ 'he knocked' 

fka't)t)./ 'he coughed' /~abb/ 'he poured' 

(c) Defective Verbs: 

These verbs have a glide as their final radical in the 

underlying representation. They are called defective verbs 

because they lose their last radical in surface 

representation. Underlyingly 1 they have the pattern /CaCaC/ 1 

but such a pattern surfaces as /CaCaf. Examples: 

framayf _.,. frarna/ 'he threw' 

fdacaw/ _.,. fdaca/ 'he called; he invited' 

fmasayf _.,. fmasa/ 'he walked' 

fsarayf _.,. fsara/ 'he bought' 

fzarayf _.,. zara/ 'he ran' 

frasawf _.,. /rasa/ 'he bribed' 

These verbs also include certain verbal roots which 

consist of one consonant plus two glides occupying the second 

and the third position of the stem of the verbs. The last 

glide is elided in surface representation. Examples: 

fnaway/ _.,. fnawa/ 'he intended' 
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jlawayj _.,.. flawaf 'he twisted' 

jsawayf _.,.. fsawaf 'he grilled' 

jcayayj _.,..cayaj 'he became tired' 

As can be seen from these examples, the last radical is 

always /Y/ while the second radical is, in most cases, fwf. 

It seems that when there are two glides in the root of the 

verb, one of them has to stay and be part of the stem of the 

verb. Omission of the second glide is accounted for by the 

final glide deletion rule (see 2.5.8). It may also be due to 

the fact that an intervocalic glide is to be deleted when it 

is followed by a short vowel and a consonant rather than a 

short vowel and another glide in the underlying 

representation as the above examples illustrate. The 

retention of the middle glide in the above verbs may suggest 

that the dialect does not tolerate the deletion of two 

radicals from the same root except in two verbs which are 

considered irregular. These two verbs will be introduced and 

accounted for below. Moreover, the stability of the middle 

glide in the above verbs is also found in some other 

morphological categories as in, e.g., jmilwij 'twisted', 

flaawij 'twisting', etc. 

(d) Hollow Verbs: 

Hollow verbs are those verbs whose second root is a 

glide, provided that such a glide is not geminate or preceded 

by a long vowel (see 2.5.8). The glide being in intervocalic 
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position and not followed by another glide is elided leaving 

the middle position of the stem of the verb hollow and hence 

the name hollow verbs. Thus, underlying triliteral verbs 

surface as biliteral verbs. Their underlying pattern /CaCaC/ 

surfaces as /CaaC/. Examples: 

Jgawal/ --~ Jgaal/ 'he said' 

fbayac/ --~ /baac/ 'he sold' 

fxawaf/ --~ fxaaf/ 'he was afraid' 

Jt;.ayar/ --~ /t;.aar/ 'it flew' 

fnawam/ --~ /naamf 'he slept' 

/cawamf --~ /caam/ 'he swam' 

/f!}ayad/ __ .,.. /f!}aad/ 'he hunted' 

flawam/ __ .,.. /laamf 'he blamed' 

fmayal/ 
__ .,.. 

fmaal/ 'he leaned' 

{e) Initial Glide Verbs: 

These verbs are more like sound verbs, i.e.' they do not 

lose the initial glide. Examples: 

fwagaf/ 'he stood up; he stopped' 

fwacad/ 'he promised' 

fwaf!}af/ 'he described' 

fwazad/ 'he found' 

/Waf!}al/ 'he arrived' 

fybis/ 'it dried up' 
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(f) Hamzated or Glottalized Verbs: 

Hamzated verbs refer to these verbs that have among 

their radicals the glottal stop (Arabic hamza). Most verbs 

that retain the glottal stop are considered borrowings from 

CA. The different functions of the glottal stop have been 

treated in the previous chapter. 

pattern jCaCaCj. Examples: 

Hamzated verbs have the 

j?amarj 

j?a~anj 

jsa?alj 

'he ordered' 

'he allowed' 

'he asked' 

It has been mentioned earlier that there are two verbs 

which surface as uniliteral verbs. They are jzaj 'he came' 

and /raj 'he saw'. The underlying representations of these 

two verbs are jjaya?/ and jra?ayj. The glottal stop/?/ and 

the glide /Y/ are both deleted from these two verbs leaving 

such verbs with only one radical, which is irregular. 

3.2.1.2 Derived Verbs: 

3.2.1.2.1. Form II: 

The main characteristic of Form II verbs is the doubling 

of the second radical of the root. Generally, they are 

transitive and in most cases they are derived from Form I 

verbs. They express causative, intensive or frequentative 

meanings. 

(a) Sound Verbs: 

They have the pattern /CaC;C;aCj: 
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Form I Form II 

lkatabl 'he wrote' lkattabl 'he made s.o. write' 

lkasarl 'he broke' lkassarl 'he smashed' 

lgatalf 'he killed' fgattall 'he massacred' 

lxabat;./ 'he hit' lxabbat;./ 'he hit repeatedly' 

lrazac 1 'he returned' lrazzac I 'he returned s.th. or s.o.' 

lgat;.ac I 'he cut' lgat;.t;.ac I 'he cut into pieces' 

lxadamf 'he worked' lxaddam/ 'he hired s.o. I 

lsmin/ 'he became fat' lsammanf 'he made s . o. or s. th. fat' 

lfri~l 'he became happy' lfarra~/ 'he made s.o. happy' 

~~~ikl 'he laughed' l~a~~akl 'he made s.o. laugh' 

(b) Doubled Verbs: 

They have the pattern /CaC;C;aCJ 

Form I 

fraddf 'he returned; 
he replied' 

/~all 'he opened; he solved' 

jgalll 'it became little' 

/ca~~ I 'he, it bit' 

j~abbl 'he liked, loved' 

Jzaffl 'it dried' 

Form II 

fraddad/ 

f~allal/ 

fgallal/ 

jca~~a~/ 

j~abbab/ 

fzaffafl 

'he repeated s.th 
frequently' 

'he analyzed' 

'he made s.th. little' 

'he bit frequently' 

'he made loveable' 

'he made s.th. dry' 

A remark on the derivational process of the above verbs 

will be introduced below. 

(c) Defective Verbs: 

These verbs have the pattern ICaC;C;a/ (<CaC;C;aC): 

Form I Form II 
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fmasaf 'he went' /massaf 'he made s.o. go' 

fbaka/ 'he cried' /bakka/ 'he made s.o. cry' 

jgalaf 'it became expensive' /galla/ 'he raised the price' 

fzara/ 'he ran' jzarra/ 'hecauseds.o. torun' 

jra~a/ 'he was content' jra~~a/ 'he satisfied s.o.' 

f~afaj 'it became clear' j~affa/ 'he made s.th. clear' 

fsaha/ 'he desired' jsahha/ 'he made s. o. covetous' 

fzalaf 'he went away' /zalla/ 'he caused s.o. or 
s.th. to go away' 

(d) Middle Glide Verbs: 

These verbs refer to those verbs whose middle radicals 

are glides. Because such glides in Form II are doubled or a 

geminate, they do not undergo the process of deletion. It has 

been indicated in Form I above that verbs with middle glides, 

underlyingly, are called hollow verbs because glides in Form 

I undergo deletion. Hence, to call verbs of Form II middle 

glide verbs hollow verbs is misleading since the glides are 

part of the stem underlyingly and surfacely. So, they are 

called middle glide verbs instead of hollow verbs for the 

reasons stated here. They have the pattern /CaC;C;aC/: 

Form I Form II 

jxaaf/ 'he was afraid' fxawwaf/ 'he frightened s.o.' 

fbaanf 'he, it became clear' /bayyan/ 'he made s. th. visible' 

ftaarf 'it flew' /tayyar/ 'he made s.th. fly' 

fzaacf 'he was hungry' /zawwac/ 'he caused s.o. to 
starve' 
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ftaa~/ 'he fell down' f~ayya~/ 'he caused s.o. or 
s.th. to fall down' 

(e) Initial Glide Verbs: 

These verbs have the following pattern fCaC;C;acf: 

Form I Form II 

jwara-9/ 'he inherited' fwarra-9/ 'he appointed s.o. as 
heir' 

fwagaf/ 'he stood up; fwaggaf/ 'he stopped s.o. or 
he stopped' s.th. ' 

jwa-&agf 'he trusted' /wa-9-&ag/ 'he documented' 

jwafi?al/ 'he arrived' /Wafi?fi?al/ 'he conducted s.o. or 
s.th. (to a place) ' 

fybis/ 'it dried up' ;yabbasf 'he made s.th. dry' 

(f) Hamzated or Glottalized Verbs: 

It should be remembered that the glottal stop does not 

occur as a geminate cluster in any position. The only Form 

II verbs that have the glottal stop are those whose first 

radical is f? 1. Their pattern is /CaC;C;aC/: 

f?akkadf 'he assured' 

f?a-9-&ar/ 'he influenced' 

f?ayyad/ 'he supported' 

f?awwal/ 'he interpreted' 

f?amman/ 'he insured' 

Based on the above data, a rule that accounts for the 

derivation of Form II verbs from Form I verbs can be 

formulated. Such a rule is, in a sense, a gemination rule: 

Form II Derivational Rule: 
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C; _.,.. C;C;/#CV - V(C) 

This rule has the effect of deriving correctly Form II 

verbs from Form I verbs from the pattern /CaCaC/ as well as 

the underlying pattern /CiCiC/. However, another 

phonological rule is needed to account for the correct 

derivation of Form II from Form I pattern /CiCiC/. This rule 

is a vowel lowering rule, i.e., lowering of /i-i/ into ja-af 

after the derivational process takes place. The 

formulization of such a rule is as follows: 

Vowel Lowering Rule: 

v -----... v I #C - C;C; - (C) 
[+high] [+low] 
[-back] 

It has been mentioned earlier (see 3.2) that some of the 

derived verb forms may not always be derived from verbs. 

Some may be derived from other morphological categories, 

i.e. , nouns or adjectives. Since this is the case, the 

following Form II verbs are derived from nouns: 

Base Form Form II 

/?ism - ?isim/ 'name' fsamma/ 'he named' 

/l:latab/ 'wood' /l:lattabf 'he gathered wood' 

fzwaag/ 'paint' fzawwagf 'he painted' 

fsarg - sarig/ 'east' fsarragf 'he went east' 

/garb - garib/ 'west' jgarrabf 'he went west' 

/ciid/ 'feast' /cayyadf 'he celebrated a feast' 

/casaf 'dinner' /cassaf 'he gave s.o. dinner' 
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Form II verbs that are derived from adjectives express 

the general meaning of "to cause s.th. or s.o. to acquire the 

quality expressed by the adjective" (cf. Qafisheh, 1977: 42). 

Base Form 

fzadiid/ 'new' 

f?abya~/ 'white' 

f?a~iif/ 'clean' 

Form II 

fzaddad/ 'he renewed s.th.' 

fbayya~/ 'he whitened s.th.' 

/na~~af/ 'he cleaned' 

It should be pointed out that some Form I verbs cannot 

derive Form II verbs. In other words, some Form I verbs are 

used in JDLA but their corresponding derived forms are not 

actually used. Examples: 

Form I Form II 

fxanagf 

fsazadf 

fwacadf 

frama/ 

fgaal/ 

'he strangled' --~ 

'he prostrated' -/-~ 

'he promised' -!-~ 

'he threw' -!-~ 

'he said' -/-~ 

*fxannagf 

*fsazzadf 

*fwaccad/ 

*frammaf 

*/gawwalf 

In contrast, some Form II verbs may not always have 

corresponding Form I verbs in use. Examples: 

Form I Form II 

*fsazal/ ... -!- fsazzalf 'he registered' 

*fzarabf ... -!- fzarrab/ 'he tried' 

*/kalamf ... -!- /kallamf 'he spoke to' 

*f?ayad/ ... -!- f?ayyad/ 'he supported' 

One final point has to be cleared up before closing the 

discussion on Form II verbs. It has been indicated earlier 
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(see 3. 2 . 1. 1. 1 (b) ) that the pattern of Form I doubled verbs, 

which is fCaCiCJ, is questionable. That is, considering such 

a pattern as an underlying one cannot correctly derive Form 

II pattern fCaCiCiaCJ of doubled verbs. Therefore, a 

suggested underlying pattern for Form I doubled verbs is 

proposed as I CaCiaCJ . This pattern will account for the 

correct derivation of Form II doubled verbs from Form I 

doubled verbs. That is, Form II doubled verbs are derived by 

doubling the second radical of Form I doubled verbs. If 

doubling the second radical takes place without having the 

second vowel, this will result in having three consecutive 

identical consonants without an intervening vowel and that is 

not permitted in Arabic. Thus having the underlying pattern 

fCaC;aCJ, e.g., /radad/ for the surface pattern fCaC;CJ, e.g., 

fradd/ 'he returned s.th.' is justified in order to correctly 

derive Form II and also Form V Doubled verbs from Form I 

doubled verbs. However, one may ask what will happen to the 

second vowel of the underlying fradad/ when there is no 

derivation or how can one account for fradadf ---~ fraddf? 

The answer, it seems, lies in the fact that the second 

vowel fa/ of the underlying jradadj is either metathesized 

with the second or the third radical of the stem. Metathesis 

may be justified by the following hypotheses. 

(a) Two identical consonants tend to geminate. Hence, 

the second vowel fa/ metathesizes with the second radical and 
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assimilates to the first vowel faf. The process goes as 

follows: jradadf __ ..,. jraadd/ __ ..,. jradd/ 'he returned 

s.th.'. 

(b) The second vowel fa/ metathesizes with the third 

radical when subject suffixes of the shape /-C(V) 1 are 

appended to the verb. Then the vowel fa/ is raised to fef 

and lengthened, e.g., jradad + t/ __ ..,. jraddat/ __ ..,. 

fraddeet/ 'I, you (m.s.) returned s.th.' and jradad + tu/ 

__ ..,. jraddatu/ __ ..,. jraddeetuj 'you (pl.} returned s.th.'. 

However, if subject suffixes are of the shape /-V(C}/, 

then the vowel fa/ metathesizes with the second radical and 

follows the same process as in (a} above. For example, 

fradad + it/ __ ..,. fraaddit/ __ ..,. jraddit/ 'she returned 

s.th.' and jradad + uf __ .,. fraaddu/ _..,. /raddu/ 'they 

returned s. th' . 

3.2.1.2.2 Form III: 

Form III verbs are characterized by having the low long 

vowel faa/ after the first radical of the root. Most of Form 

III verbs are transitive and some of them have an associative 

meaning. They are generally derived from Form I verbs 

whether Form I verbs are in actual use or not as will be 

illustrated below. 

(a} Sound Verbs: 

They have the pattern /CaaCaC/: 

fgaatal/ 'he fought with' 

/kaatabf 'he corresponded with' 
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ftaalabj 'he demanded' 

jcaatabj 'he blamed' 

jsaanadj 'he supported' 

jraazac 1 'he revised s.th.' 

jsaarak/ 'he participated with s.o. I 

jgaabal/ 'he met with s.o. , 

All of the above verbs are derived from Form I verbs 

that are in actual use. However, some Form III verbs may not 

have Form I verbs as will be shown below. 

(b) Defective Verbs: 

These verbs have the pattern /CaaCaj: 

jt).aamaj 'he defended' 

jmaasaj 'he walked with s.o. I 

jlaagaj 'he met with s.o.' 

jcaadaj 'he antagonized' 

jnaadaj 'he called s.o. 1 

jsaawaj 'he established equality' 

(c) Middle Glide Verbs: 

These verbs do not lose their glides due to the fact 

that such glides are preceded by a long vowel which blocks 

the deletion process of glides. 

jnaawal/ 

jgaawam/ 

/caawanj 

jcaayanj 

'he handed over' 

'he stood up against' 

'he helped' 

'he examined' 
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'he lived with' 

(d) Initial Glide Verbs: 

fwaazan/ 'he compared' 

fwaaf?al/ 'he continued; he maintained close 
relation with' 

fwaafag/ 'he agreed' 

fwaazah/ 'he confronted' 

The derivational rule that accounts for the derivation 

of Form III from Form I is formulated as follows: 

V _.,. V I #C- Ca(C) 
[-long] [+long] 

[+low ] 

The following examples do not have corresponding Form I 

verbs: 

Form III Form I 

/caarak/ 'he fought' 
..,._,_ 

*/carak/ 

fsaacad/ 'he helped' 
..,._,_ 

*fsacadf 

fsaafar/ 'he travelled' 
..,._,_ 

* fsafar/ 

fwaazah/ 'he confronted' 
..,._,_ 

*fwazah/ 

fwaafag/ 'he agreed' 
..,._,_ 

*fwafagf 

In addition, not all Form I verbs can have Form III 

verbs as their derived forms. Examples: 

Form I Form III 

fxazan/ 'he stored' 
_,_.,. 

*fxaazan/ 

fgasal/ 'he washed' 
_,_.,. 

*/gaasal/ 

frasaf/ 'he sipped' 
_,_.,. 

*/raasaf/ 

fragad/ 'he slept' 
_, __ .,. 

*/raagad/ 
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jsalax/ 'he skinned' --/-... */saalaxf 

/fri'tJ./ 'he became happy' -/-... */faara'tJ./ 

fsawa/ 'he grilled' _,_ ... */saawaf 

;xaaf/ 'he was afraid' -;-... *fxaawaf/ 

jwaf?af/ 'he described' _,_ ... *fwaaf?af/ 

fnasad/ 'he asked' -!--... *fnaasad/ 

Form IV verbs are not used in JDLA, but rather Form I or 

Form II verbs are used instead, as has been indicated earlier 

(see 2.5.11.1). 

3.2.1.2.3 Form v: 

Form V verbs are characterized by doubling the second 

radical of the root as well as the prefixation of the 

derivational morpheme /t-/. The above process of doubling 

and prefixation applies to Form I verbs to derive Form V from 

them. The doubling of the second radical of the root is the 

derivational process for Form II verbs. Hence, most Form V 

verbs are derived from Form II by prefixing /t-/ to such 

verbs. Form V verbs are usually reflexive of Form II and 

they may also denote passivity. 

(a) Sound Verbs: 

They have the pattern /tCaC;C;aC/: 

;teal lam/ 'he learned' 

/t'tJ.assan/ 'he improved (himself) ; it 
improved' 

/tkassar/ 'it was broken' 

/tkallam; 'he spoke' 
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~~~arraf/ < /t~arraf/ 'he behaved' 

fdgaddam/ < /tgaddam/ 'he progressed' 

f-&eamman/ < /t-&amman/ 'it was priced' 

ftmazzag/ 'it was torn' 

fssallaf/ < jtsallaf/ 'he borrowed' 

(b) Doubled Verbs: 

They have the pattern /tCaCiCiaCJ. 

jtraddad/ 'he hesitated' 

fssaddad/ < ttsaddad/ 'he was harsh' 

/tfakkak/ 'it was dismantled' 

ftmaddad/ 'he stretched himself out' 

jssammam/ < ftsammam/ 'he was poisoned' 

(c) Defective Verbs: 

As it is the case with the previous forms, defective 

verbs lose their final radical. They have the pattern 

jtCaCiCia/. 

Root Form V 

fgdy/ /tgadda/ 'he had lunch' 

/rgy/ /traggaj 'he advanced, was promoted' 

fmnyj jtmannaj 'he wished' 

/XlW/ /txalla/ 'he abandoned' 

/Wfy/ /twaffa/ 'he died' 

/Wly/ /twalla/ 'he assumed responsibility' 

Form V verbs whose first radical is the glottal stop are 

very few. The glottal stop may be retained and in this case 
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such verbs are borrowings from CA or in some cases the 

glottal stop is substituted for by /Y 1 as the following 

examples illustrate: 

ft?akkad - tyakkad/ 'he was certain' 

ft?assaf - tyassaf/ 'he was sorry' 

ft?a&fiarf 'he was influenced' 

ft?addab - tyaddab/ 'he behaved himself' 

As the foregoing examples indicate, some Form V verbs 

are reflexive or passive of Form II verbs. To make this 

point clearer, consider the following examples: 

Form II Form V 

/cal lam/ 'he taught' _.,. /teal lam/ 'he learned' 

f'r).assanf 'he improved' _.,. /t'r).assanf 'he improved 
(himself)' 

fkassar/ 'he smashed' _.,. /tkassar/ 'it was smashed' 

fgadda/ 'he gave lunch _.,. ftgadda/ 'he had lunch' 
(to s. o.) ' 

/cayyan/ 'he appointed' _.,. /tcayyan/ 'he was appointed' 

/fakkak/ 'he dismantled' _.,. /tfakkak/ 'it was dismantled' 

f'r).addad/ 'he delimited' _.,. /t'r).addad/ 'it was delimited' 

fsallaf/ 'he lent' _.,. fssallaf/ 'he borrowed' 

The rule that will account for the derivational process 

of Form V from Form II may be formulated as follows: 

This rule, of course, accounts for the derivation of 

Form V from Form II. If Form V is going to be derived from 
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Form I, then two processes apply: first, doubling the second 

radical of the root; second, the addition of the prefix {t-

I. 

3.2.1.2.4 Form VI: 

Form VI verbs are characterized by having a long vowel 

jaaj after the first radical of the root and by the 

prefixation of {t-{. The presence of the long vowel after 

the first radical of the root denotes Form III verbs. 

Accordingly, Form VI verbs are mostly derived from Form III 

by prefixing /t-j. Form VI verbs have the following pattern 

/tCaaCa(C)/. They may denote reciprocity. Examples: 

Form III Form VI 

/kaatabf 'he wrote to' _.,. /tkaatabu/ 'they wrote each 
other' 

fgaat;.ac I 'he broke up _.,. fdgaat;.acu; 'they got separated 
(with s. o.) from each other' 

fsaamal:l/ 'he forgave' _.,. fssaamal:lu/ 'they forgave each 
other' 

fcaarak/ 'he fought' _.,. /tCaaraku/ 'they fought each 
other' 

fsaawar/ 'he consulted' _.,. fssaawaru/ 'they consul ted each 
other' 

Form VI verbs may also denote pretense: 

~~~aahar/ 

jtmaara~/ 

jtnaasaf 

'he pretended' 

'he pretended to be sick' 

'he pretended to have forgotten' 

They may also have a passive meaning: 

jttaakalf 'it was eaten' 
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jttaaxa~/ 'it (he) was taken' 

The last two verbs represent unusual assimilation. That 

is, the assimilation of the glottal stop to the prefix /t-/ 

of Form VI. Their underlying representation is /t?aakal/ and 

jt?aaxa~/, respectively. The glottal stop in Form I of these 

two verbs is deleted and the two verbs are compensated for by 

the vowel fa- ej in final position (see 2.5.11.1). However, 

the glottal stop does not assimilate in /t?aamar/<jta?aamarj 

'he plotted' because such a verb is a borrowing from CA. 

Some Form VI verbs are defective. Examples: 

Form III Form VI 

flaagaj 'he met (s.o.)' --• jtlaagu/ 'they met together' 

/caada/ 'he antagonized' --• /tcaadu/ 'they were hostile to 

each other' 

jsaawaj 'he made equal' --• jssaawuj 'they were made equal' 

/daawaj 'he treated medically' --•/ddaawaj 'he was cured' 

It should be emphasized that not all Form III verbs are 

capable of deriving Form VI verbs. Consider the following 

examples: 

Form III Form VI 

/~aawal/ 'he tried' 

jhaazam; 'he attacked' 

jraaca/ 'he waited' 

---!---• */t~aawalj 

---!---• */thaazamf 

---1---• */traaca/ 

In contrast, Form VI verbs are not always derived from 

Form III verbs as the following examples indicate: 



Form III 

*lgaacadl 

*lfaahaml 

*l~aarabl 

*lraaxal 

*l~aaharl 

•-I-

•-I-

•-I-

•-1-

·--/--
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Form VI 

jdgaacadl 'he retired' 

jtfaahaml 'he came to an understanding' 

~~~aarabul 'they hit each other' 

jtraaxa/ 'he showed little energy' 

~~~aahar/ 'he pretended' 

If Form VI is derived from Form III, then the following 

rule accounts for such derivation: 

cfJ _..,. t I # - caaCa(C) 

If a Form VI verb does not have a corresponding Form III 

verb as the above examples indicate, then the above rule 

applies with a vowel lengthening rule, i.e., the lengthening 

of the first stem vowel of Form I verbs. 

3.2.1.2.5 Form VII: 

Form VII verbs are derived from Form I verbs by the 

addition of the prefix jn-1. Form VII verbs are intransitive 

and have a passive meaning. 

Sound verbs have the following pattern: /nCaCaCI: 

Form I Form VII 

lkasarl 'he broke' _..,. lnkasarl 'it was broken' 

/qarabl 'he hit' _..,. 
In~ arabi 'he was hit' 

l"tJ.aragl 'he burned' _..,. lnQ.aragl 'it was burned' 

lsmicl 'he heard' _..,. /nsamac 1 'it was heard' 

fzabadf 'he pulled' _..,. /nzabadl 'it was pulled' 

fkatabl 'he wrote' _..,. /nkatab/ 'it was written' 
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Form VII verbs are also found as doubled verbs and their 

pattern is fnCaCiCJ: 

Form I Form VII 

/'t).all/ 'he opened; _.,.. jntJ,all/ 'it was opened; 
he solved' it was solved' 

jga~~/ 'he cut' _.,.. 
jnga~~/ 'it was cut' 

jsaggf 'he split' _.,.. jnsagg/ 'it was split' 

f~arr/ 'he hurt (s.o.)' _.,.. jn~arr/ 'he was hurt' 

fdassf 'he hid' _.,.. jndass/ 'it was hidden' 

Form VII verbs also occur as defective verbs where they 

have the following pattern: /nCaCaf. 

Form I Form VII 

fsaraj 'he bought' _.,. fnsara/ 'it was bought' 

/kawaf 'he cauterized' _.,. /nkawaf 'he was cauterized' 

fsawaf 'he grilled' _.,. /nsawa/ 'it was grilled' 

/tafa/ 'he extinguished' _.,. /ntafa/ 'it was extinguished' 

fbanaf 'he built' _.,. /mbanaj 'it was built' 

As for Form VII hollow verbs, they have the following 

pattern: jnCaaCj. 

Form I Form VII 

fgaal/ 'he said' _.,. fngaal/ 'it was said' 

fbaac/ 'he sold' _.,. /mbaac 1 'it was sold' 

fzaabf 'he brought' _.,. /nzaab/ 'it was brought' 

/~aadf 'he hunted' _.,. 
fn~aadj 'it was hunted' 

ftJ.aazf 'he obtained' _.,. /n't).aaz/ 'he sided with' 
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As the last example indicates, passive meaning is not 

always obtained or realized. 

The derivational rule of Form VII from Form I can be 

formulized as follows: 

¢ ---~ n I # --- [Form I verbs] 

3.2.1.2.6 Form VIII: 

The main feature of Form VIII verbs is the presence of 

the infix /-t-/ immediately after the first radical of the 

root. They are mostly derived from Form I verbs. 

Sound verbs have the following pattern: /CtaCaC/. 

Form I Form VIII 

fna~ar/ 'he rendered -~ /nta~ar/ 'he triumphed' 
s.o. victorious' 

fnafax/ 'he inflated' -~ /ntafaxj 'it was inflated' 

jlaJ:larnj 'he welded' -~ /ltaJ:lamj 'it was welded' 

fmanac/ 'he prevented' -~ /mtanac/ 'he abstained' 

Most Form VIII verbs denote reflexivity, i.e., they are 

reflexive of Form I verbs as the following examples 

illustrate: 

fzamac/ 'he gathered' 

fnagal/ 'he moved' 

fsmic/ 'he heard' 

-~ /ztamac/ 'he met (with s.o.)' 

-~ /ntagal/ 'he moved (himself}' 

-~ /stamac/ 'he listened to 
Sotho I 

Some Form VIII verbs may have a passive meaning: 
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Form I Form VIII 

jnafaxj 'he inflated' --~ /ntafax/ 'it was inflated' 

jraba~/ 'he tied s.th.' --~ jrtaba~/ 'it was tied' 

The above meanings that Form VIII verbs denote may also 

be found in other Form VIII sub-forms, i.e., 

defective and hollow verbs. 

doubled, 

It should be pointed out that in a few cases Form I and 

Form VIII verbs have similar meanings as, e.g.: 

jsaraj 'he bought' jstara/ 'he bought' 

Form VIII doubled verbs have the following pattern: 

/Ctacicu. 

Form I Form VIII 

flammj 'he gathered' /ltamm/ 'he rallied (with)' 

/'ty.all/ 'he opened, solved' /l:ltall/ 'he occupied' 

/ball/ 'he wetted' /btall/ 'he was wetted' 

fmadd/ 'he extended' /mtadd/ 'it was extended' 

f~arrj 'he damaged' /~tarr/ 'he was forced' 

Form VIII defective verbs have the following pattern: 

/CtaCaf. 

Form I Form VIII 

framaj 'he threw s.th.' --~ /rtama/ 'it was thrown' 

fmal:la/ 'he erased' --~ /mtal:la/ 'it was erased' 

;mala/ 'he filled up' --~ /mtala/ 'it was filled up' 

fdaca/ 'he called' --~ /ddaca/ 'he claimed' 

/nasa; 'he forgot' --~ /ntasaj 'it was forgotten' 
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In the above examples, the infix /-t-/ in the verb 

fddaca/ is realized as /d/ through voicing assimilation. 

Form VIII hollow verbs have the pattern /CtaaC/: 

Form I Form VIII 

flaamf 'he blamed' _.,.. /ltaam/ 'he was blamed' 

/l:laarf 'he was confused' _.,.. /l:ltaar; 'he was perplexed' 

jxtaar/ 'he chose' 

/l:ltaal/ 'he deceived' 

/l:ltaaz/ 'he needed' 

;staagf 'he yearned' 

As the last four examples indicate, some Form VIII verbs 

do not always have corresponding Form I verbs. 

Assimilated Form VIII verbs have the following pattern: 

jttaCaC/ < fwtaCaCf. 

Form VIII 

/W~l/ /tta~al/ < wta~al/ 'he got in touch' 

/wfg/ /ttafag/ < wtafagj 'he agreed' 

/Wkl/ /ttakal/ < wtakal/ 'he relied' 

/W~l:l/ jtta~al:l/ < wta~al:l/ I it became clear' 

jwhm/ jttaham/ < wtaham/ 'he accused' 

;wzh/ ;ttazah/ < wtazah/ 'he went toward' 

Since most of Form VIII verbs are derived from Form I 

verbs, the following rule will account for such derivation: 
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Form IX verbs do not exist in the investigated dialect. 

3.2.1.2.7 Form X: 

Form X verbs are characterized by having the prefix 

fsta-f. They may have a causative-reflexive meaning because 

of the presence of fsf and /t/ of the prefix, respectively. 

Other Form X verbs have an estimative meaning. They are 

derived from Form I verbs or from adjectives and a few are 

derived from nouns. In some cases, they may be derived 

directly from the root without having existing verb, djective 

or noun forms. 

Sound verbs have the pattern fstaCCaCf: 

Base Form Form X 

fnaif?ar/ 'he helped' _.,.. fstanif?arj 'he sought support 
(of)' 

jgafar/ 'he forgave' _.,.. /stagfar/ 'he sought (God's) 
forgiveness' 

jfahamf 'he understood' _.,.. fstafham/ 'he inquired' 

jnakar/ 'he denied' _.,.. jstankarj 'he disapproved' 

j?aif?far/ 'yellow' _.,.. jsta!?farj 'his face turned 
yellow' 

/bar aka/ 'blessing' _.,.. jstabrak/ 'he was blessed' 

/carnal/ 'he made, worked'-... jstacmal/ 'he used' 

jgaabal/ 'he met (with)' _.,.. jstagbal/ 'he welcomed' 

jraazil/ 'man' _.,.. fstarzal/ 'he displayed 
masculinity' 

jgariib/ 'strange' _.,.. fstagrab/ 'he found (s.th.) 
strange' 

Form X doubled verbs have the pattern 1 StaCaC;CJ: 
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Base Form Form X 

jradd/ 'he returned _.,. jstaradd/ 'he got (s.th.) 
( S • th.) I back' 

j~ammaam/ 'bathroom' _.,. 
jsta~amm/ 'he took a bath' 

(gll) _.,. jstagall/ 'he exploited' 

jmarr/ 'he passed by' _.,. jstamarr/ 'he continued' 

Form X defective verbs have the pattern /StaCCaj: 

Base Form Form X 

jgalaj 'it became _.,. jstagla/ 'he considered 
expensive' expensive' 

jfataj 'he gave a legal _.,. jstafta/ 'he sought legal 
opinion' opinion' 

jswayyaj 'little' _.,. jstaswa/ 'he deemed ( s. th.) 
little' 

jganiyyj 'rich' _.,. /stagna/ 'he became rich' 

Form X hollow verbs have the following pattern 

jstaCaaCj: 

Base Form 

jfaadj 'he benefited 
(s.o.)' 

fcaanf 'he helped (s.o.)' 

Form x 

_.,. {stafaad/ 'he benefited 
(from)' 

_.,. fstacaan/ 'he sought help' 

fgaa~f 'he angered (s.o.)'-... {stagaa~/ 'he became angry' 

The glide /W/ and the preceding vowel (a) of the prefix 

in some Form X verbs undergo a coalescence process. 

Examples: 

fstootan/ < {stawtan/ 'he settled in (a country)' 

{stoo~a~/ < {staw~a~/ 'he asked (s.o.) for clarification.' 
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Such verbs are considered initial weak verbs because of the 

glide fwf. 

since most Form X verbs are derived from form I verbs, 

the following rule accounts for such a derivation: 

t/J _.,.. sta- I # 

3.2.2 Quadriliteral Verbs: 

[Form I verbs] 

As its name implies, a quadriliteral verb consists of 

four radicals. Such radicals may be strong radicals or 

undergo a weakening process. A quadriliteral verb may be 

composed of four different radicals or some radicals may 

result from duplication of other radicals in the root, as 

will be illustrated below. Quadriliteral verbs, sometimes 

referred to as quadriradical verbs are of two forms: (basic) 

quadriliterals and derived quadriliterals. 

3.2.2.1 Basic Quadriliterals 

Basic quadriliteral verbs are of the following types: 

(a) This type has the pattern fCaCCaC/: 

ftarzam/ 'he translated' 

/darzal1 1 'he swung' 

fsalbat-/ 'he splashed water' 

fxarbasf 'he scribbled' 

fxalbat-/ 'he mixed things up' 

fdarhab/ 'he rolled s. th. , 

/gat-ran/ 'he coated with tar' 

/caskar/ 'he camped' 

fbahoal/ 'he treated (s. o.) meanly' 
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fbal~ag/ 'he stared at s.o.' 

(b) This type has duplicated radicals, i.e , the third 

and the fourth radicals are duplications of the first and the 

second radicals, respectively. This type has the pattern 

I ciacjciaC/ : 

(c) 

(d) 

/tagtag/ 

ttamtam/ 

tzalzal/ 

twaswas/ 

txasxas/ 

/fatfat/ 

jnacnac/ 

fsamsam/ 

jdagdagj 

This type 

/barbas/ 

fmasmar/ 

fsamsar/ 

has 

'he knocked' 

'he stammered' 

'he shook' 

'he whispered' 

'he clanked' 

'he cut into pieces' 

'he added mint (to tea)' 

'he sniffed' 

'he tickled' 

the pattern fCaCCaCf: 

'he dug out' 

'he nailed' 

'he acted as broker' 

This type has the pattern /CooCaC/ < fCaCCaCf. 

undergoes a coalescence process: 

jtoorax/ < /tawraxf 'he dated historically' 

/~oogar/ < /~awgar/ 'he insured s.th.' 

fxooxam/ < fxawxam/ 'it (he) made s.o. crazy' 

It 

(e) This type is concerned with defective verbs where the 

last radical is deleted. Its pattern is fCaCCaf: 



fmaska/ < fmaskayf 'he shuffled (cards)' 

fmarka/ < fmarkay/ 'he marked s.th. as a debt' 

2.2.2.2 Derived Quadriliterals 
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Derived quadriliterals are characterized by having the 

prefix /t-f. They are mainly derived from basic 

quadriliteral verbs in the same way as Form V verbs are 

derived from Form II of triliteral verbs. They have passive 

meanings. Examples: 

/tlaxbat/ 

/tkarkab/ 

ftxalbat/ 

fddagdagf < /tdagdagf 

fdgatran/ < /tgatran/ 

fzzalba~/ < /tzalba~/ 

/tfatfat/ 

/ttoorax/ < /ttawraxf 

/thazhaz/ 

'he was confused' 

'it was rolled' 

'it was mixed up' 

'he was tickled' 

'it was coated with tar' 

'he was cheated' 

'it was cut into pieces' 

'it was dated historically' 

'it was shaken' 

It should be noted that the pattern of basic 

quadriliteral verbs is similar to that of Form II triliteral 

verbs. The difference lies in the fact that the second and 

the third radicals of Form II triliteral verbs are always 

identical, i.e., doubled while in basic quadriliteral verbs 

they are not. Likewise, the pattern of derived quadriliteral 

verbs is similar to that of Form V triliteral verbs where 

both of them have the pattern /tCaCCa (C) 1 underlyingly. 
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However, in Form V the second and the third radicals are 

identical, but in derived quadriliteral verbs they are not. 

The rule that accounts for the derivational process of 

derived quadriliteral verbs from their corresponding basic 

quadriliteral verbs may be stated as follows: 

9 t- /# (basic quadriliteral verbs] 



3.3 INFLECTION: 

Verbs in JDLA are inflected for the following: 

Aspect: 

Person: 

Gender: 

Number: 

perfect and imperfect 

first (1), second (2) and third (3) 

masculine (m.) and feminine (f.) 

singular (s.) and plural (pl.) 

Mood: indicative and imperative 
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It should be noted that verbs in the perfect aspect are not 

inflected for mood. That is, such verbs do not have mood, 

(cf. Qafisheh, 1977). Also, verbs in JDLA are not inflected 

for voice. Passive voice in JDLA is usually expressed by Form 

VII verbs as will be shown below. 

Verb forms in JDLA consist of verb stems plus 

inflectional affixes. These affixes may be suffixes, prefixes 

or a combination of both as will be illustrated later on. 

3.3.1 Inflection of the Perfect: 

The inflectional affixes of the perfect are all suffixes. 

Verb forms in the perfect aspect are inflected through the 

process of attaching suffixes to verb stems. This process of 

suffixation is achieved through the application of a 

morphological rule of inflection whereby verb stems are 

transformed into full-fledged verb forms. The inflectional 

suffixes of the perfect are illustrated in the following 

chart: 



Chart 1 

Inflectional Suffixes of the Perfect 

Person: 

1 

1 

Gender: 

2 M 

2 F 

2 

3 M 

3 F 

3 

Number: 

s 

Pl. 

s 

s 

Pl. 

s 

s 

Pl. 

Suffix: 

/-t/ 

f-naf 

/-t/ 

/-ti/ 

/-tu/ 

/-0/ 

/-it/ 

f-uf 
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Some notes on the above inflectional suffixes are in 

order: 

1. There is no gender distiction in the first person 

suffixes whether singular or plural. 

2. There is no gender distintion in the second person 

plural as well as the third person plural. 

3. The first person singular suffix and the second 

person masculine singular suffix are identical. 

4. There are no dual suffixes in verbs. 

5. The first and the second person suffixes have the 

shape /-C(V)/. 

6. The third person suffixes are either of the shape 

/-V (C) I or /-0/. 
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It should be pointed out that the third person masculine 

singular form of the perfect verb is considered the stem form 

for all perfect verbs because it has zero suffix as shown 

above. Thus, the inflectional rule for the perfect is 

formulated as follows: 

0----~ Infl. 1 [verb stem 

Inflectional Suff.= /-C(V)/ 
/-V(C)/ 
/-0 

3.3.1.1 Sound Verbs: 

Perfect 

In this section, the conjugation of triliteral as well as 

quadriliteral sound verbs will be presented and accounted for. 

Form I sound verbs are conjugated as follows: 

/katab/ 'to write' /~arab/ 'to hit' 

1 s /katab+t/ f~arab+t/ 

1 Pl. fkatab+naf f~arab+na/ 

2 M. s. /katab+t/ f~arab+t/ 

2 F. s. /katab+ti/ f~arab+ti/ 

2 Pl. fkatab+tu/ f~arab+tu/ 

3 M. s. fkatab+0/ f~arab+0/ 

3 F. s. /katab+it/ -/kitab+it/ /~arab+ it/ -/~urab+it/ 

3 Pl. /katab+uf -/kitab+uf f~arab+u/ - f~urab+u/ 

As can be seen from the above conjugation, there are two 

alternate forms for the third person feminine singular and the 

third person plural. Such an alternation is motivated by the 

addition of vowel-initial suffixes. That is, some speakers of 

the dialect, mostly the older generation, may occasionally 
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raise the first vowel of the stem when suffixes of the shape 

/-V(C)/ are appended to verb stems. However, the raised vowel 

alternates between a high front vowel and a high back vwoel, 

i.e. /i/ and juf respectively as shown above. Alternation of 

the raised vowel between 1 i/ and juj is, in most cases, 

determined by the environment as will be illustrated below , 

but exceptions do exist. 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. 

2 F. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. 

3 F. 

3 Pl. 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. 

2 F. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. 

3 F. 

Let us examine more data from the dialect: 

s. 

s. 

s. 

s. 

s. 

s. 

s. 

s. 

jfata~/ 'to open' 

jfata~t/ 

jfata~naf 

jfata~t/ 

/fata~ti/ 

/fata~tu/ 

/fata~/ 

/fata~it/ -/fita~it/ 

/fata~u/ -/fita~u/ 

fmasa~/ 'to wipe out' 

fmasa~t/ 

fmasa~naf 

fmasa~t/ 

fmasa~ti/ 

fmasa~tu/ 

fmasa~/ 

fmasa~itt-/misa~it/ 

j~alag/ to let go' 

/~alagt/ 

/~alagnaj 

j~alagt/ 

/~alagti/ 

/~alagtu/ 

/~alagj 

/~alagit/ - j~ulagit/ 

/~alaguj - /~ulaguf 

/~adag/ 'to be 

j~adagtj 

/~adagna/ 

/~adagt/ 

/~adagti/ 

/~adagtu/ 

/~adagj 

truthfull' 

/~adagit/ - f~udagit/ 



3 Pl. fmasa~u/ -/misa~u/ 
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/~adagu/ - /~udagu/ 

The above conjugation of Form I sound verbs shows that 

there is no alternation or change in the stem of the verb with 

suffixes of the first and the second persons. This holds true 

for all Form I sound verbs. As for verbs with 3 F.S. and 3 

pl. suffixes, alternation does exist. Hence, the following 

examples will focus on verbs with these two suffixes in order 

to arrive at a determining conclusion for the quality of the 

raised vowel. 

3 F. S 

3 Pl. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

fnasad/ 'to ask' 

fnasadit/ -/nisadit/ 

fnasadu/ - /nisadu/ 

fraiac/ 'to return' 

frafacit/ -/rifacit/ 

fraiacu/ -/riiacu/ 

/~aba~/ 'to slaughter' 

/~aba~it/ -/~iba~it/ 

/~aba~u/ -/~iba~u/ 

/qafar/ 'to braid' 

/qafarit/ -/qufarit/ 

/qafaru/ -/qufaru/ 

/gatac/ 'to cut' 

/gatacit/ -Jgutacit/ 

fgatacu/ -fgutacu/ 

fxataf/ 'to snatch' 

/xatafit/ -fxutafit 

fxatafu/ - fxutafu/ 

Based on the above data and on other data in the dialect 

not mentioned here for the sole purpose of unavailability of 

space, one can determine the quality of the raised vowel, 

i.e., whether it is a high front or a high back vowel when 

vowel-initial suffixes are attached to verb stems. The 

paradigms above indicate that the raised vowel is a /U/ when 

the first radical of the stem is an emphatic, namely, 19/ 1 It/ 
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and/~/, or if the first radical is /r/, fq/ or /x/ and the 

second radical is an emphatic, or when the first radical is a 

/WI as, e. q. , 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

fwaqaf/ ~to stop; stand up' 

/waqafit/ - fwugafit/ 

fwaqafuj - fwuqafuj 

A rule that will account for the vowel raising and its 

quality may be formulated as follows: 

a ... u I{!}- cac 
+ V(C) 

rn-~n 
i I elsewhere 

In Forms II and III, there is no alternation in the 

vocalic pattern of the stem when suffixes are attached to such 

forms. Examples: 

Form II Form III 

jgaddamf 'to offer' fraasal/'to correspond' 

1 s fqaddamt/ fraasalt/ 

1 Pl. jgaddamna/ fraasalna/ 

2 M. s. fgaddamt/ /raasalt/ 

2 F. s. fqaddamti/ fraasalti/ 

2 Pl. jgaddamtu/ fraasaltu/ 

3 M. s. fgaddam/ fraasal/ 

3 F. s. fgaddamit/ fraasalit/ 
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3 Pl. lgaddamul lraasalul 

When suffixes are attached to Forms V and VI, a schwa 

I I may sometimes be inserted after the prefix ltl provided 

that the prefix ltl does not undergo assimilation. Consider 

the following examples from Form V: 

ltcallaml 'to learn' jssallaf/ 'to borrow' 

1 s. ltcallamtl - It callamtj /ssallaftl 

1 Pl. ltcallamnal - It callamnal lssallafnal 

2 M. s. ltcallamtl - It callamtl lssallaftl 

2 F. s. ltcallamtil - It callamtil lssallftil 

2 Pl. ltcallamtul - /t callamtul jssallaftul 

3 M. s. /tcallaml lssallaf/ 

3 F. s. ltcallami tl - jt callamitl lssallafitl 

3 Pl. ltcallamul - It callamuj jssallaful 

It should be pointed out that the prefix jt-1 of Form V in 

lssallafl has undergone complete assimilation. The original 

form of lssallaf/ is ltsallafl (see 3.2.1.2.3). Form VI verbs 

are conjugated in the same manner as Form V verbs. 

In Forms VII and VIII, the raising of the first vowel of 

the stem is noticed in the speech pattern of some speakers of 

the dialect. Let us examine the following examples from Form 

VII: 

1 s 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

lnkasarl 'to be broken' ln~arabj 'to be hit' 

lnkasartj 

lnkasarnaj 

fnkasartl 

ln~arabtl 

jn~arabnal 

ln~arabtl 
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2 F. s. /nkasarti/ fn()arabti/ 

2 Pl. /nkasartu/ fn()arabtu/ 

3 M. s. /nkasarf fn()arab/ 

3 F. s. /nkasarit/ - fnkisarit/ fnl)arabit/ - fn~urabit/ 

3 Pl. /nkasaruf - /nkisaruf /n~arabu/ - fn()urabu/ 

As the above and some other data in the dialect suggest, 

the raised vowel is a high back vowel if the first radical is 

an emphatic or fwf. Otherwise, the raised vowel is an /if. 

The following rule will account for vowel raising and its 

quality: 

i I elsewhere 

Form VIII verbs also have alternate forms when appended 

by vowel-initial suffixes. 

In Form X verbs, there is a metathesis between the stem 

vowel and the second radical of the stem whenever vowel

initial suffixes are added to these verbs. This suggests that 

metathesis is motivated by the attachment of such suffixes. 

Examples: 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

fstaxdamf 'to use' 

fstaxdamt/ 

/staxdamna/ 

fstaxdamt/ 
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2 F. s. jstaxdamti/ 

2 Pl. jstaxdamtuj 

3 M. s. jstaxdamj 

3 F. s. jstaxdamit/ 
__ .,.. 

jstaxadmit/ 

3 Pl. jstaxdamu/ 
__ .,.. 

jstaxadmu/ 

All sound verbs mentioned in the derivation section above 

are conjugated in the same manner as those verbs presented 

here. 

3.3.1.2 DoUbled verbs: 

In Forms I, VII, VIII and X doubled verbs there is no 

noticeable change in the vocalic pattern of the stem if the 

suffix is of the shape /-V(C)/ or j-0/, i.e. third person 

suffixes. On the other hand, if the suffix is a consonant

initial suffix, a long mid front vowel between the last 

radical of the stem and the suffix is inserted. For an 

arguement regarding this vowel and how it came about see 

(3.2.1.2.1) above. 

Consider the following examples: 

Form I Form VII 

/radd/ 'to return' jn~ammj 'to join' 

1 s. jraddeetj jn~ammeetj 

1 Pl. jraddeenaj jn~ammeenaj 

2 M. s. jraddeetj jn~ammeet/ 

2 F. s. jraddeeti/ /n~ammeeti/ 

2 Pl. jraddeetuj jn~ammeetuj 



3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. s. 

2 F. s. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. s. 

3 F. s. 

3 Pl. 

3.3.1.3 

fradd/ 

fraddit/ 

fraddu/ 

Form VIII 

/htamm/ 'to 

/htammeet/ 

/htammeena/ 

/htammeet/ 

/htammeeti/ 

/htammeetuf 

/htamm/ 

fhtammit/ 

/htammu/ 

Hollow verbs: 

/n~ammf 

/n~ammit/ 

fn~ammuf 

Form X 
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be concerned' fstaCadd/ 'to be ready' 

fstacaddeet/ 

jstacaddeenaf 

jstacaddeet/ 

jstacaddeeti/ 

fstacaddeetuf 

jstacadd/ 

jstacaddit/ 

jstacaddu/ 

Hollow verbs occur in Forms I, VII, VIII and X. Form I 

hollow verbs are conjugated as follows: 

fbaacf 'to sell' /caasf 'to live' 

1 s. fbict/ Ieist/ 

1 Pl. fbicnaf /cisna/ 

2 M. s. /bict/ Ieist/ 

2 F. s. fbicti/ /cisti/ 

2 Pl. /bictu/ /cistu/ 

3 M. s. fbaac I /caasf 

3 F. s. fbaacit/ fcaasit/ 

3 Pl. fbaacu/ /caasuf 
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As can be seen from the above conjugation, there is an 

alternation in the stem vowel where we find a short high fornt 

vowel with first and second person suffixes and a long low 

vowel with the third person suffixes. Before postulating a 

rule which accounts for this alternation, let us examine more 

data. 

fgaal/ 'to say' fxaaf/ 'to fear' 

1 s. fgult/ /xuft/ 

1 Pl. fgulna/ fxufna/ 

2 M. s. fgult/ /XUft/ 

2 F. s. fgulti/ fxufti/ 

2 Pl. fgultu/ jxuftu/ 

3 M. s. jgaal/ jxaaf/ 

3 F. s. fgaalit/ fxaafit/ 

3 Pl. fgaalu/ fxaafu/ 

These examples also exhibit stem vowel alternation. Therefore, 

one can conclude that the stern vowel of Form I hollow verbs 

has to be raised and shortened before consonant-initial 

suffixes but it remains intact with vowel-initial suffixes or 

zero suffix. The raised vowel also alternates between a front 

vowel and a back vowel. To account for the quality of the 

raised vowel, i.e. /i/ and /U/, we have to take into 

consideration the underlying representation of the above verb 

stems which are as follows: 

fbayac/ -> fbaac/, /cayasf --~ /caasf, fgawal/ --~ fgaal/ and 

jxawaf/ --~ fxaaf/. The /Y/ and /W/ have been deleted because 
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of their intervocalic position (see deletion of glides, 

above). Hence, the raised vowels /i/ and fu/ indicate that 

the deleted glides are /Y/ and /W/, respectively. 

The following rule will account for the vowel raising and 

its quality: 

v ... 
[+ low) 
[+ long) 

v 
[+high] 
[-long]. 

/#C __ C+C(V) 

In Forms VII and VIII, The stem vowel remains intact with 

the third person suffixes, but it is raised to 1 i/ and 

shortened when consonant-initial suffixes are appended to 

those verbs. The following examples illustrate this point: 

fnt).aaz; 'to take sides' fxtaar/ 'to choose' 

1 s. fntJ.izt/ fxtirt/ 

1 Pl. fnt).iznaf fxtirnaf 

2 M. s. fnt).izt/ jxtirt/ 

2 F. s. /nt}.izti/ fxtirti/ 

2 Pl. fn't).iztu/ fxtirtu/ 

3 M. s. fn'tp.aazf /xtaar/ 

3 F. s. fn't).aazit/ fxtaarit/ 

3 Pl. fn't).aazuf fxtaaru/ 

It should be pointed out that the raised vowel is always /i/ 

in Forms VII and VIII even if the original deleted glide is a 

fw/ as for example /'t).tizti/ 'you (f.s.) needed'. This is 

probably due to the presence of an initial consonant cluster 
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in these two forms. The following rule will account for the 

raising of fa/ to !if: 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. 

2 F. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. 

3 F. 

3 Pl. 

a ----~ i !# n c ____ _ 
c t ------

C+C(V) 
C+C(V) 

As for Form X, consider the following examples: 

jstafaadf 'to benefit' jstacaan/ 'to seek help' 

jstafattj </stafadt/ jstaCant/ 

jstafadnaf jstacannaj 

s. jstafatt/ </stafadt/ jstacant/ 

s. jstafatti/ </stafadti/ jstacantij 

jstafattu/ </stafadtuj jstacantuj 

s. jstafaadf jstacaan/ 

s. jstafaadit/ jstacaanit/ 

jstafaadu/ jstacaanuf 

The above conjugation shows that the stem vowel is shortened 

when consonant-initial suffixes are attached, but remains 

intact with vowel-initial suffixes or a zero suffix. The 

following rule will account for vowel shortening of Form X 

hollow verbs: 

aa ____ .,. a 1 stac _ c + c (V) 

3.3.1.4 Defective Verbs: 

Defective verbs are found in all forms. They are all 

conjugated in the same way. That is, if the suffix is a vowel-

initial suffix, the last vowel of the stem assimilates to the 

vowel of the suffix. On the other hand, if the suffix is a 
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consonant-initial suffix, the last vowel of the stem is 

realized as feef. Examples: 

Form I Form II 

/masa/ -/mase/ 'to walk' fganna/ 'to sing' 

1 s. /maseet/ fganneet/ 

1 Pl. /maseena/ fganneena/ 

2 M. s. /maseet/ fganneet/ 

2 F. s. /maseeti/ fganneeti/ 

2 Pl. /maseetu/ fganneetu/ 

3 M. s. /masa/ - /mase/ fganna/ 

3 F. s. /mas it/ /gannit/ 

3 Pl. /masu/ fgannu/ 

To account for the presence of the mid front vowel feef 

in the above examples, one has to resort to the underlying 

representation of the above verb stems which are /masayf and 

fgannayf. When consonant-initial suffixes are appended to 

fmasayf and fgannay/, the fayf undergoes coalescence 

fayf---~feef. The application of coalescence will account for 

the presence of feef in the above examples as well as in the 

upcoming conjugations of all forms of defective verbs. On the 

other hand, when vowel-initial suffixes are attached to the 

underlying representaion of all defective verbs, the glides 

IYI or fw/ have to be deleted because of their intervocalic 

position, i.e., between two short vowels. It should also be 

pointed out that the final fa/ of some defective verbs may 

optionally undergo the process of deflection ,i.e. fa/ --~fef. 
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That is, when final fa/ is not immediately preceded by a 

consonant cluster or a single consonant and a long vowel, it 

may optionally be deflected to fef. Examples: 

call' 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

2 F. S. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

Form III 

/laagaf 'to meet' 

/laageet/ 

/laageena/ 

/laageet/ 

/laageeti/ 

/laaggeetuj 

/laagaf 

/laagit/ 

/laaguf 

Form I 

fdaca/ 

fdaceet/ 

fdaceena/ 

fdaceet/ 

fdaceeti/ 

fdaceetu/ 

/daca/ - /dace/ 

fdacit/ 

fdacu/ 

Since all defective verbs are inflected in the same way, 

it seems that there is no need to give a conjugation for each 

form. The reader is referred to the derivation section in this 

chapter for more defective verbs which are conjugated as the 

ones persented here. 

As for quadriliteral verbs, they are inflected as 

follows: 

Basic Quadriliterals: Derived Quadriliterals: 

/karkab/ 'to roll s.th.' fddagdag/ 'to be tickled' 

1 s. fkarkabt/ fddagdagt/ 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

fkarkabna/ 

fkarkabt/ 

fddagdagnaf 

fddagdagt/ 
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2. F. s. /karkabti/ fddagdagti/ 

2 Pl. /karkabtu/ /ddagdagtu/ 

3 M. s. jkarkabf /ddagdag/ 

3 F. s. /karkabit/ - ... /karakbit/ /ddagdagit/ - ... /ddagadgit/ 

3 Pl. /karkabu/ - ... /karakbu/ fddagdagu/ - ... /ddagadgu/ 

The preceding quadriliteral sound verbs are conjugated 

~ithout any apparent changes when suffixes are of the shape 

/-C(V)f. However, with vowel-initial suffixes, there is 

metathesis between the stem vowel and the third radical of the 

stem. 

Defective quadriliteral verbs are conjugated as defective 

triliteral verbs. Metathesis, however, is not operative with 

defective quadriliteral verbs. Examples: 

fmaska/ I to shuffle cards' 

1 s. /maskeet/ 

1 Pl. /maskeena/ 

2 M. s. jmaskeetf 

2 F. s. fmaskeeti/ 

2 Pl. fmaskeetu/ 

3 M. s. /maska/ 

3 F. s. /mask it/ 

3 Pl. fmasku/ 
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3.3.2 Xnflection of tbe Xmperfect: 

The inflectional affixes of the imperfect are either 

prefixes alone or prefixes and suffixes together as the 

following chart shows: 

Person: 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

Chart 2 

Inflectional Affixes of the Imperfect 

Gender: 

M 

F 

M 

F 

Number: 

s 

Pl. 

s 

s 

Pl. 

s 

s 

Pl. 

Prefix: 

fni--1 

/ni--1 

/ti--/ 

/ti--/ 

/ti--/ 

fyi--1 

/ti--/ 

fyi--1 

Suffix: 

/--0/ 

j--ut 

/--0/ 

/--i/ 

/--U/ 

/--0/ 

/--0/ 

/--0/ 

The following comments about the above chart are in 

order: 

1. Suffixes of the second person masculine singular and 

the third person feminine singular are identical. 

2. What has been said about gender distinction in the 

perfect suffixes holds true here. 

3. Plural affixes as well as the second feminine singular 

affixes are prefixes and suffixes, but all the others are only 

prefixes. 
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4. All imperfect suffixes are high vowels, i.e. /i/ and 

fuf. 

5. The vowel /i/ of the prefixes /ni/, ti/ and /yi/ may 

sometimes be syncopated or realized as an fa/ or a fu/ in 

specific environments as will be illustrated below. 

3.3.2.1 Sound verbs: 

Form I sound verbs have the following general pattern /

CCVC/. This pattern is realized as /-CCiC/, j-CCaC/ or /-CCUC/ 

as will be illustrated below. Examples: 

/-ktib/ 'to write' /-fta~/ 'to open' 

1 s. fniktib/ fnafta~/ 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

2 F. S. 

2 Pl 

3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

fniktibu/ -~/nikitbu/ 

/tiktib/ 

/tiktibi/ -~/tikitbi/ 

/tiktibu/ -~/tikitbu/ 

fyiktib/ 

/tiktib/ 

fyiktibuf -~/yikitbu/ 

fnafta~u/ -~fnafat~u/ 

jtafta~/ 

jtafta~i/ -~/tafat~i/ 

jtafta~u/ -~/tafat~u/ 

fyafta~/ 

/tafta~/ 

fyafta~u/ -~fyafat~u/ 

It should be pointed out that the stem verb of the 

imperfect is preceded by a hyphen and translated as an Enlgish 

infinitve. Thus, /-ktib/ 'to write' and j-nsid/ 'to ask'. More 

Examples: 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

/-xdim/ 'to work; to serve' 

fnixdim/ 

/nixdimu/ -~/nixidmu/ 

/-~rub/ 'to hit' 

fnu~rubf 

fnu~rubu/ -~/nu~urbuf 
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2 M. s. /tixdim/ /tu~rub/ 

2 F. s. /tixdimi/ -~~>/tixidmi/ ftu~rubi/ -~~>/tu~urbi/ 

2 Pl. /tixdimu/ -~~>/tixidmu/ /tu~rubu/ -~~>/tu~urbuf 

3 M. s. /tixdim/ /tu~rub/ 

3 F. s. /tixdim/ ftu~rub/ 

3 Pl. /tixdimu/ -~~>/tixidrnu/ /tu~rubu/ -~~>/tu~urbuf 

The foregoing conjugation shows the morphological process 

involved in forming imperfect verbs. Such a process can be put 

diagrammatically as follows: 

(1) Imperfect 

/~ 
(2) Imperfect 

~~ 
Prefix Stem Prefix Stem Suffix 

Diagram (1) represents imperfect verb forms with the first 

person singular prefix, the second person masculine singular 

prefix and the third person masculine or feminine singular 

prefixes. Diagram (2) represents prefixes and suffixes. 

In addition, the above conjugation indicates that there 

is an alternation in the stem vowel. That is, the stem vowel 

appears as /i/, fa/ or juj. Such alternation may be accounted 

for by phonological or morphological rules. The underlying 

representation of the stem vowel of Form I sound verbs of the 

imperfect is an /if. The other two alternants fa/ and /u/ 

are, in most cases, conditioned by the environment. The stem 

vowel fa/ may also be governed by the type of pattern that the 

perfect verbs exhibit. 
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The stem vowel is a /U/ in the following cases: 

a. If one of the radicals is an emphatic consonant, i.e., 

/9/, It/ or/~/ provided that the second or the third radicals 

is not a guttural consonant, i.e., J:l, c x, g, h, ?). 

Exceptions may exist. Examples: 

fyu~fur/ 'he braids' jyuxbut/ ' he hits' 

/YU9bur/ 'he is patient' jyuJ:lfu~/ 'he memorizes' 

jyungu9/ 'it decreases' 

fyutbux/ 'he cooks' jyusrub/ 'he drinks' 

But: 

fya~gat/ 'he compresses' fyaf~aJ:l/ 'he dishonors s.o. 

The following rule will account for the realization of /i/ as 

fuf: 

i ----~ u 1 -c ~ ______ 
7 

c 
[-gut.] 

-c c c 
[-gut.) • 

b. If the second consonant is /r/, /g/ or /k/ and followed 

by a voiced non-guttural consonant, the stem vowel is a fuf. 

Exceptions, however, may exist. Examples: 

fyuxrurn/ 'he pierces' fyurgud/ 'he sleeps' 

fyuxruz/ 'he goes out' jyungul/ 'he removes' 

fyuskunf 'he dwells' fyuJ:lkumf 'he governs' 

but: 

fyasrafJ./ 'he explains' fyangac I 'he, it soaks' 

The following rule accounts for the stern vowel fuf: 
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[+ voiced] 
[- gut. ] 
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on the other hand, the quality of the stem vowel as an 

faf can be determined by the following: 

First, If the pattern of the perfect is /CCiC/, the stem vowel 

is most likely an fa/ regardless of the types of consonants 

that the stem consists of. It should be noted that this is the 

only case where we have to consider the pattern of the perfect 

to determine the quality of the stem vowel of the imperfect. 

Consider these examples: 

Perfect Imperfect 

/CCiC/ /-CCaC/ 

/fri't)./ fyafra't)./ 'he is happy' 

/9gil/ fyaegal/ 'it becomes heavy' 

let;. is/ fyact;.asf 'he becomes thirsty' 

fsmin/ fyasman/ 'he becomes fat' 

fbrid/ fyabrad/ 'it becomes cold' 

But, fsrib/ fyusrub/ 'he drinks' 

Second, if the second or the third consonant of the stem of 

the imperfect is one of the gutturals, then the stem vowel is 

an fa/, but exceptions exist. Examples: 

1 s. 

1 pl. 

2 M. S. 

/-sra~/ 'to explain' 

fnasra't)./ 

fnasra't).u/ -~tnasar~u/ 

ftasra't)./ 

/-bca9/ 'to send' 

fnabca8/ 

fnabca8u/ -~fnaba~9u/ 

/tabca8/ 
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2 F. s. ftasra~i/ - ... /tasar~i/ /tabcaei/ _.,..I taba ce i 1 

2 Pl. /tasra~u/ - ... /tasar~u/ jtabcaeuj _.,.. jtabaceuf 

3 M. s. /yasra~/ fyabcae/ 

3 F. s. /tasra~/ /tabcaef 

3 Pl. /yasra~u/ - ... /yasar~u/ fyabcaeuf - ... fyabaceut 

Other examples that include guttural consonants as their 

second or third radicals: 

fyarfac/ 'he lifts' jyafham/ 'he understands' 

jyalcan/ ' he curses' fyam~ag/ 'he chews s.th.' 

jyafxar/ 'he is proud' jyagraf - ... yaqra?f 'he reads' 

Hence, the following rule will account for the quality of the 

stem vowel as an fa/: 

i ____ .,.. a 1 -c c 
[+gut.] 
c c 

c 

c 
[+gut.] 

The foregoing conjugations of the imperfect show that 

verb forms which are repersented by diagram (2) above, i.e., 

verb stems with prefixes and suffixes, have undergone some 

phonological processes. That is, a verb whose stem vowel is an 

fa/ has metathesis at work. The stem vowel fa/ metathesizes 

with the second radical of the stem whenever the verb stem is 

appended by suffixes. On the other hand, if the stem vowel is 

/i/ or fuf, it undergoes syncope. This is so, because such 

vowels are high unstressed vowels in open syllabes and hence 

are subject to syncope. After the application of syncope, we 

have epenthesis at work where /if is inserted between the 
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first and second radicals to break up a cluster of three 

consonants. Then, the epenthesized vowel alternates between a 

high front vowel and a high back vowel, i.e., /i/ and fuf, 

respectively. 

Moreover, the vowel /i/ of the prefixes /ni-/, jti-/ and 

fyi-1 is in harmony with the verb stem as the above verb forms 

denote. Such vowel harmony is found in some other verb forms 

as will be shown later on. 

As for Forms II, III, VII, VIII and X, the imperfect stem 

vowel is always an I if which may undergo the process of 

syncopation in a specific environment. Forms II and III have 

the following patterns j-CaCCiC/ and /-CaaCiC/, respectively. 

Consider these examples: 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

2 F. S. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

Form II 

j-gaddim/ 'to offer' 

fngaddim/ 

fngaddimuf -~fngadmu/ 

jtgaddim/ 

jtgaddimi/ -~jtgadmi/ 

jtgaddimuf -~/tgadmuf 

jygaddim/ 

jtgaddim/ 

fygaddimuf -~jygadmuf 

Form III 

/-saafir/ 'to travel' 

fnsaafir/ 

/nsaafiru/ ~/nsaafru/ 

/tsaafir/ 

/tsaafiri/ ~/tsaafri/ 

/tsaafiru/ ~/tsaafru/ 

/ysaafir/ 

/tsaafir/ 

fysaafit-u/ ~/ysaafru/ 

If we look at the above conjugation, we will notice that 

some phonological processes have taken place which are as 

follows: 
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1. The vowel /i/ of the prefixes has been syncopated because 

it is a high unstressed vowel in open syllables. Such 

syncopation, however, occurs in all Form II and Form III 

verbs. The following fomulated rule accounts for the deletion 

of the vowel of the prefix: 

v ... 0 !# c + cv 
[+high) 
[-back] 
[-stress) 

2. The stem vowel is also syncopated due to the attachment of 

suffixes, which creates the environment for syncope to be 

operative. 

3. In Form II, the process of degemination is at work because 

of the deletion of the stem vowel where the underlying 

geminate fddl is shown as ldl in surface representation. 

___ .,.. CJ C; ___ c + v 

Now consider the following examples from Forms VII and VIII 

which have the patterns 1-nCaCiCI and 1-CtaciCI: 

Form VII Form VIII 

1-ncaziml 'to be invited'l-itamicl 'to meet' 

1 s. lnincaziml lniZtamic I 

1 Pl. lnincazimul _.,.. lnincazmul lniztamicul - ... lniztamcul 

2 M. s. ltincaziml ltiZtamic I 

2 F. s. ltincazimil _.,.. ltincazmil ltiZtami c il _.,.. ltiztamc il 

2 Pl. ltincazimul _.,.. ltincazmul ltiZtamicul - ... ltiztamcu/ 

3 M. s. lyincaziml lyiZtamic I 
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3 Pl. 
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jtincazim/ jtiztamic/ 

jyincazimuj -tJ>.jyincazmuj jyiztamic 1 - ... yiZtamcu/ 

The observeable change about the above conjugation is the 

deletion of the stem vowel as a result of suffix attachment, 

i.e., when verb stems are appended by suffixes. 

With regard to Form X verbs, they have the pattern 

jstaCCiC/. They are conjugated as the following paradigm 

shows: 

j-staxdim/ I to use' 

1 s. jnistaxdim/ 

1 Pl. jnistaxdimu/-... /nistaxdmu/-... /nistaxidmuj 

2 M. s. jtistaxdim/ 

2 F. s. jtistaxdimij-... jtistaxdmi/-... /tistaxidmi/ 

2 Pl. jtistaxdimuf-... /tistaxdmu/-... /tistaxidmuf 

3 M. s. jyistaxdim/ 

3 F. s. jtistaxdim/ 

3 Pl. jyistaxdimuf-... /yistaxdmu/-... /yistaxidmuf 

A glance at the above paradigm shows that syncope and 

epenthesis are operative in Form X verbs due to the attachment 

of suffixes. These two processes, i.e., syncope and 

epenthesis, are similar to those processes mentioned earlier 

in Form I of imperfect verbs. 

Thus, it appears that the deletion of the stem vowel of 

the imperfect in Forms I, II, III, VII, VIII and X is 

accounted for by the phonological rule of syncope. Such a rule 

may be formulated as follows: 
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V __ .,. 0 /C c + V [imperfect] 
[+high] 
[-long] 
[-stress) 

Forms V and VI have the stem vowel /a/. Their patterns 

are /-tcaccaC/ and /-tcaaCaC/ respectively. The conjugational 

process of these two forms resutlts in two variants when such 

forms are appended by suffixes. 

illustrate this point: 

1 s. 

1 Pl. 

2 M. S. 

2 F. S. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

Form V 

/-tcallamf 'to learn' 

/nitcallam/ 

/nitcallamuf-/nitcalmuf 

fti teal lam/ 

/titcallami/-/titcalmi/ 

/titcallamuf-/titcalmuf 

fyitcallam/ 

/titcallam/ 

fyitcallamuf-fyitcalmuf 

The following examples 

Form VI 

/-tfaaham/ 'to come to 
terms' 

/nitfaaham/ 

/nitfaahamu/-/nitfaahmuf 

jtitfaaham/ 

/titfaahami/-/titfaahmi/ 

/titfaahamuf-/titfaahmuf 

fyitfaahamf 

/titfaaham/ 

fyitfaahamu/-/yitfaahmu/ 

The foregoing paradigm shows that there are two alternate 

forms due to the attachment of suffixes to the verb stems. 

That is, the stem vowel is maintained in one form and elided 

in the other form. The elision of the stem vowel fa/ is either 

considered as an exception to the rule, since it is a low 

vowel, or considered analogous to the other forms which delete 

the stem vowel /i/ whenever suffixes are appended to their 

stems, i.e., Forms I, II, III, VII, VIII and X. In Form V, 
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the process of degemination is also operative due to the 

syncopation of the stem vowel. 

It should be pointed out that all sound verbs which were 

presented in the derivation section are conjugated in the same 

manner as the above examples. 

3.3.2.2 DoUbled Verbs: 

In this section, some representative examples of the 

conjugational process of doubled verbs will be presented and 

accounted for. Consider the following examples of Form I 

which have the general pattern /-CVCC/: 

j-rudd/ /-cidd/ J-zurr/ 
'to return' 'to count' 'to pull' 

1 s. jnrudd/ /ncidd/ fnzurr/ 

1 Pl. jnrudduf /ncidduf jnzurru/ 

2 M. s. jtrudd/ /tcidd/ jtzurr/ 

2 F. s. jtruddi/ /tciddi/ jtzurri/ 

2 Pl. jtrudduf /tcidduf jtzurru/ 

3 M. s. jyrudd/ jyCiddf jyzurr/ 

3 F. s. jtrudd/ /tcidd/ jtzurr/ 

3 Pl. jyrudduf /ycidduf fyzurru/ 

As these examples illustrate, the stem vowel alternates 

between a high front vowel and a high back vowel, namely, /i/ 

and fuf, respectively. Such alternation is not governed by 

any morphological or phonological rules. It should be pointed 

out that the stem vowel may, in rare cases, be an jaf as in 

jyca~~/ 'he, it bites'. The preceding examples also indicate 
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that the vowel of the imperfect prefixes has undergone 

syncopation. 

As for Forms VII and VIII, the stem vowel is an faf. 

There are no noticeable changes in the verb stems of these 

forms when they undergo the process of conjugation as the 

following examples show: 

/-n~amm/ 'to join' /-htammf 'to be concerned' 

1 s. fnin~amm/ fnihtammf 

1 Pl. /nin~ammu/ /nihtammu/ 

2 M. s. /tin~amm/ /tihtammf 

2 F. s. /tin~ammi/ /tihtammi/ 

2 Pl. /tin~ammu/ /tihtammu/ 

3 M. s. fyin~amm/ fyihtamm/ 

3 F. s. /tin~ammf /tihtamm/ 

3 Pl. fyin~ammu/ jyihtammu/ 

Form X doubled verbs have the stem vowel /i/ and its 

pattern is jstaCiCC/. This form does not undergo any 

noticeable changes when inflectional affixes are attached. 

Note the following conjugation: 

J-stamirr/ 'to continue' j-stagill/ 'to exploit' 

1 s. fnistamirr/ jnistagill/ 

1 Pl. /nistamirru/ jnistagillu/ 

2 M. s. /tistamirr/ /tistagill/ 

2 F. s. /tistamirri/ /tistagilli/ 

2 Pl. /tistamirru/ /tistagillu/ 

3 M. s. fyistamirr/ fyistagill/ 



3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

/tistamirr/ 

/yistamirru/ 

3.3.2.3 Hollow Verbs: 

jtistagill/ 

jyistagillu/ 
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Hollow verbs are found in Forms I, VII, VIII and X. In 

Form I, the stem vowel alternates bewteen /ii/, juuf and jaaj. 

Form I has the general pattern /-CVVC/ which surfaces as /-

cuuC/, /-CiiC/ and /-CaaC/. The first two patterns are 

regarded as regular ones, whereas the third pattern is 

considered an exception as will be shown below. Examples: 

j-guul/ 'to say' j-biic/ 'to sell' 

1 s. jnguul/ jnbiic/ 

1 Pl. jnguulu/ /nbiicu/ 

2 M. s. jtguul/ /tbiic/ 

2 F. s. jtguuli/ jtbiici/ 

2 Pl. jtguulu/ /tbiicu/ 

3 M. s. jyguul/ jybiic/ 

3 F. s. jtguul/ jtbiic/ 

3 Pl. jyguuluf jybiicu/ 

The underlying repersentations of the above two verbs are /-

The process involved in the above 

conjugation is the assimilation of the glides /W/ and /Y/ to 

the vowels immediately following them, creating, in turn, 

vowel length, i.e., fuuf and jii/, respectively. The glide 

fw/ and the vowel fuf share the feature [+back] while the 

glide /Y/ and the vowel /i/ share the feature [+front]. 

However, there are some instances where the assimilation of 
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the glides /W/ and /Y/ to the vowels following them does not 

produce fuuf or jii/ but rather results in a long low vowel 

jaaf. such instances may be considered exceptions as these 

examples indicate; fyxaaf/ </yixwuf/ 'he fears', fybaanf 

<fyibyin/ 'it appears' and /ynaam/</yinwumf 'he sleeps'. 

Forms VII and VIII have the patterns 1 -ncaaC/ and 

/CtaaCf, respectivly. These two forms are conjugated 

regularly. The long vowel faa/ is maintained with all 

inflectional affixes. Examples of these two forms include 

fyinbaac/ 'it is sold', fyixtaar/ 'he chooses', fnixtaar/ 'I 

choose', /tixtaaru/ 'you (pl.) choose', /tixtaari/ 'you (f. 

s.) choose', fyin'r}.aaz/ 'he sides with', /nin'r}.aaz/ 'I side 

with', fyin'r}.aazu/ 'they side with', fyiltaam/ 'he is blamed', 

/tiltaamu/ 'you (pl.) are blamed'. As for fyinlaam/ 'he is 

blamed', it has low frequency. 

Form X has the pattern /-staciiC/. The long vowel /ii/ is 

maintained with all the inflectional suffixes and it does not 

undergo any changes. Consider the following examples: 

j-stafiid/'to benefit' /-statiic/ 'to be able' 

1 s /nistafiid/ /nistatii c I 

1 Pl. /nistafiidu/ /nistatiicu/ 

2 M. s. /tistafiid/ /tistatii c I 

2 F. s. /tistafiidi/ /tistatii ci/ 

2 Pl. /tistafiidu/ /tistatiicu/ 

3 M. s. jyistafiid/ /yistatii c I 

3 F. s. jtistafiid/ /tistatiic/ 
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3 Pl. jyistafiidu/ jyista~ii cu/ 

For more examples of hollow verbs, the reader is referred 

to the section on derivation in this chapter. 

3.3.2.4 Defective Verbs: 

Defective verbs are found in all forms I-X. Form I 

defective verbs have the general pattern /-CCV I which surfaces 

as /-CCi/ or /-CCaf. That is, the stem vowel alternates 

between /i/ and faf. The following conjugations illustrate 

this point: 

/-bni/ 'to build' /-lga/ 'to find' 

1 s /nibni/ fnalgaf 

1 Pl. jnibnu/ /nalguf 

2 M. s. /tibni/ jtalga/ 

2 F. s. /tibni/ ttalgi/ 

2 Pl. ;tibnu/ jtalguf 

3 M. s. fyibni/ fyalgaj 

3 F. s. /tibni/ jtalgaf 

3 Pl. fyibnu/ jyalguf 

The stem vowel /i/ or fa/ assimilates to the suffixes /-

i/ or ;-u/ of the verb as the above examples indicate. Other 

examples of Form I defective verbs include jyimsi/ 'he walks', 

jyilwi/ 'he twists', jyagwa/ 'he becomes strong', fyansaf 'he 

forgets' jya!:}fa/ 'it becomes clear', /yirmi/ 'he throws' 

.•• etc. 

As for forms II, III, VII and VIII the stem vowel is 

always an I i/. This stem vowel 1 i/ is assimilated to the 
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vowels of the suffixes !if and /U/ which are the third 

feminine singular suffix and the plural suffixes. Forms II 

and III have the following patterns: /-CaCCi/ and /-CaaCi/, 

respectively. Examples: 

Form II Form III 

/-sammi/ 'to name' /-laagi/ 'to meet' 

1 s fnsammi/ fnlaagi/ 

1 Pl. fnsammu/ fnlaaguf 

2 M. s. /tsammi/ jtlaagij 

2 F. s. /tsammi/ /tlaagi/ 

2 Pl. /tsammuj /tlaaguj 

3 M. s. fysammi/ fylaagi/ 

3 F. s. /tsammi/ jtlaagij 

3 Pl. fysammuj jylaaguj 

Other examples of Forms II and III defective verbs 

include fygaddi/ 'he gives lunch', /yrabbi/ 'he rears' 

jysaawi/ 'he makes equal' and fynaadi/ 'he shouts; calls s.o.' 

Forms VII and VIII have the patterns j-nCaCi/ and J-

CtaCi/. However, these two forms are conjugated in the same 

manner as Forms II and III above. Some examples of Forms VII 

and VIII include fyint.awij 'it is folded', jyincami/ 'he 

becomes blind', jyistari/ 'he purchases', and jyirtamij 'it is 

thrown'. 

Forms V and VI have fa/ as their stem vowel, and they 

have the following two patterns: J-tcacCa/ and /-tcaaCa/, 

respectively. The prefix /t-j of these two forms may undergo 
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the process of assimilation in certain environments as has 

been demonstrated earlier (see 3.2.1.2.3). Examples: 

1 s 

1 Pl. 

2" M. S. 

2 F. S. 

2 Pl. 

3 M. S. 

3 F. S. 

3 Pl. 

Form V 

/-tcassaf 
'to have dinner' 

fnitcassa/ 

fnitcassu/ 

/titcassa/ 

/titcassi/ 

/titcassu/ 

fyitcassaf 

/titcassaf 

fyitcassuf 

Form VI 

j-traa~a/ 
'to come to terms' 

jnitraai)a/ 

/nitraai)u/ 

/titraa()a/ 

/ti traa() i/ 

/titraa()u/ 

fyitraai)a/ 

/titraai)a/ 

jyitraai)u/ 

As can be seen from the above conjugation the stem vowel fa/ 

in both forms gets assimilated to the vowels /i/, which is the 

third feminine singular suffix, and /U/ 1 Which is the plural 

suffix. 

Form X defective verbs have the general pattern f-staCCV/ 

which is realized as j-staCCi/ or /-staCCa/ in surface 

representation. That is, the stem vowel alternates between 

/i/ and fa/ in the same manner as Form I of defective verbs 

does. It should be kept in mind that the stem vowel fi/ or fa/ 

follows the same procedures mentioned earlier with all 

defective verbs which is the assimilation of the stem vowel to 

the vowels of the suffixes /i/ and fuf. Consider the following 

examples: 
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/-stafti/ /-stagna/ 
'to seek legal advice' 'to become.rich' 

1 s /nistafti/ jnistagna/ 

1 Pl. /nistaftuj jnistagnu/ 

2 M. s. /tistafti/ jtistagna/ 

2 F. s. /tistafti/ jtistagni/ 

2 Pl. /tistaftu/ jtistagnu/ 

3 M. s. jyistafti/ jyistagna/ 

3 F. s. /tistafti/ jtistagna/ 

3 Pl. /yistaftu/ jyistagnu/ 

Other examples of Form X defective verbs include fyistaswi/ 

'he considers little', fyistadci/ 'he calls upon s.o.' 

jyistagla/ 'he considers expensive' and jyistaani/ 'he makes 

an exception' • 

3.3.2.5 Initial /W/ and /Y/ verbs: 

Verbs with initial /W/ and /Y/ may sometimes be 

conjugated as regular verbs, but at some other times they 

undergo some phonological processes depending on the form of 

the verb. Forms I, VIII and X undergo some phonological 

processes while the other forms are conjugated as regular 

verbs, i.e., without any changes with regard to the fwj or 

jyj. The following are representative examples from Form I: 

Perfect 

1 s 

1 Pl. fwacadna/ 

2 M. s. jwacadt/ 

Imperfect 

jnuucid/ 

jnuucdu/ 

jtuucid/ 

(Root) 

(WCD) 'to promise' 
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2 F. s. fwacadti/ ftuucdi/ 

2 Pl. fwacadtu/ ftuucdu/ 

3 M. s. fwacad/ fyuucid/ 

3 F. s. fwacadit/ ftuucid/ 

3 Pl. fwaCaduf fyuucdu/ 

Other examples include fyuuzin/ 'he weighs', fyoo~alf-Jyuu~alj 

'he arrives' fyuugaf/ - fyoogaf/ 'he stops; he stands up' and 

fyeebasf 'it dries up'. It should be pointed out that the fw/ 

is deleted in the imperfect in MSA. In JDLA, however, the jwf 

along with the preceding vowel of the prefix are either 

realized as juuj or as joof. Regarding the /Y/ as being the 

first radical of the verb, the only verb that I think of is 

the one mentioned above. Because the first radical of the 

above verbs has undergone the process of vocalization or 

coalescence, the stem vowel of such verbs does not conform to 

the rules stated earlier for Form I sound verbs. 

Form VIII verbs have the pattern 1 -ttaCiC/ </wtaCiC/. The 

fwf assimilates to the infix /-t-/ of Form VIII verbs. The 

stem vowel of such verbs is an jij. The following examples 

clarify this point: 

jyitta~il/ </yiwta~il/ 'he gets in touch', jyitta~id/ 

</yiwta~id/ 'he unites' and fyittazih/ <jyiwtazih/ 'he goes 

(toward)'. The rule that accounts for the assimilation of /W/ 

to the infix /-t-/ of Form VIII is formulated as follows: 

w ----~ t /# ____ +t+VC 
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In Form X, the /W/, being preceded by the vowel fa/ of 

the prefix /sta-/, undergoes with fa/ the process of 

coalescence, i.e., jaw/---~ foof. Form X has an /i/ as a stem 

vowel, and its pattern is /-stooCiC/ </-stawCiC/. 

Consider the following: 

/-stoorid/</-stawrid/ /-stoo~in/ </-sta~in/ 
'to import' 'to settle down' 

1 s /nistoorid/ /nistoo~in/ 

Pl. /nistoordu/ /nistoo~nuf 

2 M. s. /tistoorid/ /tistoo~in/ 

F. s. /tistoordi/ /tistoo~ni/ 

Pl. /tistoordu/ /tistoo~nuf 

3 M. s. fyistoorid/ fyistoo~in/ 

F. s. /tistoorid/ /tistoo~in/ 

Pl. fyistoordu/ /yistootnu/ 

As can be seen from the above examples, the stem vowel /i/ has 

been syncopated when the suffixes /i/ and /U/ are attached to 

the above verbs (see 3.5.2.1). 

Forms II, III, V, VI and VII are conjugated like regular 

verbs. The following are representative examples: 

Form II Form III 

f-wazzic 1 'to distribute' /-waafig/ 'to agree' 

1 s fnwazzic 1 fnwaafig/ 

Pl. fnwazzcu/ -/nwazcu/ fnwaafgu/ 

2 M. s. jtwazzic/ jtwaafig/ 

F. s. ftwazzci/ -/twazci/ jtwaafgi/ 
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Pl. 

3 M. S. 

/twazzcul -/twazCu/ 

Jywazzic I 

/twaafgu/ 

/ywaafig/ 

jtwaafig/ F. S. /twazzic 1 

Pl. fywazzcu/ -/ywazcu/ fywaafgu/ 

Forms v, VI and VII are exemplified by the following in 

successive order: lyitwaffar/ 'it is abundant', jyitwaazah/ 

'he meets face to face' and /yinwacid/ 'he is promised'. 

3.3.2.6 Glottalized or hamzated Verbs: 

Verbs which have among their radicals the glottal stop in 

the underlying representation are called glottalized or 

hamzated verbs. The glottal stop may occupy the first, second 

or third position in triliteral verbs. Most verbs that keep 

the glottal stop in the conjugational process are borrowings 

from CA or MSA. 

Consider the following examples of Form I: jyaamur 1 

<jya?mur/ 'he orders', fyaaxud/ <jya?xud/ 'he takes' and 

jyaakul/ </ya?kulf 'he eats'. These examples clearly indicate 

that the glottal stop is realized as vowel length. 

In Form II, the glottal stop is being kept as part of the 

root as the following examples show where such cases are 

borrowings from MSA. 

/-?aeeir/ /-?addib/ 
'to influence' 'to discipline' 

1 s /n?aeeir/ jn?addib/ 

Pl. /n?aeeru/ -/n?aeru/ jn?addbu/ - jn?adbu/ 

2 M. s. /t?aeeir/ /t?addib/ 
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F. s. ft?aeeri/ -/t?aeri/ ft?addbi/ - /t?adbi/ 

Pl. /t?aeeru/ -/t?aeru/ /t?addbu/ - /t?adbu/ 

3 M. s. fy?aeeir/ /t?addib/ 

F. s. ft?aeeir/ ft?addib/ 

Pl. fy?aeeru/ -fy?aeru/ fy?addbuf - /y?adbu/ 

Form III hamzated verbs do not occur in this dialect, but 

Form IV, which does not exist in the dialect with all other 

verb types, does exist with the glottal stop as the first 

radical of the verb in the underlying representaion. This, 

however, might be a distorted borrowing from MSA. This is so 

because the glottal stop is maintained in the perfect but 

shows up as vowel length in the imperfect. Consider the 

following example which I can think of: /?aamanf </?a?man/ 'he 

believed' and fyuumin/ <fyu?min/ 'he believes'. 

In Form v, the glottal stop is in most cases retained, 

but it is sometimes replaced by IYI which is the case with 

Form II above. Examples: fyit?akkad/ - fyityakkad/ 'he makes 

sure' and fyit?addab/ - fyityaddabf 'he behaves well.' 

Moreover, what has been said about the realization of the 

glottal stop as vowel length in Form I above holds true for 

Form X. The following examples illustrate this point: 

fyistaazir/ <fyast?Zir I 'he rents' and fyistaanif/ 

<fyasta?nif/ 'he appeals'. 

When the glottal stop is retained in medial position, 

such instances are considerd classicism as in fyas?al/ 'he 
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asks'. However, speakers of JDLA often use the verb /yinsid/ 

'he asks' which has no glottal stop. 

When the glottal stop is in final position underlyingly, 

it is deleted in all verb forms. In other words, verbs with 

final f? 1 are treated in a manner similar to those verbs 

whose last radicals are /W/ or fyf. This may suggest that 

final /?/ verbs may be considered defective verbs, too, since 

they lose their final radical in surface representation. 

Consider the following examples of Form I which have the 

pattern /-CCa/ </-CCa?f: 

/-gra/<f-qra?f 'to read' /-bdaf</-bda?/ 'to begin' 

1 s /nagraf fnabda/ 

Pl. /nagru/ fnabdu/ 

2 M. s. /tagra/ ftabda/ 

F. s. /tagri/ jtabdi/ 

Pl. ftagru/ ftabdu/ 

3 M. s. fyagra/ fyabdaf 

F. s. /tagra/ jtabda/ 

Pl. fyagruf fyabduf 

Notice that the stem vowel 1 af of the above verbs 

assimilates to the vowels of the suffixes /i/ and fuf which is 

the case with all defective verbs as has been demonstrated 

ealier. This assimilatory process of the stem vowel to the 

vowels of the suffixes applies to all final f?f verbs. As a 

case in point, the stem vowel of Form I final f?f verbs is 

always an /a/ whereas the stem vowel of Form I defective verbs 
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alternates between fa/ and /i/ as indicated above. This ·is 

probably due to the fact that the glottal stop is one of the 

gutturals which creates the environment for the the stem vowel 

to be an fa/ as stated earlier in Form I sound verbs. It 

seems that, although the glottal stop is deleted, the stem 

vowel remains an faf. 

Form II has the pattern /-CaCCi/ </-CaCCi?/ and Form VIII 

has the pattern /-CtaCi/ </-Ctaci?f. Examples: fygarri/ 'he 

teachs', /yhanni/ 'he congratulates', fyibtadi/ 'he starts' 

and /yimtali/ 'it is filled'. 

The conjugational process of quadriliteral verbs is 

presented and accounted for below. All basic quadriliteral 

verbs have the stem vowel /i/. Sound quadriliteral verbs 

have the pattern /-CaCCiC/. Examples: 

/-tarzim/ 'to translate' /-karkib/ 'to roll s.th.' 

1 s /ntarZim/ /nkarkib/ 

Pl. /ntariZmu/ </ntarHmu/ fnkarikbu/ </nkarkibu/ 

2 M. s. /ttarzim/ /tkarkib/ 

F. s. /ttariZmi/ </ttariimi/ /tkarikbi/ </tkarkibi/ 

Pl. /ttariimu/ </ttarHmu/ /tkarikbu/ </tkarkibu/ 

3 M. s. /ytariim/ fykarkib/ 

F. s. /ttarzim/ /tkarkib/ 

Pl. fytaritmu/ </ytariimu/ /ykarikbu/ </ykarkibu/ 

Other examples of quadriliteral sound verbs include 

fyfatfit/ 'he cuts into pieces', fyzalzil/ 'he shakes', 
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fysamsir/ 'he acts as a broker', fywaswis/ 'he whispers', 

fydar!iq/ 'he swings' ••• etc. 

Quadriliteral hollow verbs have the pattern /-CooCiC/: 

jytoorix/ 'he dates historically' and fy~oogir/ 'he insures 

s. th. ' • 

Quadriliteral defective verbs have the pattern /-CaCCi/. 

They are conjugated as Form II triliteral defective verbs. 

Examples: 

/-maski/ /-marki/ 
'to shuffle (cards)' 'to write down (as a debt)' 

1 s. /nmaski/ fnmarki/ 

Pl. /nmaskuf fnmarku/ 

2 M. s. /tmaski/ /tmarki/ 

F. s. /tmaski/ jtmarki/ 

Pl. /tmaskuf /tmarkuf 

3 M. s. fymaski/ fymarki/ 

F. s. /tmaski/ /tmarki/ 

Pl. fymaskuf fymarku/ 

With regard to derived quadriliteral verbs, they all have 

the stem vowel faf. Sound derived quadriliteral verbs have 

the pattern /-tcaccacj. Examples: fyitkarkab/ 'he, it is 

rolled' fyitfatfat/ 'it is cut into pieces', jyizzalbal:l/ 

</yitzalbal:l/ 'he is cheated' and fyiddagdag/ </yitdagdag/ 'he 

is tickled' . 
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Hollow derived quadriliteral verbs have the pattern /

tcooCaCf. They are examplified by fyittooraxf 'it is dated 

historically' and fyi~~oogar/ </yit~oogarf 'it is insured'. 

As for defective derived quadriliteral verbs, they are 

conjugated like Form V defective verbs. They have the pattern 

/-tCaCCa/, e.g. /yitmarka/ 'it is written down (as a debt)'. 

3.3.3 Inflection of the Imperative: 

The inflectional process of the imperative of triliteral 

as well as quadriliteal verbs will be dealt with in this 

section. The imperative in JDLA has a stem similar to the stem 

of the imperfect. Henceforth, it might be formed from the 

imperfect by the omission of the prefixes of the imperfect. 

In some cases, the imperative prefix is attached to the stem 

in order to obtain the correct form of the imperative while 

in other cases there is no need for such a prefix ,i.e, zero 

/0-/ prefix as will be illustrated later. 

Imperatives in JDLA have three forms which reflect 

differences in gender and number, i.e., 

feminine singular and plural for 

inflectional prefix of the imperative is 

masculine singular, 

both genders. The 

either of the shape 

j?i-1 or /0-/. However, the vowel of the prefix may appear as 

an fa/ or fuf when it is in harmony with the stem vowel of the 

verb as will be shown below. 

Let us examine some data from the dialect to see how the 

inflectional process of the imperative works. The following 

are examples of Form I sound verbs: 
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/-ktib/ /-~rub/ /fta~/ 
'write! 1 'hit! I 'open! 1 

2 M. s. /?iktib/ f?u'f:trub/ f?afta~/ 

F. s. /?ikitbi/ f?u~urbi/ f?afat~i/ 

Pl. /?ikitbu/ f?u~urbu/ f?afat~u/ 

The preceding examples indicate that the imperative form 

of the second person masculine singular has only the prefix 

/?V 1 whereas the second person feminine singular has the 

prefix /?V/ as well as the suffix /-if. The second person 

plural has the prefix f?V/ and the suffix /-uf. The vowel of 

the prefix is in harmony with the stem vowel as shown above. 

It should be pointed out that the imperative form of the 

second feminine singular and the second person plural have 

undergone the processes of syncope and epenthesis which, was 

the case with Form I sound verbs of the imperfect (see 

3.3.2.1). 

Form I hollow verbs are exemplified by the following: 

fguul/ /bii c I fxaaf/ 
'say!' 'sell!' 'fear!' 

2 M. s. fguul/ /bii c I fxaaf/ 

F. s. fguuli/ /bii ci/ fxaafi/ 

Pl. fguulu/ /biicu/ fxaafu/ 

The above examples of hollow verbs have zero prefix. As 

for doubled verbs, they also have zero prefix. Examples: 

frudd/ 'return!' /~ill/ 'open!' 

2 M. s. frudd/ /~ill/ 
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F. s. fruddi/ /~illi/ 

Pl. /ruddu/ /~illu/ 

Form I imperative defective verbs are inflected as 

follows: 

/-bni/ 'build! 1 /-nsa/ 'forget! 1 

2 M. s. /?ibni/ /?ansa/ 

F. s. /?ibni/ </?ibni+i/ /?ansi/ </?ansa+i/ 

Pl. /?ibnu/ </?ibni+u/ f?ansuf </?ansa+u/ 

As can be seen from the above examples, the stem vowel of the 

imperative has assimilated to the vowels of the suffixes /i/ 

and fuf which is the case with the imperfect of defective 

verbs discussed earlier (see 3.3.2.4). 

Forms II and III imperative verbs are inflected without 

the attachment of prefixes. Examples: jwaqgif/ 'stop (m.s.)! 1 , 

/9alli/ 'pray (m.s.)! 1
, fsaafir/ 'travel (m.s.)! 1 and flaagi/ 

'meet (m.s.)! '. 

The imperative formation of Forms V, VI and X is 

characterized by the optionality of the prefix f?i-/. 

Examples: 

Form V: 

Form VI: 

Form X: 

/(?i)tcallam/ 'learn (m.s.)! 1 • 

/(?i)ssallaf/ 'borrow (money) (m.s.}! 1 • 

/(?i)tgadda/ 'have lunch (m.s.)! 1
• 

/(?i)tfaahamf 'understand (one another) (m.s.)!' 

/(?i)ssaawar/ 'consult (with) (m.s)! 1
• 

/(?i)tlaaqaj 'meet (with) (m.s.) !'. 

/(?i)stafsir/ 'inquire (m.s)! 1
• 



l(?i)stamirrl 'continue (m.s.) !'. 

l(?i)stafiidl 'benefit (m.s)!'. 

l(?i)stootinl 'settle in (m.s.)!'. 

l(?i)stadcil 'call upon s.o. (m.s.)!'. 
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Form VII verbs usually do not have imperative forms 

except in a few cases. This is probably due to the fact that 

most Form VII verbs are passive. Examples: l?in9arifl 'leave 

(m.s.)!', l?in~aazl 'side with (m.s.) !'and l?in~amml 'join 

(m. s. ) ! ' . 

The imperative of Form VIII verbs has the following 

examples: 

1-ztamic 1 1-ctazz1 /-xtaarl 
'meet! 1 'be proud!' 'choose! 1 

2 M. s. I?Htamic 1 I? i ctazz/ l?ixtaarj 

F. s. j?Htamc i/ j? i ctazzi/ j?ixtaari/ 

Pl. j?Htamcu/ j?ictazzu/ j?ixtaaruj 

Notice that the stem vowel of the imperative form in the 

left column of the above examples has undergone the process of 

syncopation due to the attachment of the suffixes /i/ and fuf. 

The above examples represent sound, doubled and hollow verbs, 

respectively. Examples of imperative defective verbs are: 

j?istaril 'purchase (m.s.)! ', l?istari/ <l?istari+i/ 'purchase 

(f.s.)!' and l?istaru/ </?istari+ul 'purchase (pl.)!'. 

The foregoing examples of the imperative were of 

triliteral verbs. The imperative forms of basic quadriliteral 

verbs are similar to the imperatives of Form II of triliteral 
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verbs, i.e., by having zero prefixes. Derived quadriliteral 

verbs, however, have no imperatives. Examples of basic 

quadriliteral verbs: 

/tarzim/ 'translate!' fmaski/ 'shuffle (cards)!' 

2 M. s. ftarzim/ fmaski/ 

F. s. /tari'Zmi/ </tarZim+i/ fmaski/ </maski+i/ 

Pl. /tariimu/ < 1 tarzim+u 1 fmasku/ </maski+u/ 

Notice that the stem vowel of the defective quadriliteral 

verb above has assimilated to the vowels of the suffixes /i/ 

and fuf. Also, the stem vowel of the verb /tarzim/ has 

undergone two phonological processec, i.e., syncope and 

epenthesis when appended by suffixes. 



CHAPTER IV 

MORPHOLOGY OF NOONS 
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This chapter is devoted to the derivational as well as 

inflectional processes of nouns. Nouns in JDLA are 

classified into two types: derived and non-derived nouns. 

The latter include names of people, family relationship 

names, names of animals, trees, vegetables, fruits, body 

parts, physical objects .... etc. Such nouns, however, have a 

wide variety of patterns. The following list is a 

representative sample of the above mentioned non-derived 

nouns: 

/calif male's name jmaryam/ female's name 

f?ummf 'mother' jbintj 'daughter' 

fkalb/ 'dog' jnaxlaf 'palm tree' 

/filfil/ 'pepper' /cnib/ 'grapes' 

fceenj 'eye' jbraac I 'arm' 

fkursi/ 'chair' fzabalf 'mountain' 

f?ar ( i) (!J 'land' jsa~:taab/ 'clouds' 

In this section, the discussion will focus on the former 

type, i.e., the derived nouns. 

4.1 Derivation: 

The majority of nouns in JDLA are derived from verbs. 

Some nouns, however, may be derived from other parts of 

speech as ,e.g. 

j?axxj 'brother' ---~ f?uxuwwaj 'brotherhood' 



jraazil/ 'man' 
__ .,.. 

j?amiin/ 'honest' __ .,.. 

jta~t/ 'below' ___ .,.. 

jrzuula/ 'manhood' 

j?amaana/ 'honesty' 
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jta~taani/ 'the down stairs (one)' 

jfoogj 'above; upstairs'-~ /foogaani/ 'the upstairs (one)' 

In what follows, the derivational process of nouns 

from their corresponding verbs will be dicsussed in some 

detail. 

4.1.1. verbal Nouns: 

Verbal nouns (VN) are nouns that are derived from 

their corresponding verbs. Verbal nouns differ in patterns 

and types according to the verbs they are derived from as 

will be illustrated later on. A VN expresses the 

underlying notion of the verb as opposed to concrete nouns, 

e.g. /ktaaba/ 'writing' ,i.e., the act of writing as 

opposed to /kaatib/ 'writer', the doer of the writing. Both 

forms jktaaba/ and fkaatib/ are derived from the verb 

fkatab/ 'to write'. Verbal nouns may denote an action, a 

state or a quality of their underlying verbs as will be 

presented in this chapter, (cf.Qafisheh, 1977 and Abboud, 

1983). It should be pointed out that some verbal nouns 

have developed concrete meanings also as, e.g., /talab/ 

'requesting; a request', jzyaara/ 'visiting; a visit' and 

/carnal/ 'working; a job'. In the latter cases of the above 

examples the concrete nouns have plural forms, i.e., 
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ftalabf---•ftalabaat/ 'requests', /zyaaraf ---• fzyaaraat/ 

'visits' and /carnal/ ---• f?aCmaal/ 'jobs'. 

4.1.1.1. Triliterals: 

4.1.1.1.1 Form I: 

Verbal nouns which are derived from Form I triliteral 

verbs are characterized by the feature of irregularity. In 

other words, Form I verbal nouns have a wide variety of 

patterns which cannot be predicted from the types of verbs 

they are derived from. The most common patterns are, 

however, presented and accounted for below. 

1. /CaC(i)C/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

frasamf 'to draw' jras(i)m/ 'drawing' 

/qarabf 'to hit' /qarb/ 'hitting' 

/fata'r)./ 'to open' /fat(i)'Q./ 'opening' 

fgatal/ 'to kill' fgat(i)l/ 'killing' 

fcazanf 'to knead' fcaz(i)n/ 'kneading' 

fwazan/ 'to weigh' fwaz(i)n/ 'weighing' 

fwacadf 'to promise' fwac(i)d/ 'promise' 

fbaba~f 'to slaughter' fbab(i)~/ 'slaughtering' 

The /i/ betweem parentheses in the above verbal nouns 

indicates that there are two variants of this pattern. 

That is, the two forms are heard in the speech patterns of 

speakers of JDLA. 

2. /CCaaCa/ 
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Verb: Verbal Noun: 

/katab/ 'to write' /ktaaba/ 'writing' 

fdarasf 'to study' /draasa/ 'studying' 

jgaraf 'to read' jgraaya/ 'reading' 

/cabadf 'to worship' /cbaada/ 'worshiping' 

jra~ac/ 'to suck' /r~aaca/ 'suckling' 

jzaarf 'to visit' jzyaara/ 'visiting; a visit' 

jzaad/ 'to increase' jzyaada/ 'increase' 

jsaagf 'to drive' fswaaga/ 'driving' 

The VN jgraayaf above is derived from a final glottalized 

verb. However, the glottal stop is deleted in the perfect, 

imperfect and the imperative, but it is realized as /Y/ in 

the verbal noun. such realization of /?/ as /Y/ may be 

accounted for by the presence of the long vowel faaf 

immediately preceding it and the short vowel fa/ which 

follows it immediately as the above example shows. Also, 

the last three examples above represent some of the verbal 

nouns which are derived from hollow verbs. 

3. 

Verb: 

/calamf 

/~l:lik/ 

fsmin/ 

/ka~abf 

4. 

verb: 

/CiC(i)C/ 

'to come to know' 

'to laugh' 

'to be fat' 

'to tell lies' 

/CCUUC/ 

Verbal Noun: 

/cil(i)m/ 'knowing' 

/~iQ(i)k/ 'laughing' 

jsim(i)n/ 'fatness' 

/ki~(i)b/ 'telling lies' 

Verbal Noun: 



/razac/ 'to retutn' 

jrakac/ 'to kneel down' 

jrzuuc/ 'returning' 

jrkuuc/ 'kneeling down' 
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jwagaf/'to stop; to stand up' jwguuf/ 'stopping; standing 

up' 

jwa~al/ 'to arrive' 

/harab/ 'to run away' 

5. /CiCCa/ 

Verb: 

jxanab/ 'to steal' 

jnasad/ 'to ask' 

jxadamf'to serve, work' 

jgasamf 'to divide' 

fnawaf 'to intend' 

jw~uul/ 'arriving' 

/hruub/ 'running away' 

Verbal Noun: 

jxinba/ 'stealing' 

/nisda/ 'asking' 

fxidma/ 'service, work' 

jgismaj 'dividing' 

/niyya/ 'intention' 

The last example of the above pattern is derived from a 

defective verb. 

6. /CuC(u)C/ 

Verb: 

fsakarf 'to thank' 

fkafarf'to be an infidel' 

fsrib/ 'to drink' 

/Qalam/ 'to treat unjustly' 

fbaxal/ 'to be stingy' 

7. /CaCaC/ 

Verb: 

/carnal/ 'to work' 

Verbal Noun: 

fsuk(u)r/ 'thanking' 

/kuf(u)r/ 'infidelity' 

jsur(u)b/ 'drinking' 

/Qul(u)m/ 'injustice' 

jbux(u)l/ 'greed' 

Verbal Noun: 

/carnal/ 'working; a job' 



ftalab/ 'to request' 

request' 

fsakan/ 'to live' 

/fri~/ 'to be happy' 

fmri~/ 'to be sick' 

jsmi c 1 'to hear' 

8. /CaCaaCa/ 

/slim/ 'to be safe' 

fsahad/ 'to testify' 

9. /CuCCa/ 

fxatab/ 'to give a speech' 

fgawaf 'to be strong' 

/talab/ 'requesting; a 

jsakan/ 'living' 

/fara~/ 'happiness' 

fmara~/ 'sickness' 

jsamac/ 'hearing' 

fsalaama/ 'safety' 

fsahaada/ 'testifying' 

fxutba/ 'speech' 

fguwwaf 'strength' 
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The second example of the above two verbal nouns is derived 

from a defective verb. 

10. /CCaaC/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

/rag ad/ 'to sleep' frgaadj 'sleeping' 

/hbil/ 'to be or become idiotic' /hbaalj 'idiocy' 

ftaabf 'to become cooked' /tyaabf 'cooking' 

/9aam/ 'to fast' fl?yaamf 'fasting' 

The last two examples of pattern (10) above are 

derived from hollow verbs where both sound and hollow verbs 

share the same pattern for their verbal nouns as shown 

above. 

11. fCaCaaC/ 

I nazaq/ 'to succeed' /nazaaq/ 'success' 



jfasad/ 'to be rotten' 

jxrib/ 'to become ruined' 

12. /CaCCa/ 

jdaca/ 'to invite' 

jsahaf to desire' 

/fasaad/ 'rottenness' 

jxaraab/ 'ruin' 

jdacwaj 'inviting; invitation' 

fsahwaj 'desiring; desire' 

The last two examples above are derived from defective 

verbs, but they share the same pattern with VNs of sound 

verbs. 

Most of Form I hollow verbs have the following VN 

patterns: 

13. 

Verb: 

fgaalf 'to 

fxaaf/ 'to 

/caamf 'to 

fnaamf 'ro 

14. 

Verb: 

fbaac/ 'to 

f9aadf 'to 

/saar/ 'to 

15. 

Verb: 

fmaalf 'to 

fsaalf 'to 

/faaqf 'to 

jCoocj 

say' 

fear' 

swim' 

sleep' 

jCeeCj 

sell' 

hunt' 

walk' 

;ceecaan/ 

lean' 

flow' 

overflow' 

Verbal Noun: 

jgoolf 'saying' 

jxoof/ 'fearing' 

jcoomf 'swimming' 

jnoomj 'sleeping' 

Verbal Noun: 

/beec I 'selling' 

/9eedj 'hunting' 

/seer/ 'walking' 

Verbal Noun: 

/meelaanj 'leaning' 

jseelaan/ 'flowing' 

/fee~aan/ 'overflowing' 
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jbaac I 'to sell' 

/taarj 'to fly' 

fhaaz/ 'to be furious' 

jzaab/ 'to bring' 

16. fCoocaanj 

Verb: 

jdaaxj 'to be dizzy' 

fsaaf/ 'to see' 

flaabj 'to go around' 

fcaamj 'to swim' 

jdaarj 'to turn, rotate' 

rotation' 

17. /CiiCa/ 

jbeecaan/ 'selling' 

/teeraan/ 'flying; flight' 

/heezaanf 'fury' 

/zeebaan/ 'bringing' 

Verbal Noun: 

fdooxaan/ 'dizziness' 

jsoofaan/ 'seeing' 

/loobaan/ 'going around' 

fcoomaanj swimming' 

jdooraan/ 'turn(ing), 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

f~aarj to be confused' 

jgaarj 'to be jealous' 

18. jmaCiiCa/ 

jcaasf 'to live' 

/ciisaf 'way of living' 

/~iira/ 'confusion' 

/giiraf 'jealousy 

jrnaciisaj 'sort of living' 

Doubled verbs have the following VN patterns: 

19. /CaCC/ - /CaCCaanj 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

jmadd/ 'to stretch' 

fca~~l 'to bite' 

/~all/ 'to open; 
to solve' 

fmadd/ - fmaddaanj 'stretching' 

fca~~/ - /ca~~aanj 'biting' 

/~all/ -/~allaanj 'opening; 
solving' 
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jmassj 'to touch' /mass/ - jmassaan/ 'touching' 

jdaff/ 'to push' fdaff/ - fdaffaanj 'pushing' 

flam.mj 'to gather' flamm/ - flammaanf 'gathering' 

20. jCuCC/ - /CiCC/ 

jwadd/ 'to like, wish' jwudd/ - /Widd/ 'wishing' 

Most of Form I Verbal nouns that are derived from 

defective verbs have the following patterns: 

21. /CaCi/ 

Verb: 

jmasaj 'to walk' 

jramaj 'to throw' 

fsawaf 'to grill' 

jlawaj 'to twist' 

jbanaj 'to build' 

jgalaj 'to fry' 

/t;.awaj 'to fold' 

22. jCaCuj 

Verb: 

jsahaj 'to be inattentive' 

/cafaj 'to forgive' 

23. /CCef 

Verbal Noun: 

fmasi/ 'walking' 

/rami/ 'throwing' 

jsawi/ 'grilling' 

jlawi/ 'twisting' 

/bani/ 'building' 

jgali/ 'frying' 

/t;.awi/ 'folding' 

Verbal Noun: 

jsahuj 'inattentiveness' 

jcafu/ 'forgiving, 
forgiveness' 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

jsaraj 'to purchase' 

jdaca/ 'to call' 

jsrej 'purchasing' 

jdcej 'calling' 
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In addition to patterns (21-23) above, some verbal 

nouns which are derived from defective verbs share some 

other patterns with verbal nouns of sound verbs (cf. 

patterns 5, 9 and 12 above). 
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A glance at all the preceding verbal noun patterns 

will determine that some of these patterns fall under some 

general patterns. Such generalized patterns are as follows: 

Patterns (1), (3) and (6) have the general pattern 

/CVC(V)C/ where the first vowel is realized as fa/, /i/ or 

fuf. The second vowel is either /i/ or juf, and it is 

optional as indicated by the parentheses. Patterns (4) and 

(10) have the general pattern /CCVVC/ where the long vowel 

shows up as faa/ or juuj. Patterns (5), (9) and (12) have 

the general pattern /CVCCV/. The last vowel of this 

pattern is always an fa/ whereas the first vowel appears as 

an /i/, juj or faf. As for patterns {13) and (14), their 

general pattern is /CVVC/. The long vowel of such a 

pattern surfaces either as a long mid front vowel or a long 

mid back vowel. Likewise, patterns {15) and (16) share 

the general pattern /CVCVVn/ where the long vowel in this 

pattern is always an faa{, but the short vowel might be {ej 

or fof. Pattern (20) and the first alternant of pattern 

(19) have the general pattern /CVCC/. The stem vowel in 

this general pattern surfaces as an fa/, {uf or /i/. 

Finally, patterns (21) and (22) have the general pattern 
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fCVCVf. The first vowel in such a pattern is always an fa/, 

but the last vowel may show up as an /i/ or fuf. 

The discussion will turn now to verbal nouns of 

derived verbs. Such verbal nouns are, to some degree, 

predictable compared to those verbal nouns of Form I 

discussed above. 

4.1.1.1.2 Form II: 

Form II verbal nouns of strong verbs have the 

following pattern /tiCCiiC/: 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

fgaddamf 'to offer' /tigdiim/ 'offering' 

;callamf 'to teach' /ticliim/ 'teaching' 

fxabbar/ 'to tell' /tixbiir/ 'telling' 

/J:lallal/ 'to analyze' jtil:lliil/ 'analyzing' 

/cayyanf 'to oppoint' jti cyiin/ 'appointing' 

fxawwaf/ 'to frighten' /tixwiif/ 'frightening' 

As can be seen from the above examples, the geminate 

consonants of the above verbs have been degerninated in the 

verbal nouns. Such degernination is accounted for by the 

fact that the degerninated consonants of the verbal nouns 

are followed immediately by a long vowel and preceded 

immediately by the first consonant of the stem. 

In addition, verbal nouns of defective verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. fCaCa(a)/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 



jgadda/ 'to give lunch' 

/cassaf 'to give dinner' 

jzakka/ 'to give alms' 

/FJ!alla/ 'to pray' 

b. jtaCiCCa/ </taCCiCa/ 

jrabba/ 'to educate' 

/'t).ayyaf 'to greet' 

c. /CCaCaf 

/WaFJ!FJ!a/ 'to entrust' 

d. /CCef 

jgannaj 'to sing' 

/gada/ 'lunching; lunch' 

/casa/ 'dining; dinner' 

/zakaa/ 'alms-giving' 

/FJ!alaa/ 'praying; prayer' 

jtaribya/ 'education' 

/ta't).iyya/ 'greeting' 
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/WFJ!aaya/ 'commandment; will' 

/gnej 'singing' 

It appears that verbal nouns of patterns (a), (c) and 

(d) above are considered patterns of Form I rather than 

Form II, but they are taken here as Form II verbal noun 

patterns; they do not follow the pattern of Form II as 

illustrated above. 

Verbal nouns that are derived from initial /W/ or IYI 

verbs have the following patterns which indicate that they 

have undergone the processes of degemination as well as 

coalescence: 

jtooCiiC/ and /teeCiiC/ <jtawCiiC/ and jtayCiiC/ 

Verb: 

jwazzac/ 'to distribute' 

jwaggaf/ 'to stop' 

jwaFJ!FJ!al/ 'to connect' 

Verbal Noun: 

/tooziic/ 'distribution' 

/toogiif/ 'stopping' 

jtoo9iil/ 'connection' 



fwazzah/ 'to guide, direct' 

guidnace' 
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jtooziih/ ' directing; 

fyabbasj 'to make dry' 

4.1.1.1.3 Form III: 

jteebiis/ 'drying; dryness' 

From III verbal nouns of strong verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. jmCaaCaCa/ 

Verb: 

Jsaacadj 'to assist I 

fwaafag/ 'to agree' 

/caawan/ 'to help' 

/caayanf 'to examine' 

b. /CCaaC/ 

fxaaf?am/ 'to argue with' 

fcaarak/ 'to fight' 

c. fCaCaCf 

fsaafar/ 'to travel' 

Verbal Noun: 

fmsaacadaf 'assistance' 

fmwaafagaj 'agreement' 

fmcaawana/ 'help' 

fmcaayanaf 'examination' 

/x9aam/ 'argument' 

/craak/ 'fighting' 

fsafar/ 'traveling' 

Once again, verbal nouns of patterns (b) and (c) above 

are not of the same pattern of Form III mentioned above. 

However, such verbal nouns have taken Form I patterns. This 

is not unusual, because MSA may also follow the same 

procedure in taking Form I verbal noun patterns for Form 

III verbal noun patterns. 

Verbal nouns that are derived from defective verbs 

have the following pattern: jmCaacaaf -/mCaaCe/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 
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;caana/ 'to suffer' ;mcaanaaj - ;mcaane/ 'suffering' 

/laaga/ 'to meet' jmlaagaaf - jmlaage/ 'meeting' 

/naada/ 'to call' jmnaadaaj - jmnaade/ 'calling' 

/t}.aa'Oa/ 'to come close' jmtJ.aa"Oaaj - jmtJ.aa'Oe/ 'coming 

close' 

With regard to Form V verbal noun patterns, some of 

them have Form II verbal noun patterns. Others, however, 

may have some of Form I verbal noun patterns. Consider the 

following examples: 

Verb: 

;teal lam/ 'to learn' 

/zzawwaz/ 'to get married' 

/tkallam/ 'to talk' 

jssallaf/ 'to borrow' 

/tgadda/ 'to have lunch' 

4.1.1.1.4 Form VI: 

Verbal Noun: 

/ticliim/ 'learning' 

jzawaaz/ 'marrying; marriage' 

fkalaam/ 'talking; talk' 

/tisliif/ 'borrowing' 

fgada/ 'lunching; lunch' 

Most of Form VI verbal noun patterns take Form I or 

Form III verbal noun patterns. Consider the following: 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

/txaa~am/ 'to quarrel with' ;x~aamj 'quarreling' 

/tcaarak/ 'to fight with' /craak/ 'fighting' 

/traasal/ 'to correspond with fmraasala/ 'correspondence' 
each other' 

However, the following verbal noun pattern of Form VI 

is heard with some verbs: /tacaaCuC/ 

/tcaawan/ to cooperate' /tacaawunf 'cooperating' 



{tfaahamf 'to understand 
each other' 

4.1.1.1.5 Form VXI: 
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jtafaahumf 'understanding 
each other' 

Verbal nouns of Form VII verbs have the following 

patterns for strong verbs: 

a. fnCiCaaC/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

fnsa"tJ.ab/ 'to withraw' fnsi"tJ.aab/ 'withdrawing' 

fn~araf/ 'to leave' fn~iraaf/ 'leaving' 

fnsazam/ 'to get along well' fnsiZaamf 'getting along 
well' 

The above verbal nouns, however, are considered 

borrowings from MSA. 

b. fCaCCaanf 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

fnqarabf 'to be hit' 

fnkasar/ 'to be broken' 

fnqammf 'to be joined' 

fnhazz/ 'to be shaken' 

fn"tJ.all/ 'to be solved; 
to be opened' 

fnkawaf 'to be cauterized' 

fnsawaf 'to be grilled' 

fqarbaanf 'hitting' 

fkasraanf 'being broken' 

{qammaanf 'joining' 

fhazzaanf 'shaking' 

f"tJ.allaanf 'solving; 
opening' 

fkawyaanf'cauterization' 

fsawyaan/ 'grilling' 

The last two examples of verbal nouns above did not undergo 

the process of coalescence, i.e., fawf --~foof. This might 

be accounted for by the fact that fawf is followed 

immediately by /Y/ which blocks fawf from undergoing the 



process of coalescence. The last two examples above are 

derived from defective verbs. 

Verbal nouns of Form VII hollow verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. fCoCaan/: 

fngaalf 'to be said' 

b. /CeCaanf: 

fnzaabf 'to be brought' 

jnbaacf 'to be sold' 

jgolaan/ 'saying' 

fzebaan/ 'bringing' 

fbecaan/ 'selling' 

The examples in patterns (a) and (b) above may also take 
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Form I patterns, i.e., fCooCf and fCeeCf: fgoolf, zeebf and 

fbeecf, respectively. 

4.1.1.1.6 Form VIII: 

Form VIII verbal nouns of strong verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. /CtiCaaC/ 

Verb: Verbal Nouns: 

jztamac/ 'to meet, gather' /ztimaac 1 'meeting, 
gathering' 

/l).taram/ 'to respect' /l)tiraarnf 'respect' 

/l).tafal/ 'to celebrate' /l)tifaal/ 'celebration' 

jntaxab/ 'to elect' jntixaabf 'electing; 
election' 

/cta'fJarf 'to apologize' /cti'fJaarf 'apology' 

The above examples of the verbal nouns are clearly 

borrowings from MSA. 

b. /CticaaCf 



Verb: 

/htammf 'to be concerned' 

/'t}.tazz/ 'to protest' 

/ctazz/ 'to be proud' 

Verbal Noun: 

fhtimaamf 'concern' 

/'t}.tiZaaz/ 'protest' 

/ctizaaz/ 'pride' 
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The above two patterns (a) and (b) are similar. The 

difference between them, however, lies in the fact that the 

second and the third radicals of pattern (b) are identical 

while in pattern (a) they are not. The examples in pattern 

(b) are also borrowings from MSA. 

c. caccaanf 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

/htazz/ 'to be shaken' fhazzaan/ 'shaking' 

/ltanunf 'to rally' flanunaan/ 'gathering' 

/mtadd/ 'to be stretched' fmaddaan/ 'stretching' 

fn~abb/ 'to be poured out' f~abbaan/ 'pouring' 

frtama/ to be thrown' framyaan/ 'throwing' 

/ltawaf 'to be twisted' flawyaan/ 'twisting' 

The last two examples of the above verbal nouns are 

derived from defective verbs. The examples in pattern (c) 

above may take Form I patterns, i.e., /CaCC/ for doubled 

verbs and /CaCi/ for defective verbs. 

Verbal nouns of Form VIII hollow verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. /CCiyaaCf 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

/ctaadf 'to get used to' /ctiyaad/ 'getting used to' 



jxtaarf 'to choose' 
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jxtiyaar/ 'choosing; choice'. 

The above examples of verbal nouns are considered 

borrowings from MSA. 

b. /CaaCa/ 

/~taazf 'to need' 

4.1.1.1.7 Form X: 

/~aaza/ 'need' 

Verbal nouns of Form X verbs have the following 

pattern for sound and doubled verbs jstiCCaaC/: The second 

and the third radicals must be identical for verbal nouns 

of doubled verbs as the following examples illustrate: 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

jstacmal/ 'to use' jstiCmaal/ 'using; use' 

jstafham/ 'to inquire' jstifhaam/ 'inquiry' 

fstaczal/ 'to be in a hurry' Jsti czaal/ 'hurry' 

/stamarr/ 'to continue' jstimraar/ 'continuation' 

jstaradd/ 'to reclaim' jstirdaad/ 'reclaiming' 

jstacadd/ 'to be ready' jsticdaad/ 'readiness' 

Verbal nouns of hollow verbs have this pattern 

jstiCaaCa/ which is a borrowing from MSA. Examples: 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

jstafaad/ 'to benefit' jstifaada/ 'benefit' 

jstaraa~/ 'to rest' jstiraa~a/ 'rest' 

jstacaan/ 'to seek help' jsticaana/ 'help' 

/sta-t;.aac 1 'to be able to' jsti-t;.aaca/ 'being able to' 

Verbal nouns of defective verbs hav~ the following 

pattern: jstiCCaf. 



Verb: 

jstaenaf 'to except' 

jstadca/ 'to summon' 

jstacna/ 'to devote one's 
attention' 

4.1.1.2 oauadriliterals: 

Verbal Noun: 

jstiena/ 'excepting; 
exception' 

jstidca/ 'summons' 

jsticna/ 'devoting one's 
attention' 

Verbal nouns of basic quadriliteral verbs have the 

following patterns: 

a. jCaCCaCa/ 

Verb: Verbal Noun: 

fhandasf 'to engineer' 

ftarjamj 'to translate' 

translation' 

b. ftacicciiC/ 

Verb: 

jkarkab/ 'to roll' 

jxalbat/ 'to mix things 

fsacbat/ 'to climb' 

/zalba}_l/ 'to trick' 

c. jtaCoCiiC/ 

up' 

fhandasaj 'engineering' 

jtarjamaj 'translating; 

Verbal Noun: 

jtakirkiib/ 'rolling' 

jtaxilbiit/ 'mixing up' 

jtasicbiit/ 'climbing' 

jtazilbii~/ 'tricking' 
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/~oogarj 'to insure s. th.' /ta~ogiir/ 'insuring s.th.' 

With regard to verbal nouns of derived quadriliteral 

verbs, they share the same patterns of verbal nouns of 

basic quadriliteral verbs. 
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4.1.2 Xnstance Nouns: 

Instance nouns are nouns that indicate a single 

occurrence of the action described by the verbal noun. 

Instance nouns are derived from verbal nouns by the 

suffixation of /-a/ to a given verbal noun with appropriate 

stem changes. Instance nouns have the following patterns: 

a. /CaeCa/ 

Verbal Noun: 

1-r,aribl 'hitting' 

lxanigl 'choking' 

1ragi9/ 'dancing' 

lsabil:ll 'looking' 

b. ICiCCal 

,r, il:lik/ 'laughing' 

lki()ibl 'lies' 

I li cibl 'playing' 

lribil:ll 'gaining, winning' 

Instance Noun: 

1-r,arbal 'one hit' 

lxangal 'a choke' 

jrag9a1 'a dance' 

lsabQal 'one look' 

/~il:lkal 'a laugh' 

lkiobal 'a lie' 

llicbal 'a game, a play' 

lribQal 'a gain, a win' 

It is apparent that the above two patterns share one 

general pattern which is ICVCCVI. The second vowel Iii in 

the examples of patterns (a) and (b) has undergone the 

process of syncopation because it is a high short 

unstressed vowel in an open syllable. 

c. ICeeCal and ICooCal 

Verbal Noun: 

fbeec 1 selling' 

fxooff 'fear' 

Instance Noun: 

/beeca/ 'a purchase' 

jxoofa/ 'a fear' 



jnoomf 'sleep' 

fcoomf 'swimming' 
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/nooma/ 'a period of sleep' 

/cooma/ 'one swim' 

The rule that accounts for the derivational process of 

instance nouns from their corresponding verbal nouns is 

formulated as follows: 

0 ---~a /[[ verbal noun] + ] 
instance noun 

4.1.3 Unit Nouns: 

Unit nouns are derived from collective nouns by the 

addition of the suffix j-aj with appropriate stem changes. 

They denote an individual unit or item of the underlying 

noun. Unit nouns have the following patterns: 

1. /CVCCV/ 

The above general pattern is realized in surface 

representaion as fCaCCaf, fCiCCaf and /CuCCaf. Examples: 

Collective Noun: Unit Noun: 

jtamir/ 'dates' jtamra/ 'a date' 

jnaxalf 'palm trees' jnaxla/ 'a palm tree' 

fsacar/ 'hair' fsacraf 'a hair' 

fna"r).alf 'bees' jna't).laf 'a bee' 

/cnib/ 'grapes' /cinba/ 'a grape' 

/fi"r).im/ 'coal, charcoal' /fi't).ma/ 'a piece of coal' 

jxubizj 'bread' jxubzaf 'loaf of bread' 

fbagarj 'cows' fbugraj 'a cow' 

/'t).UmUf?/ 'chick peas' /"r).Umf?af 'a chick pea' 

2. /CWCV/ 
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This pattern shows up as /CeeCaf, CuuCaf, fCooCaf and 

/CiiCaf. Examples: 

Collective Noun: Unit Noun: 

fleelf 'night' /leela/ 'a night, one night' 

ftJ.uutj 'fish' /Q.uuta/ 'a fish' 

/fuulf 'fava beans' /fuula/ 'a fava bean' 

/XUUX/ 'peaches' jxuuxaf 'a peach' 

fmoozf 'bananas' /mooza/ 'a banana' 

/lOOZ/ 'alomonds' /looza/ an almond' 

/riisf 'feathers' /riisa/ 'a feather' 

3. /CVCCVVCVI 

The above general pattern appears in surface 

representation as fCaCCaaCaf, CiCCaaCa/ and /CiCCiiCal. 

Examples: 

Collective Noun: 

lmasmaasf 'apricots' 

lrummaanl 'pomegranates' 

lsammaaml 'musk-melon' 

ltiffaa't).l 'apples' 

ldillaacl 'watermelons' 

lbittiix/ 'cantaloupes' 

4. ICVCVCVI --~ICaCaCal 

Collective Noun: 

1waragj 'paper, leaves' 

I sazar I \trees I 

Unit Noun: 

lmasmaasal 'an apricot' 

lrummaanal 'a pomegranate' 

lsammaamal 'a musk-melon' 

ltiffaa't).al 'an apple' 

ldillaacal 'a watermelon' 

lbittiixal 'a cantaloupe' 

Unit Noun: 

lwaragal 'a piece of paper, a 

leaf' 

I sazaraf \a tree I 



jsamak/ 'fish' 

5. /CVCVVCA/ -~~> 

Collective Noun: 

Jdazaaz; 'chichen' 

;~amaam/ 'pigeon' 

6. /CCVVCV I _..,. 

jsamaka/ 'a fish' 

;cacaaCa/ 

Unit Noun: 

jdazaaza/ 'a hen' 

/~amaama/ 'a pigeon' 

/CCaaCa/ 

Collective Noun: Unit Noun: 

jxyaarj 'cucumber' jxyaara/ 'a cucumber' 

7. tcvcvvccv; -~~> ;cacaacca; 

/tamaatim/ 'tomatoes' /tamaatma/ 'a tomato' 
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The derivational process of unit nouns from collective 

nouns may result in some phonological processes as vowel 

deletion, metathesis or vowel assimilation as the preceding 

examples indicate. The above examples show that unit nouns 

have many patterns depending on the patterns of the 

collective nouns which they are derived from. The above 

patterns of unit nouns, however, are by no means exhaustive 

but rather representative samples of the most common 

patterns of unit nouns. 

Thus, the rule that accounts for the derivational 

process of unit nouns from their corresponding collective 

nouns, with or without some internal vowel changes, may be 

formulated as follows: 

0 ----~~>a/[[ collective noun]+ ____ ) 
unit noun 
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4.1.4 Feminine Nouns: 

Some feminine nouns are derived from their 

corresponding masculine nouns by the addition of the 

feminine morpheme f-af. Some other nouns, however, are 

inherently feminine, i.e., with or without the feminine 

morpheme /-af. In this section the focus will be on 

feminine nouns that are derived from their corresponding 

masculine nouns whether referring to human beings or some 

animals. 

Masculine Nouns: 

;zadd/ 'grandfather' 

fxaalf 'maternal uncle' 

;carnmf 'paternal uncle' 

jfallaa~/ 'farmer' 

jxaddaam/ 'servant' 

fkalb/ 'dog' 

/~maar/ 'donkey' 

/gird/ 'monkey' 

Feminine Nouns: 

fzadda/ 'grandmother' 

fxaala/ 'maternal aunt' 

;cammal 'paternal aunt' 

/fallaa~a/ 'farmer' 

fxaddaama/ 'servant' 

fkalbaf 'bitch' 

fhmaara/ 'female donkey' 

jgirdaf 'female monkey' 

The above examples did not undergo any changes 

regarding the stems; the following examples undergo some 

phonological processes, i.e., degemination andfor syncope: 

Masculine Nouns: 

jmudarris/ 'teacher' 

f~aalib/ 'student' 

fcaamil/ 'worker' 

fmsaafir/ 'traveler' 

Feminine Nouns: 

fmudarsaf 'teacher' 

/~aalba/ 'student' 

fcaamla/ 'worker' 

jmsaafra/ 'traveler' 
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Nouns that end with a juf or /i/ change these vowels 

into /W/ or jyf, respectively, whenever the feminine suffix 

j-a/ is attached to such nouns provided that the nouns 

ending with /i/ are not nisba (i.e., relative) nouns. 

Examples: 

Masculine Nouns: 

jcu~uf 'member' 

jhaawij 'amateur' 

Feminine Nouns: 

jcu~waj 'member' 

jhaawyaj 'amateur' 

With regard to nisba nouns which end with /i/, the 

formation of feminine nisba nouns from their corresponding 

masculine nisba nouns is achieved through the suffixation 

process of /-yyaf Examples: 

Masculine nisba Nouns: 

jma9ri/ 'Egyptian' 

jcarabi/ 'Arab; Arabic' 

jturki/ 'Turkish; Turk' 

(see 5.1.2.2 for mor details). 

4.1.5 Locative Nouns: 

Feminine nisba Nouns: 

jma9riyyaj 'Egyptian' 

jcarabiyyaj 'Arab; Arabic' 

jturkiyyaj 'Turkish; Turk' 

Locative nouns designate the location where the action 

expressed by the underlying verb takes place. Locative 

nouns have the following patterns: 

1. jmaCCaCf 

jkatab/ 'to write' fmaktab/ 'office' 

ftabax/ 'to cook' jmatbaxj 'kitchen 

/carnal/ 'to work, do' fmacmal/ 'factory' 

ff?anac I 'to manufacture' /ma9nac I 'factory' 



11 cib/ 'to play' 

2. jmaCCiC/ 
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/malcab/ 'playground' 

jzalasf 'to sit' jmazlis/ 'chamber, assembly' 

jsazadf 'to prostrate' /maszid/ 'mosque' 

jsakanf 'to reside' fmaskin/ 'residenece 

3. fmaCaCCa/ <jmaCCaCa/ 

fdarasf 'to study' 

fkatab/ 'to write' 

/~akam/ 'to rule' 

fmadarsaf </madrasa/ 'school' 

fmakatba/ </maktaba/ 'library; 
bookstore' 

jma~akmaf </ma~kama/ 'law court' 

Locative nouns in pattern (3) above have undergone the 

process of metathesis (see 2.5.7). 

4. fmaCCa/ 

jraca/ 'to graze' 

flazaf 'to seek refuge' fmalzaj 'shelter' 

;zara; 'to run' fmazra; 'course (of water)' 

5. jmacaaC/ 

Jt;.aarj 'to fly' fmat;.aarf 'airport' 

jkaan; 'to be, exist' fmakaanf 'place' 

As can be seen from the preceding examples locative 

nouns are characterized by the prefix jma-/ which might be 

accampanied by the suffix/-a/ along with some internal 

vowel change in some cases. Patterns (1) and (2) have the 

general pattern fmaccvc;. Patterns (4) and (5) are 

characteristic of locative nouns that are derived from 

defective and hollow verbs, respectively. 
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The rule that accounts for the derivational process of 

locative nouns from their corresponding verbs, with or 

without internal vowel change, may be formulated as 
follows: 

0 --~rna/#[ ___ +[perfect verb stem]+(a)) 
locative noun 

4.1.6 Instrumental Nouns: 

These nouns denote an instrument used to accomplish an 

action described by the underlying word. Most instrumental 

nouns are derived from verbs and have the following 

patterns: 

a. fmVCCVC/ -~ jmaCCiC/, jmiCCiC/ and jmiCCaCf: 

Underlying Word: 

fbaradf 'to file' 

fnassaf/ 'to dry' 

fxayyatf 'to sew' 

b. /mVCCVVC/ 

f"t).ara9/ 'to plow' 

jnagar/ 'to peck' 

/fatal:l/ 'to open' 

-~ 

Instrumental Noun: 

jmabrid/ 'file' 

fmansif/ 'towel' 

jminzil/ 'sickle' 

/mixyat/ 'awl' 

fmuccaaCf and /miccaaC/ 

fmul:lraa9/ 'plow' 

fmungaarf 'beak' 

/miftaal:l/ 'key' 

fnasarf 'to saw apart' /minsaar/ 'saw' 

------ fmindaaf/ 'hunting trap' 

c. fmuCaCCaf <fmuCCaCa/ 

fkanasf 'to sweep' fmukansaf </muknasaf 'broom' 
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d. fmaCaCCa/ </maCCaCa/ 

/~aragf 'to hammer' fma~arga/ </ma~raga/ 'hammer' 

fca~ar/ 'to press' fmaca~ra/ </mac~ara/ 'oil press' 

Patterns (c) and (d) above which underwent a 

metathesis process share one general pattern /mVCVCCV/ 

</mVCCaCaf. 

e. fmaCaCC/ 

fga~~/ 'to cut' fmaga~~/ 'scissors' 

f. fCaCCaaca; 

/~aarf 'to fly' /tayyaara/ 'airplane' 

fsaarf 'to walk' jsayyaara/ 'car' 

/cazan/ 'to knead' /cazzaana/ 'dough kneader' 

4.1.7 occupational Nouns: 

These nouns refer to persons who have certain 

occupations or vocations. Feminine occupational nouns are 

formed by the addition of the feminine morpheme ;-a/ to 

their corresponding masculine occupational nouns, with 

appropriate stem changes. Such nouns are mainly derived 

from verbs. They have the following patterns~ 

a. /CaccaaC(a)/ 

Occupational nouns of this pattern are derived from 

either form I or Form II verbs: 

Underlying Verbs: 

/~abac/ 'to print' 

/falla~/ 'to cultivate' 

fxayya~/ 'to sew' 

Occupational Nouns: 

/tabbaac/ 'typist' 

/fallaa~/ 'farmer' 

jxayyaat/ 'tailor' 

/~abbaaca; 

/fallaa~a/ 

jxayyaa~a/ 
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/raga~/ 'to dance' jraggaa~/ 'dancer' /raggaa~a/ 

jrasam/ 'to draw' jrassaam/ 'artist' jrassaama/ 

jxabaz/ 'to bake' jxabbaaz/ 'baker' jxabbaazaf 

fxadam/ 'to serve, work, jxaddaam/ 'servant' fxaddaama/ 

jsaagj 'to drive' jsawwaag/ 'driver' ------
b. /CaaCiC/ and /CaeCa/ 

Nouns of this pattern are derived from Form I verbs: 

Underlying Verbs: 

fkatab/ 'to write' 

fcamal/ 'to work' 

f~arasf 'to guard' 

Occupational Nouns: 

fkaatib/ 'clerk' 

fcaamil/ 'worker' 

/~aaris/ 'guard' 

fkaatbaf 

/caamla/ 

c. jmuCaCCiC/ and jmucacCa/ 

Pattern (c) occupational nouns are derived from Form 

II verbs: 

Underlying Verbs: 

fdarrasf 'to teach' 

jfattasf 'to inspect' 

occupatioanl Nouns: 

jmudarris/ 'teacher' fmudarsa/ 

fmufattis/ 'inspector' jmufatsa/ 

f?a~~anf \to call to prayer' fmu?a~~in/ 'muezzin' 

It should be kept in mind that the examples in pattern 

(c) are considered borrowings from MSA. 

d. ;caciiC(a) I 

Underlying Word: 

jwazaaraf 'ministry' 

/~ibb/ 'medicine' 

e. /CaaCi/ 

Occupational Nouns: 

fwaziir/ 'cabinet /waziira/ 
minister' 

/~abiib/ 'physician' f~abiibaf 



Occupational nouns of pattern (e) are derived from 

Form I defective verbs: 

jga~a/ 'to judge' jgaa~i/ 'judge' 

fraca/ 'to graze' jraaci/ 'shepherd' 

f. /mucaccic(a)/ 

Occupational nouns of pattern (f) are derived from 

quadriliteral verbs and considered borrowings from MSA. 

Underlying Verbs: Occupational Nouns: 
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fhandas/ 'to engineer' jmuhandis/'engineer'/muhandisaf 

jtarzam/ 'to translate' fmutarzim/'translator'fmutarzimaj 

4.1.8 Diminutive Nouns: 

Diminutive nouns are derived from nouns or adjectives. 

"Diminutives indicate a small or insignificant variety of 

that which is designated by the underlying word. They may 

also indicate affection or endearment." (Qafisheh, 1977:90 

Diminutive nouns sometimes denote contempt. The most common 

patterns of diminutive nouns are presented below: 

a. /CCayyiC/ 

Almost all diminutive nouns of this pattern are derived 

from nouns or adjectives that have a long vowel before the 

last radical. such nouns and adjectives share this general 

pattern /C(V)CVVCf. Examples: 

Underlying Word: 

/ktaab/ 'book' 

fxaruuf/ 'lamb' 

flsaanj 'tongue' 

Diminutives: 

/ktayyib/ 

jxrayyif/ 

jlsayyin/ 



jsamiin/ 'fat one (m.) 

j~agiir/ 'young; little' 

j~abiib/ 'loved one (m.)' 

jga~iir/ 'short one' 

jsmayyin/ 

j~gayyir/ 

/~bayyib/ 

fg~ayyir/ 
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All the preceding examples of pattern (a) are 

masculine. As for feminine diminutive nouns and adjectives, 

they have the following pattern: 

b. /CCay(y)Ca/ 

Underlying Word: 

/~amaama/ 'pigeon' 

fdazaaza/ 'hen' 

f~waaza/ 'farm' 

f~agiira/ 'young; little' 

fsamiinaf 'fat one (f.)' 

jga~iiraj 'short one (f.)' 

Diminutives: 

/~may(y)ma/ 

/dzay (y) zaf 

f~way(y)za/ 

/~gay(y)ra/ 

fsmay(y)naf 

fg~ay(y)ra/ 

All the above underlying nouns and adjectives in (b.) 

have one general pattern which is /C(V)CVVCV/. 

c. fCweeCiC/ 

Underlying Word: Diminutives: 

fkaatib/ 'clerk (m.) , fkweetib/ 

ftaazir/ 'merchant (m.) ftweezir/ 

fsaalim/ 'Salim (proper name)' jsweelim/ 

/9aali~/ 'Salih (proper name)' /9weeli~/ 

fsaahil/ 'easy (m.) ' jsweehil/ 

The above underlying words are all masculine and have 

the pattern /CaaCiCj. As for their feminine counterparts, 



they have the following pattern fCaaCCa/ which shows up 

diminutively as: 

d. fCWeeCCaf 

fkaatba/ 'clerk (f)' fkweetba/ 

/9aal~a/ 'Saliba (f. proper name') /9weel~a/ 

e. fCCeeCiC/ 

This pattern is for mascu~ine diminutives. 

fmaktab/ 'office (m.) 

fmarkaz/ 'center (m.) 

f. /CCeeCCa/ 

fmkeetib/ 

fmreekiz/ 

This pattern is for feminine diminutives. The 
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underlying words for this pattern have undergone the process 

of metathesis as the following examples illustrate: 

Underlying Word: Diminutives: 

fmakatba/ </maktaba/ 'library' fmkeetba/ 

fmat;.abca/ </mat;.baca/ 'print shop' /mt;.eebca/ 

frnazarca/ </mazraca/ 'farm' fmzeerca/ 

/rnaca9ra/ <fmac~araf 'oil press' fmcee~ra/ 

g. fCCeeCaf 

This pattern is also for feminine diminutive nouns and 

adjectives. 

Underlying Word: 

fxubza/ 'bread' 

fgahwaf 'coffee' 

/~amra/ 'red (f.)' 

fzargaf 'blue (f.)' 

Diminutives: 

fxbeeza/ 

fgheewaf 

/"t).meeraf 

/zreegaf 
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jsant;.a/ 'bag' ;sneet;.a; 

h. /CCeeCiiC/ 

This pattern is characteristic of diminutive nouns that 

are derived from masculine nouns having a medial two 

consonant cluster or geminate consonants followed 

immediately by a long vowel. Examples: 

Underlying Word: Diminutives: 

jmiftaal:l/ 'key' jmfeetii~/ 

jminsaar/ 'saw' ;mneesiir/ 

jsirwaal/ 'pants' jsreewiil/ 

jgindiil/ 'candlestick' jgneediil/ 

;sibbaak/ 'window' fsbeebiik/ 

i. ;cceeCiica; 

This pattern is also for feminine diminutives. What 

has been said about the underlying words for pattern (h) 

above holds true for the underlying words of this pattern. 

Underlying Word: 

jwallaaca; 'lighter' 

jmassaa~a/ 'eraser' 

jdillaaca; 'watermelon' 

jdirZiiq a/ 'swing' 

j. ;ccayya; 

;ca9a/ 'stick' 

/hint; 'girl' 

k. /CweeC/ 

Diminutives: 

jwleeliica; 

jmseesiil:la/ 

fdleelii ca; 

/dreeZiiq a/ 

/cf?ayyaj 

/bnayya/ 
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This pattern is for masculine diminutives. Diminutives 

of this pattern are mostly derived from hollow stems. 

Examples: 

Underlying Word: Diminutives: 

fcuudf 'twig, stick' tCweedf 

fxeet;./ 'thread' fxweet;./ 

/"biib/ 'wolf' f()weebf 

ff?at;.il/ 'pail' /f?t;.eelf 

1. /CWeeCa/ 

This pattern is for feminine diminutives. Diminutives 

of this pattern are mostly derived from hollow stems. 

Examples: 

Underlying Word: 

/ceenf 'eye' 

fl:luuta/ 'fish' 

fdaarf 'room' 

jnaarf 'fire' 

jsoodaf 'black (f.)' 

fcanz/ 'goat' 

Diminutives: 

fcweenaf 

/"t).weeta/ 

fdweeraf 

fnweeraf 

fsweeda/ 

;cneeza; 

Finally, it should be kept in mind that some of the 

above patterns are similar in form; the only difference 

between some of them is the second radical which sometimes 

appears as /W/. The above choice, however, is made for the 

purpose of clarification. 



4.2 INFLECTION: 

Nouns in JDLA are inflected for gender and number. 

4.2.1 Gender: 

Gender of nouns in JDLA is either masculine or 

feminine. 1. Masculine nouns: 

Masculine nouns include the following: 

a. Male proper names, e.g.: 

/Jnl:lammad/ 'Mohammad' jsaalim/ 'Salim' 

/calif 'Ali' f~asanf 'Hasan' 

jxaliifa/ 'Khalifa' jmuusa/ 'Moses' 

b. Nouns referring to male human beings or male 

animals. 
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c. Nouns that are, by convention, treated and used as 

masculine nouns. Examples of (b) include: 

fwaalid/ 'father' 

jzadd/ 'grandfather' 

fkaatib/ 'clerk (m.)' 

~~~aan/ 'horse (m.)' 

fkalb/ 'dog (m.)' 

jxaalf 'maternal uncle (m.)' 

jraaZil/ 'man' 

fcaamil/ 'worker (m.)' 

jxaruuf/ 'lamb (m.)' 

jbiib/ 'wolf (m.) ' 

As for nouns of group (c), the following are 

representative examples: 

/ktaab/ 'book' 

f"t:).oosf 'house' 

fkursi/ 'chair' 

jsibbaak/ 'window' 

fbaabf 'door' 

jsuugf 'market' 

fmaktab/ 'office' 

jgalamf 'pen' 



fsirwaal/ 'pants' 

fma~baxj 'kitchen' 

2. Feminine nouns: 
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I duxxaan/ 'cigarettes; smoke·' 

fma~aar/ 'airport' 

Most feminine nouns in JDLA have the suffix j-af, which 

is the feminine morpheme. Feminine nouns are detailed as 

follows: 

a. Female proper names whether or not they end with the 

suffix j-af. EXamples: 

/faa~maj 'Fatima' 

fmaryam/ 'Maryam' 

fxadiiza/ 'Khadija' 

fzeenab/ 'Zaynab' 

b. Nouns that refer to female human beings and female 

animals whether or not they have the feminine morpheme j-af 

as the following examples illustrate: 

/bint/ 'girl' {?umm/ 'mother' 

fmaraj 'woman' 

fdazaaza/ 'hen' 

fnaaga{ 'she-camel' 

{?uxut/ 'sister' 

fcanz/ 'goat' 

fnacza{ 'ewe' 

c. Feminine nouns that are derived from their 

corresponding masculine nouns by the addition of the 

feminine morpheme fa-/ which may include some personal 

names. Examples: 

Masculine Nouns: 

{cammf 'maternal uncle' 

fxaalf 'maternal uncle' 

tzadd/ 'grandfather' 

fsaalim/ 'Salim' 

Feminine Nouns: 

jcammaf 'maternal aunt' 

fxaalaf 'matenal aunt' 

/zadda/ 'grandmother' 

fsaalma/ 'Salima' 



/fat"t).i/ 'Fathi' 

fkalb/ 'dog' 

j"t).maar/ 'donkey' 

/fat"t).iyyaj 'Fathiya' 

/kalbaf 'bitch' 

/~maara/ 'female donkey' 

d. Instance and unit nouns which are derived from 

verbal and collective nouns, respectively (see 4.1.2 and 

4 . 1. 3 above) • 

e. Nouns that are used and treated as feminine nouns 

whether or not they have the feminine marker /-a/. They 

include: 

1. Body parts that come in pairs as, e.g.: fceenf 

'eye', frizil/ 'leg', /wioin/ 'ear' and /?iid/- fyadd/ 

'hand'. 

2. Names of towns, cities and some countries, e.g.: 

/~raablis/ 'Tripoli' /bingaazi/ 'Binghazi' 

/liibya/ 'Libya' /tuunis/ 'Tunisia' 

3. Some other nouns that are considered feminine by 

usage as: 

fsams/ 'sun' 

f?ari~ I 'land' 

fdaarf 'room' 

fnaar/ 'fire' 

/tariig/ 'road' 

/"t).arb/ 'war' 

fgamar/ 'moon' 
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In short, any noun that is inherently feminine, has a 

feminine referent or treated conventionally as feminine is 

considered in JDLA a feminine noun. The foregoing examples 

of both masculine and feminine nouns show, however, that 



such nouns have a wide variety of patterns, which is a 

peculiar characteristic of singular nouns. 

4.2.2 NUJilber: 

Nouns in JDLA have three numbers: singular, dual and 

plural. 

4.2.2.1 sinqular: 
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Singular nouns include count and mass nouns. Count 

nouns denote countable entities where they can be dualized 

or pluralized. Mass noun, on the other hand, are uncountable 

nouns, and hence they may neither be dualized nor 

pluralized. The following are examples of both types of 

nouns: 

Count Nouns: 

/ktaab/ 'book' 

jgalam/ 'pen' 

jma~nac/ 'factory' 

fbint/ 'girl' 

jraazil/ 'man' 

jzabal/ 'mountain' 

4.2.2.2 Dual: 

Mass Nouns: 

jsukkarf 'sugar' 

fdagiig/ 'flour' 

/l:latabf 'wood' 

/fi~~a/ 'silver' 

/~ahabf 'gold' 

jgazza; 'beach sand' 

Dual (D) nouns refer to two entities whether animate or 

inanimate excluding mass nonuns. Nouns undergo the process 

of dualization through the suffixation of the dual morpheme 

to a given singular noun whether it is masculine or feminine 

as will be illustrated below. The dual morpheme is f-eenf 
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and /-teen/ for masculine and feminine nouns, respectively. 

The attachment of dual morphemes to singular nouns may 

result in some phonological processes as will be seen below. 

1. Masculine Nouns: 

Singular: Dual: 

/ktaabj 'book /ktaabeen/ 'two books' 

jraazil/ 'man' /raaZleenj 'two men' 

jgalamj 'pen' /galameen/ 'two pens' 

fsaari c 1 'street' jsaarceen/ 'two streets' 

fkabis/ 'ram' /kabseen/ 'two rams' 

j?isim/ 'name' /?ismeenj 'two names' 

jmuusj 'knife' /muuseen/ 'two knives' 

Some of the above examples have undergone the process of 

syncope where the vowel /i/ before the last radical in the 

singular form has been deleted in the dual form (see 2.5.1). 

Another feature of making dual nouns in JDLA is through 

the usage of the word jzooz/ 'pair' before plurals as, e.g.: 

jzooz wlaad/ 'two boys' 

jzooz glaam/ 'two pencils' 

jzooz ~yaasf 'two houses' 

jzooz fallaa~iin/ 'two 
farmers' 

jzooz xayyaa~iin/'two tailors' jzooz saraawiil/ 'two pants' 

If a masculine noun ends in juj, such a vowel changes 

into /W/ in bisyllabic words as ,e.g.: 

Singualr: 

fdaluj 'leather bucket' 

Dual: 

jdalweenj 'two leather 
buckets' 
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;cu~u; 'member' ;cu~ween/ 'two members' 

fziru; 'puppy' /zirween; 'two puppies' 

some nouns that end in fa/ are masculine and dualized 

by inserting fw/ or /Y/ (depending upon the noun stem) 

between fa/ and the dual morpheme t-een/. Examples: 

Singular: 

;gada/ 'lunch' 

;casaf 'dinner' 

fmustasfa/ 'hospital' 

Dual: 

/gadaween/ 

/casaween/ 

fmustasfayeen/ 'two hospitals' 

With regard to masculine singular nouns that end in 

/if, the /i/ changes into /Y/ as the following examples 

illustrate: 

Singular: 

fzadif 'kid goat' 

fgaa~ i/ 'judge' 

Dual: 

jzadyeen/ 'two kid goats' 

jgaa~yeen/ 'two judges' 

jraaci/ 'shepherd' /raacyeenf 'two shepherds' 

The dual of nisba {relative) nouns ending in /i/ takes 

IYYI between the /i/ and the dual morpheme ;-eenf. 

Examples: 

Nisba Nouns: 

/liibi/ 'Libyan' 

fma~ri/ 'Egyptian' 

2. Feminine Nouns: 

Dual: 

/liibiyyeen/ 'two Libyans' 

/ma~riyyeenf 'two Egyptians' 

Feminine singular nouns that end in fa/ form their dual 

by the addition of the feminine morpheme ;-teen/. Examples: 

Singular: Dual: 



f~aawla/ 'table' /~aawalteenj 'two tables' 

jmadarsa/ </madrasa/ 'school' /madrasteenj 'two schools' 

jsaaca/ 'watch, clock' fsaacteenf 'two watches' 

fmraaya/ 'mirror' 

jmaraf 'women' 

fxubzaf 'loaf of bread' 

f~uuraf 'picture' 

/mraayteen/ 'two mirrors' 

fmarateen/ 'two women' 

/xubazteen/ 'two breads' 

/~uurteenf 'two pictures' 
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The above examples indicate that if a singular noun 

ends in fCCaf, then the vowel fa/ metathesizes with the last 

radical whenever the dual morpheme suffix is added. Also, 

if a noun ends in /Ca/ preceded immediately by a long vowel, 

then the vowel fa/ is deleted when the dual morpheme /-teen/ 

is added. 

The /t/ of the dual morp~eme is deleted whenever the 

dual morpheme /-teen/ is suffixed to nouns that do not end 

in faf. Examples: 

Singular: 

fdaarf 'room' 

jnaarj 'fire' 

fbint/ 'girl' 

jfarasj 'mare' 

fceenf 'eye' 

Dual: 

fdaareen/ 'two rooms' 

/naareen/ 'two fires' 

/binteenf 'two girls' 

/faraseen/ 'two mares' 

fceeneenf 'two eyes. 

The inflectional rule of masculine and feminine dual 

nouns may be formulated as follows: 



0 __ .,.. Infl. 

Inflection = 

4.2.2.3 Plural: 

I f[ [noun] L[+ s.] 

[ =~::n J 
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JDLA has two kinds of plurals: sound plurals and broken 

plurals. The former are of two kinds: sound masculine and 

sound feminine plurals. A comment on the term sound 

masculine plurals is introduced below. 

4.2.2.3.1 sound Plurals: 

4.2.2.3.1.1. sound (Regular) Masculine: 

It should be kept in mind from the outset that most 

masculine plural nouns of the above type refer to male human 

beings. They also refer to any group of people where there 

is at least one male. The inflectional suffix of sound 

(regular) masculine plural nouns is 1-iinf. Sound (regular) 

masculine plural nouns have many patterns depending on the 

patterns of singular nouns which in turn have a wide variety 

of patterns. Examples: 

Singular: 

/muslim/ 'Muslim' 

fmudarris/ 'teacher' 

fmitcallim/ 'educated' 

fmuumin/ 'believer' 

/fallaa~/ 'farmer' 

1 nazzaar 1 'carpenter' 

fmuhandis/ 'engineer' 

Plural: 

fmusilmiin/</muslimiin/ 'Muslims' 

fmudarsiin/</mudarrisiin/'teachers' 

/mitcalmiin/ 'educated people' 

fmuumniin/ 'believers' 

/fallaa~iin/ 'farmers' 

fnazzaariin/ 'carpenters' 

fmuhandisiin/ 'engineers' 
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The foregoing examples, except for /fallaa~/ 'farmer' 

and fnazzaar/ 'carpenter', are of participle origin where 

most of them are occupational nouns. Some of the above 

examples are considered borrowings from MSA. 

The following masculine plural nouns have alternate 

plural forms: 

Singular: Plural: 

fxaddaam/ 'worker' fxaddaamaf - fxaddaamiin/ 'workers' 

fJ:larraa8/ 'plowman' f"t).arraa8a/ - f~arraaeiin/ 'plowmen' 

jfallaa~/ 'farmer' /fallaa"t).a/ - /fallaal}.iin/ 'farmers' 

(i.azzaar I 'butcher' (i.azzaara/ - /zazzaariin/'butchers' 

The plurals that are formed by the addition of j-af are 

similar in form to feminine singualr nouns. It appears that 

the plural suffix f-a! is usually attached to some 

occupational nouns of the pattern /CaCCaaC/ as the preceding 

examples indicate. 

Nisba (relative) singular nouns form their sound 

(regular) masculine plurals by the addition of j-yy-f 

immediately before the suffix j-iinf. Examples: 

/liibi/ 'Libyan' /liibiyyiin/ 'Libyans' 

jma9ri/ 'Egyptian' tma9riyyiin/ 'Egyptians' 

fsuuri/ 'Syrian' fsuuriyyiin/ 'Syrians' 

fkweeti/ 'Kuwaiti' fkweetiyyiin/ 'Kuwaitis' 

As for plurals of diminutives, the following are 

examples: 

/9gayyir/ 'little one' /9gayriin/ 'little ones' 
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/g9ayyir/ 'short one' /g9ayriin/ 'short ones' 

fsmayyin/ 'fat one' /smayniin/ 'fat ones' 

The above plurals of diminutives have undergone two 

phonological processes which are syncope and degemination. 

4.2.2.3.1.1.1 sound Plural vs Regular Plural: 

What has been termed sound masculine plural in the 

Arabic linguistic tradition of the classical language has to 

be investigated carefully and argued about in modern 

dialectal Arabic. The term sound implies that the singular 

form of a given noun has to be intact when such a noun is 

pluralized by the addition of the plural morpheme /-iin/, 

i.e., the consonants and the vowels remain the same except 

for the addition of the plural morpheme, e.g., 

fmuslim+iin/ --~ (/muslimiin/) 'Muslims', /mitcallim+iin/ -~ 

(/mitcallimiin/) 'learners', /99ayyir+iin/ -~ (/99ayyiriin/) 

'little ones'. But this is not the case in the investigated 

dialect where the plural forms of the above examples are 

fmusilmiinf, /mitcalmiin/ and /9gayriin/, respectively. 

Such plural forms in the dialect have undergone some 

phonological processes, i.e, syncope, epenthesis and 

degemination. To call such nouns in their plural forms 

sound masculine plurals is somehow misleading and inaccurate 

because of the phonological processes they have undergone in 

the course of their pluralization process. 
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Since this is the case, the term regular masculine plural is 

proposed. Their regularity of having a fixed suffixed 

plural marker gives them the proposed term "regular 

masculine plurals". Henceforth, the term "regular masculine 

plural" is adopted unless proven otherwise. It is true that 

some nouns do not undergo any phonological process when they 

are pluralized, e.g., fnazzaar/ _.,. fnazzaariin/ 

'carpenters' and /fallaa~/ __ .,. /fallaa~iin/ 'farmers', but 

it is safe to include such nouns among the nouns that are 

termed regular masculine plurals. 

4.2.2.3.1.2. sound Feminine: 

Sound feminine plural nouns are formed by the addition 

of the feminine morpheme t-aat/ to the singular form. When 

the singular noun ends in /-a/, the j-aj assimilates to the 

vowel of the feminine morpheme /-aatf. This includes 

feminine singular nouns referring to human beings and some 

animals as well as feminine occupational nouns, instance 

nouns, unit nouns, nouns of participle origin, feminine 

nisba (relative) nouns and some other feminine nouns. 

Examples: 

ftabiiba/ 'doctor' 

fnacza/ 'ewe' 

ftabbaaxa/ 'cook' 

ftabbaca/ 'typist' 

fqarba/ 'one beat,one hit' 

fsazara/ 'tree' 

/tabiibaat/ 'doctors' 

/naczaat/ 'ewes' 

/tabbaaxaat/ 'cooks' 

/tabbaacaatf 'typists' 

/qarbaat/ 'beatings, hits' 

fsazaraat/ 'trees' 



fmudarsaf 'teacher' 

fkaatba/ 'clerk' 

fma~riyyaf 'Egyptian' 

fsaaca/ 'watch, clock; hour' 

ftaawla/ 'table' 

jmudarsaat/ 'teachers' 

jkaatbaat/ 'clerks' 

jma~riyyaatj 'Egyptians' 

jsaacaat/ 'watches, clocks' 

/taawlaat/ 'tables 
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Feminine singular nouns that end in a consonant usually 

take broken plurals as, e.g.: 

jnaarf 'fire' 

fbatin/ 'stomack' 

jniiraan/ 'fires' 

/btuunf 'stomaches' 

Moreover, some masculine non-human singular nouns are 

pluralized by the addition of f-aatj. Examples: 

/talabf 'application' 

fmataar/ 'airport' 

fbayaan/ 'proclamation' 

f~ammaam/ 'bathroom' 

ftalabaat/ 'applications' 

fmataaraatf 'airports' 

fbayaanaatj 'proclamations' 

f~ammaamaaat/ 'bathrooms' 

Some masculine singular nouns that end in j-aj or j-ef 

are pluralized by the insertion of jwf or fyf and the suffix 

f-aatf. Examples: 

fgadaf 'lunch' 

fcasaf 'dinner' 

frdef 'woman's dress' 

fmustasfa/ 'hospital' 

fgadawaat/ 'lunches' 

fcasawaat/ 'dinners' 

frdawaat/ 'woman's dress' 

fmustasfayaat/ 'hospitals' 

The inflectional rule of regular masculine plurals and 

sound feminine plurals is formulated as follows: 



0 _.,.. Infl. 1 f[ [noun] L [+ s.] 

Inflection 

4.2.2.3.2 Broken Plurals: 
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--~ [+pl.] 

Broken plurals are formed from singular nouns by 

i.nternal changes. such a process may include the addition 

of a prefix, infix or a suffix to a given singualr noun in 

order to form a broken plural. The phoneme /W/ or jyf, for 

example, is usually added to a hollow singular stem along 

with stem vowel changes when forming broken plurals of such 

stems as will be shown below. Broken plurals have a wide 

variety of patterns. The most common patterns of broken 

plural nouns are presented and accounted for below: 

1. a. ;ccuuC/ 

Singular: Plural: 

fgalb/ 'heart' /gluub/ hearts' 

ff?at;.il/ 'bucket' /f?t;.uulf 'buckets' 

jsinn/ 'tooth' fsnuunf 'teeth' 

jsahar/ 'month' /shuurt 'months' 

fzadd/ 'grandfather' /zduudf 'grandfathers' 

jxadd/ 'cheek' /xduudf 'cheeks' 

/Zild/ 'leather, skin' /zluud/ 'leathers, skins' 

fzundi/ 'soldier' /znuud/ 'soldiers' 

The above plural sub-pattern has more than one singular 

pattern as the preceding examples indicate. 
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1. b. /CyuuC/ 

This sub-pattern is for hollow stems whose singular pattern 

is /CeeC/ as the following examples show: 

fxeet;./ 'thread' jxyuut;.j 'threads' 

/ceenf 'eye' fcyuunj 'eyes' 

/beet/ 'house' /byuut/ 'houses' 

/C:,eef/ 'guest' /~yuuf/ 'guests' 

fseef/ 'sowrd' fsyuuf/ 'sowrds' 

The medial radical /Y/ in the above examples has been 

deleted in the singular, but it is retained in the plural. 

This is so because the /Y/ in the plural forms is 

immediately followed by a long vowel which blocks it from 

being deleted. 

1. c. /CaCiiC/ 

fcabid/ 'black man' 

/~maar/ 'donkey' 

2. a. f?aCCaaC/ 

Singualr: 

fcalam/ 'flag' 

/carnal/ 'work' 

jcammj 'paternal uncle' 

f9aman/ 'price' 

fcabiid/ 'black men' 

/~amiir/ 'donkeys' 

Plural: 

/?aclaam/ 'flags' 

/?acmaal/ 'works' 

/?aCmaamj 'paternal uncles' 

/?aemaan/ 'prices' 

Broken plural nouns of the above pattern are considered 

borowings from MSA. 

2. b. f?acyaaC/ 

/biir 1 'well' /?abyaar/ 'wells' 



/ciid/ 'feast' 

/fiil/ 'elephant' 

2. c. j?acwaaC/ 

fcaamj 'year' 

fxaalf 'maternal uncle' 

j?acyaad/ feasts' 

f?afyaal/ 'elephants' 

f?aCwaam/ 'years' 

f?axwaal/ 'maternal uncles' 

The above sub-patterns (2.b and 2.c) are for hollow 

stems whose singular patterns are /CiiC/ and jCaaC/, 

respectively. 

3. a. fCCaaCf 

This sub-pattern of broken plurals corresponds to some 

singular nouns of different pattterns as well as to some 

adjectives of pattern /CaCiiCJ. 

Singular: Plural: 

/}:labil/ 'rope' /}:lbaal/ 'ropes' 

jzabal/ 'mountain' fzbaal/ 'mountains' 

jraaZil/ 'man' ;rzaalf 'men' 

jzamal/ 'camel' /fmaal/ 'camels' 

jnacza/ 'ewe' Jncaazj 'ewes' 

ff?agiir/ 'young; smaall' /f?gaar/ 'young; small' 

jga9iir/ 'short' /g9aarj 'short' 

3. b. fCyaaC/ 
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To this broken plural sub-pattern belongs some hollow stem 

nouns as the following examples illustrate: 

jdaarf 'room' 

jrJiib/ 'wolf' 

jnaagaf 'camel (f.)' 

jdyaar/ 'rooms' 

/byaab/ 'wolves' 

jnyaag/ 'camels (f.)' 
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4. a. /CiiCaan/ </CiCCaanj 

This sub-pattern is also for hollow stems which have the 

following singular pattern jCaaCj. This singular pattern is 

the same as the singular pattern of (2.c.) above but broken 

plural patterns are different, which indicates the diversity 

of broken plural patterns. Examples: 

Singular: 

jzaarj 'neighbor' 

jnaarj 'fire' 

jbaabj 'door' 

jfaasj 'ax' 

jfaarj 'mouse' 

4. b. /CiCCaanj 

/cariis/ 'bridegroom' 

jxaruuf/ 'lamb' 

/CJraac/ 'arm' 

Plural: 

jziiraan/ </ziwraan/ 'neighbors' 

jniiraan/ </niwraan/ 'fires' 

/biibaan/ </bibwaan/ 'doors' 

/fiisaan/ </fi?saan/ 'axes' 

/fiiraanj </fi?raan/ 'mice' 

/cirsaan/ 'bridegrooms' 

jxirfaan/ 'lambs' 

/CJircaan/ 'arms' 

jfaaris/ 'knight,horseman' /firsaan/ 'knights, horsemen' 

4. c. /CiCyaanj 

jzadi/ 'kid, young goat' 

jwaadi/ 'valley' 

j?acmaj 'blind man' 

5. /CuCCaaC/ 

jzidyaanj 'young goats' 

jwidyaan/ valleys' 

/cimyaanj 'blind men' 

Most nouns of this pattern are occupational nouns which have 

the singular pattern /CaaCiCj. Examples: 

jkaatib/ 'clerk' /kuttaab/ 'clerks' 

fl:laakim/ 'ruler' /l:lukkaam/ 'rulers' 
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lcaamill 'worker' lcummaall 'workers' 

lt-aalibl 'student' ltullaab/ 'students' 

lsaakinl 'dweller' lsukkaan/ 'dwellers' 

ltaazirl 'merchant' ltuUaarl 'merchants' 

The underlying general pattern for both pattern (4) and 

its sub-patterns and pattern (5) is ICVCCVVCI. 

6. lmacaaCiCI 

This broken plural pattern is for locative as well as 

instrumental singular nouns whose underlying general pattern 

is ICVCCVC(a)l. Examples: 

Singular: 

lmaktabl 'office' 

lma~mac I 'factory' 

jminZil/ 'sickle' 

lmabridl 'file' 

lmaxzanl 'storage' 

lmadarsal <lmadrasal 'school' 

1maca9ra1 <lmac9ara1 'oil press' 

lmat-abca/ <lmat-bacal 'print shop' 

7. a. ICaCaaCiCI 

Plural: 

lmakaatibl 'offices' 

1ma9aani c I 'factories' 

jmanaazil/ 'sickles' 

lmabaaridl 'files' 

lmaxaazin/ 'storages' 

lmadaarisl 'schools' 

1maca9irl 'oil presses' 

lmataabicl 'print shops' 

Singular nouns of this broken plural pattern are of 

quadriliteral roots. The singular general pattern of such 

nouns is ICVCCVCI. Examples: 

Singular: 

lfundugl 'hotel' 

ldaftar/ 'notebook' 

Plural: 

lfanaadigl 'hotels' 

ldafaatirl 'notebooks' 
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fcambar/ 'barrack' /canaabir/ 'barracks' 

7. b. fCaCaayiC/ 

Singular nouns that have this broken plural pattern are 

characterized by having a long vowel before the last 

radical. These singular nouns have the general pattern 

fCaCVVC(a)/ 

fcaruus/ 'bride' 

jgabiila/ 'tribe' 

jzariida/ 'newspaper' 

jxarii~a/ 'map' 

fcazuuma/ 'invitation' 

7. c. fCawaaCiC/ 

fcaraayis/ 'brides' 

fgabaayil/ 'tribes' 

jzaraayid/ 'newspapers' 

jxaraayi~/ 'maps' 

fcazaayim/ 'invitations' 

Singular nouns of the above broken plural pattern have the 

patterns /CaaCiC/ and jCaaCCaf. Examples: 

Singular: Plural: 

lzaamic 1 'mosque' liawaamic 1 'mosques' 

jxaatim/ 'finger ring' jxawaatim/ 'finger rings' 

fhaatif/ 'telephone' fhawaatif/ 'telephones' 

jsaarib/ 'lip' fsawaarib/ 'lips' 

jsaaric/ 'street' fsawaaric/ 'streets' 

ft).aad9a/ 'event' /l:lawaadi9/ 'events' 

jgaafla/ 'caravan' jgawaafil/ 'caravans' 

7. d. /CawaayiC/ 

The singular nouns of this pattern have /Y/ as their medial 

radical. The presence of a long vowel before the /Y/ blocks 

it from undergoing deletion. Examples: 



fsaayil/ 'liquid' 

fdaayra/ 'government 
department' 

8. fmacaaCi/ 

fsawaayil/ 'liquids' 

fdawaayir/ 'government 
departments' 

This pattern is for defective locative nouns which have 

fmaCCa/ as their singular pattern. Examples: 

Singular: 

/~area/ 'grazing land' 

fmalza/ 'shelter' 

Plural: 

fmaraaci/ 'grazing lands' 

fmalaazi/ 'shelters' 

fmazraf 'stream,watercourse' fmazaari/'sewages, 

watercourses' 

9. a. fCaCaaCi/ 

This plural pattern is for most masculine as well as 

feminine singualr nouns that share the general pattern 

/CVCCV/. Examples: 

fkursi/ 'chair' fkaraasi/ 'chairs' 

fzanga/ 'alley' fzanaagi/ 'alleys' 

fsant;.a/ 'bag, suitcase' fsanaat;.i/ 'bags, suitcases' 

frabt;.a/ 'bundle' frabaat;.i/ 'bundles' 

9. b. fCawaaCi/ 
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This broken plural pattern is mostly for singular nouns that 

have /Y(Y}/ as thier last radical. Examples: 

Singular: Plural: 

fsaanyaf 'well' fsawaani/ 'wells' 

fdaalya/ 'grapevine' fdawaali/ 'grapevines' 

fxaabyaf 'large jar of clay' fxawaabi/ 'large jar of clay' 



f~uuniyyaf 'plate' 

fsuuriyyaf 'shirt' 

ftaagiyyaf 'skull cap' 

f"t).ooli/ 'cloak' 

fsaati/ 'shore' 

9. c. /Cacaawi/ 

/9awaani/ 

fsawaari/ 

/t;.awaagi/ 

/l:lawaali/ 

fsawaat;.i/ 
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'plates' 

'shirts' 

'skull caps' 

'cloaks' 

'shores' 

This plural sub-pattern corresponds mostly to singular nouns 

whose last radical is fwf. The general pattern for such 

nouns is /CVCwVf. Examples: 

Singular: Plural: 

/fatwaf 'legal opinion' 

/kiswaf 'suit' 

fgahwaf 'coffee shop' 

10. a. fmaCaaciiC/ 

/fataawi/ 'legal opinions' 

fkasaawi/ 'suits' 

fgahaawi/ 'coffee shops' 

Most singular nouns that have this broken plural pattern are 

masculine instrumental nouns. They may include other 

masculine nouns or adjectives. The underlying general 

singular pattern of such nouns is /mVCCVVC/ as the following 

examples illustrate: 

Singular: Plural: 

fmungaarf 'beak' /manaagiir/ 'beaks' 

fmu"tJ.raa9f 'plow' fma"tJ.aarii9/ 'plows' 

fmindaaf/ 'hunting trap' /manaadiif/ 'hunting traps' 

fmiftaa"tJ.f 'key' fmafaatii"tJ./ 'keys' 

fmafhuumf 'concept' fmafaahiim/ 'concepts' 

fmaznuunf 'crazy man' fmazaaniin/ 'crazy men' 
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10. b. /CaCaaCiiC/ 

This pattern is for most masculine singular quadriliteral 

nouns. It may also include some triliteral nouns that have 

medial doubled consonants. The general pattern of such 

singular nouns is /CVCCVVC/. Exapmles: 

Singular: Plural: 

f~anduugf 'box' f~anaadiig/ 'boxes' 

jgindiil/ 'candelabrum, torch' fganaadiil/ 'candelabrums' 

/birmiil/ 'barrel' fbaraamiil/ 'barrels' 

fguftaan/ 'women's dress' fgafaatiinj'women's dresses' 

fcanguud/ 'bunch, cluster' fcanaagiid/'bunches, 

/farruuz/ 'rooster' 

fcalluus/ 'lamb' 

10. c. /CawaaCiiC/ 

Singular: 

/~aaruux/ 'rocket' 

/taabuur/ 'line' 

/taa~uuna/ 'mill' 

11. a. f?aCaaCiC/ 

Singular: 

jgariib/ 'relative' 

f?azanbi/</?ainabi/'foreigner' 

jmakaan/ 'place' 

11. b. f?aCaaCi/ 

/?ariq I 'land' 

clusters' 

/faraariii/ 'roosters' 

fcalaaliis/ 'lambs' 

Plural: 

/~awaariix/ 'rockets' 

/tawaabiir/ 'lines' 

/tawaa~iin/ 'mills' 

Plural: 

f?agaarib/ 'relatives' 

/?aiaanib/ 'foreigners' 

/?amaakin/ 'places' 

f?araa"Qi/ 'lands' 



l?isiml 'name' 

lgunnaayal 'song' 

12. ICaCaaCCal 

l?asaamil 'names' 

l?agaanil 'songs' 

Singular: Plural: 
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lduktuurl 'doctor' 

l?ustaa~l 'teacher' 

lbingaazil 'from Benghazi' 

ldakaatral 'doctors' 

l?asaat~a/ 'teachers' 

lbanaagzal 'from Benghazi' 

13. ICCVCI 

This broken plural pattern is realized in surface 

representation as ICCuCI, ICCiCI and ICyiCI. The underlying 

patterns of singualr nouns are ICVCCVI and /CVVCVI as the 

following examples show: 

Singular: Plural: 

lzimcal 'Friday' IZmic I 'Fridays' 

lzangal 'alley' lznigl 'alleys' 

lrukbal 'knee' lrkubl 'knees' 

lbut;.mal 'button' lbt;.um/ 'buttons' 

fsiggal 'apartment' lsgig/ 'apartments' 

lsiisal 'bottle' lsyis/ 'bottles' 

lt;.aasa/ 'glass cup' lt;.yis/ 'glass cups' 

14. ICUCUCI 

This pattern is for most adjectives of color and human 

defect whose singular pattern is f?aCCaCf. Examples: 

Singualr: 

l?ax"Qar 1 'green' 

l?alfmarl 'red' 

Plural: 

fxu"Qur/ 'green ones' 

l~umurl 'red ones' 
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l?af?farl 'yellow' /f?Ufurl 'yellow ones' 

l?azragl 'blue' jzurugl 'blue ones' 

l?at;.rasl 'deaf' Jt;.urusl 'deaf ones' 

l?af?lac I 'bald' /f?UlUC I 'bald ones' 

15. ICVVC/ 

This underlying pattern surfaces as /CiiC/ and fCuuCI. It 

corresponds to adjectives of color and defect whose medial 

radical is /WI or IYI· Examples: 

Singular: Plural: 

f?abyaf:!l 'white' /biif:!/ 'white ones' 

f?aswad/ 'black' lsuud/ 'black ones' 

f?acwarl 'one-eyed' fcuurf 'one-eyed (people) ' 

f?acwazl 'crooked' /cUUZ/ 'crooked things' 

16. ICaCaayal 

This pattern in for feminine nouns whose last radical is IYI 

which is doubled. Examples: 

Singular: Plural: 

jwaliyyaf 'woman' fwalaayaf 'women' 

jhadiyyaf 'gift' fhadaayaj 'gifts' 

/~abiyyaf 'young (unmarried) /~abaayaf 'young (unmarried) 
girl' girls' 
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Most adjectives in JDLA are derived from verbs. This 

includes, among others, active and passive participles. Some 

adjectives are derived from other parts of speech as, e.g., 

nisba (relative) adjectives which are derived from nouns, or 

from the root directly as will be shown below. 

5.1.1 Participles: 

Participles are verbal adjectives and hence derived from 

verbs. They are closely associated in meaning with the verbs 

they are derived from. They are of two kinds: active 

participles (AP) and passive participles (PP). The former 

have the general meaning of "performing (or having performed) 

the action indicated by the verb" ( Abboud, 1983:515). The 

latter have the general meaning of "undergoing or having 

undergone (the action indicated by the verb)" (Abboud, 

1983:583). Passive participles can of course only be derived 

from transitive verbs. It should be pointed out that many 

participles whether active or passive have acquired specific 

concrete meanings and, hence, are used as ordinary nouns. 

Participles are of many patterns depending on the forms 

and types of verbs which they are derived from as will be 

shown below. 
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5.1.1.1 Triliterals: 

5.1.1.1.1 Form I 

Form I active participles are characterized by having a 

long vowel faaf after the first radical and a short high front 

vowel /i/ after the second radical. Active participles of 

sound verbs have the pattern fCaaCiC/. As for Passive 

particioles of form I, they have the prefix /ma/ accompanied 

by internal vowel changes. Passive participles of Form I 

sound verbs have the pattern fmaccuuCf. Examples: 

Verb: 

fkatab/ 
'to write' 

/faham/ 
'to understand' 

/cazam/ 
'to invite' 

frat).al/ 
'to move away' 

fragad/ 
'to sleep' 

Active Part. : Passive Part.: 

/kaatib/ fmaktuubf 
'having written; writer' 'written' 

/faahim/ 
'having understood' 

fmafhuumf 
'understood; 

concept' 

/caazim/ fmaczuum/ 
'having invited; inviting''invited' 

/raat).il/ 
'having moved away' 

/raagid/ 
'sleeping' 

The preceding active participles are derived from their 

corresponding verbs by lengthening the first vowel of the verb 

and raising the second vowel into 1 i/. Regarding passive 

participles, they are derived through the prefixation of fma-/ 

to their corresponding verbs accompanied by metathesis and 

stem vowel alternation. Such metathesis occurs between the 

first vowel and the second radical of the verb. 
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Active and passive participles of doubled verbs have the 

following patterns /CaaCC/ and ;maccuuC/, respectively. 

Examples: 

Verb: 

;cadd/ 
'to count' 

/mass/ 
'to touch' 

Active Part. 

;caadd/ 
'having counted' 

/maassf 
'touching' 

Passive Part. 

;macduud/ 
'counted' 

fmamsuus/ 
'touched' 

/~all/ /~aall/ fma~luul/ 
'to open; to solve' 'having opened or solved''opened; solved' 

The process involved in the above derivation is the 

lengthening of the stem vowel of doubled verbs for active 

participles. The derivational process of passive participles 

follows the same procedures mentioned above. 

Active and passive participles of hollow verbs have the 

following patterns, in successive order, /CaayiC/ and 

fmacyuuCf. Examples: 

Verb: 

fgaalf 
'to say' 

fnaam/ 
'to sleep' 

/baac/ 
'to sell' 

/zaabf 
'to bring' 

Active Part. 

fgaayil/ 
'having said' 

fnaayim/ 
'sleeping' 

/baayic/ 
'having sold' 

Passive Part. : 

;magyuul/ 
'said' 

fmabyuuc/ 
'sold' 

/zaayib/ ;mazyuub/ 
'having brought; birnging''brought' 

The noticeable changes about the derivation of 

participles from hollow verbs is the presence of /Y/ in the 

participles while the verbs lack such a presence of the IYI· 
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The IY 1 is one of the underlying radicals of lbaac I and 

lzaabl, but it has been deleted because of its position, i.e., 

being surrounded by two short vowels. The verbs lgaall 'to 

say' and lnaam/ 'to sleep', however, have /W/ underlyingly. 

The IW/ is realized as IY/ in the participles as the above 

examples show. 

Active and passive participles of defective verbs have 

the following patterns, respectively, /CaaCi/ and jmaCCi/. 

Examples: 

Verb: Active Part. Passive Part.: 

jrama/ lraamil fmarmil 
'to throw' 'having thrown' 'thrown' 

lmasaf fmaasil ------------
'to walk' 'having walked; walking' 

/nasa/ jnaasil lmansi/ 
'to forget' 'having forgotten' 'forgotten' 

lsawaf fsaawil /maswi/ 
'to grill' 'having grilled' 'grilled' 

The above passive participle examples show an alternation 

in their stem vowel. 

5.1.1.1.2 Form II 

Participles of Forms II-X are derived from the imperfect 

stem verbs through the addition of participle prefixes which 

might be accompanied by stem vowel alternation. Therefore, 

the imperfect stem will be cited below and translated as an 

English infinitive. Both active and passive participles have 

the underlying prefix fm(V)-/ which is realized in surface 
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representation as tm-/, /mi-/ or fmu-/ as will be seen below. 

The prefix /m-/ is used before /CV/, i.e., a single consonant 

while the prefix /m(V)-/ is used before /CC/, i.e, a consonant 

cluster. 

on the whole, passive participles of derived verbs are 

not widely used as active participles are. This is probably 

due to the fact that the usage of passives in general is, to 

some extent, restricted in the dialect. 

Patterns of active and passive participles of Form II 

strong verbs are fmCaCCiC/ and /mCaCCaC/, respectively. 

Examples: 

Verb Stem: Active Part.: Passive 
Part.: 

j-gaddim/ jmgaddim/ fmgaddamf 
'to offer, present''having offered or presented' 'offereed 

j-darrig/ 
'to hide s.th' 

J-?azzil/ 
'to psotpone' 

j-zawwig/ 
'to paint' 

j-kassir/ 
'to smash' 

/-callim/ 
'to teach' 

/mdarrig/ 
'hiding s.th' 

fm?azzil/ 
'having postponed' 

/mzawwigf 
/having painted; painting' 

fmkassir/ 
'having smashed; smashing' 

/meal lim/ 
'having taught' 

fmdarrag/ 
'hidden' 

fm?azzalf 
'postponed' 

jmzawwag/ 
'painted' 

fmkassarf 
'smashed' 

The corresponding passive participle of the last example 

is not used in the dialect. 

As for active and passive participles of defective verbs, 

they have these patterns /mCaCCi/ and fmCaCCa/, respectively. 



Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

j-sammi/ 
'to name' 

/-rabbi/ 
'to bring up, 
to educate' 

J-garri/ 
'to teach' 

j-gaddi/ 
'to offer lunch' 

Active Part. : 

jmsammi/ 
'having named; naming' 

jmrabbi/ 
'bringing up, 
having brought up' 

jmgarri/ 
'having taught' 

jmgaddi/ 
'having offered lunch' 
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Passive Part.: 

jmsamma/ 
'named' 

/mrabba/ 
having been 
brought up' 

fmgarra/ 
'taught' 

The foregoing examples of Form II participles indicate 

that the stem vowel of the active participles is always an I i/ 

whereas it is always an fa/ for passive participles. 

5.1.1.1.3 Form XII 

Participles of strong verbs of Forms III have the 

following patterns jmCaaCiC/ and /mCaaCaCj. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

j-saami~/ 
'to forgive' 

j-saafir/ 
'to travel' 

j-daawim/ 
'to continue' 

/-caayin/ 
'to examine' 

Active Part. : 

jmsaami~/ 
'having forgiven' 

jmsaafir/ 
'traveling; traveler' 

jmdaawim/ 
'having continued; continuing' 

jmcaayin/ 
'having examined; examining' 

Passive 
Part.: 

jmsaama~/ 
'forgiven' 

jmcaayanj 
'examined' 

Participles of defective verbs have these patterns: 
jmCaaCi/ and jmCaaCaj. Examples: 

Verb Stem: Active Part. : Passive Part.: 

j-daawi/ jmdaawi/ jmdaawaj 



'to treat 
medically' 

t-naadi/ 
'to call' 

/-caadi/ 
'to antagonize' 

5.1.1.1.4 Form v 

'having treated 
medically; treating' 

fmnaadi/ 
'having called' 

fmcaadi/ 
'having antagonized; 
antagonizing' 

'treated' 

fmnaada/ 
'called ' 
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fmcaada/ 
'antagonized' 

Form V verbs do not have passive participles. This holds 

true for Forms VI and VII verbs. As for active participles of 

Form V strong verbs, they have the following pattern: 

fmitCaCCiC/. 

Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

j-tkallamf 
'to speak' 

j-tcallamf 
'to learn' 

t-tmaddadf 
'to stretch' 

j-tgayyarf 
'to change' 

Active Participle 

/mitkallim/ 
'having spoken; speaker' 

/mitcallim/ 
'having learned; learner' 

/mitmaddid/ 
'stretching' 

/mitgayyir/ 
'changeable' 

The above examples of active participles indicate the 

internal vowel change that they have undergone in the 

derivational process. That is, the stem vowel faf of the 

above verbs appears as /i/ in all active participle examples. 

The pattern of active participles of defective verbs is 

as follows: /mitCaCCi/. Examples: 

Verb Stem: Active Participle: 



/-tcassa/ 
'to have dinner,dine' 

/-tgadda/ 
'to have lunch' 

j-tcadda/ 
'to exceed the limit' 

j-tmanna/ 
'to wish' 

5.1.1.1.5 Form VI 
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fmitcassi/ 
'having had dinner' 

jmitgaddi/ 
'having had lunch' 

fmitcaddi/ 
'having exceeded the limit' 

jmitmanni/ 
'having wished; wishing' 

Form VI active participles of strong verbs have the 

following pattern fmitcaaCiC/. 

Verb Stem: 

/-tfaaham/ 
'to come to terms' 

j-tcaawan/ 
'to cooperate' 

j-ddaayan/ <tdaayan/ 
'to borrow (money)' 

Examples: 

Active Participle: 

fmitfaahim/ 
'having come to terms' 

fmitcaawin/ 
'having cooperated; cooperating' 

{middaayin/ </mitdaayin/ 
'having borrowed (money)' 

As for active participles of defective verbs, they have 

the following pattern fmitCaaCi/. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

/-t'Q.aasaf 
'to avoid' 

{-tgaaqa/ 
'to disregard' 

{-ssaawaf <jtsaawaf 
'to be balanced' 

5.1.1.1.6 Form VII 

Active Participle: 

fmitl:laasi/ 
'having avoided' 

fmitgaaqi/ 
'having disregarded' 

jmissaawi/ </mitsaawi/ 
'having been balanced' 

Active participles of Form VII sound verbs have the 

following pattern /minCaCiC/. It should be noted that most 
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active participles of Form VIII sound, doubled, hollow and 

defective verbs convey passive meaning as can be seen below: 

Verb Stem: 

j-nkasir/ 
'to be broken' 

j-ncazil/ 
'to be isolated' 

/-ntalig/ 
'·to be freed' 

j-nsagil/ 
'to be busy' 

Active Participle: 

/minkasir/ 
'having been broken, broken' 

/mincazil/ 
'having been isolated' 

/mintalig/ 
'having been freed' 

/minsagil/ 
'having been busy' 

Doubled verbs derive their active participles according 

to this pattern /minCaCC/: 

Verb Stem: Active Participle: 

f-nJ::lall/ ;minl:lall/ 
'to be opened; solved' 'having been opened; solved' 

/-nfakk/ /minfakk/ 
'to be dismantled' 'having been dismantled' 

/-ncadd/ /mine add/ 
'to be counted' 'having been counted' 

Active participles of hollow verbs have the pattern 

frnincaaC/. Examples: 

Verb Stern: 

/-nbaac/ 
'to be sold' 

f-nr>aacf 
'to be broadcasted' 

fnhaar/ 
'to collapse' 

/-ncaazf 
'to take sides' 

Active Participle: 

jminbaac/ 
'having been sold' 

jrnin~aac/ 
'having been broadcasted' 

jminhaar/ 
'having collapsed' 

fminl:laaz/ 
'having sided; taking sides' 
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With regard to active participles of Form VII defective 

verbs, they have the following pattern /minCaCif. Examples: 

Verb Stem: Active Participle: 

/-nkawi/ jminkawi/ 
'to be cauterized' 'having been cauterized' 

j-nt;.afi/ jmint;.afi/ 
'to be extinguished' 'having been extinguished' 

j-neani/ jmineani/ 
'to be folded' 'having been folded' 

The derivational process of the active participles of Form VII 

verbs is achieved through the addition of the active 

participle prefix fmi-/ to the verb stems without any further 

changes regardless of the stem vowel as can be seen from the 

foregoing examples. 

5.1.1.1.7 Form VIII 

Sometimes the distinction between active and passive 

participle forms of Form VIII verbs is not apparent where they 

may share the same pattern as will be shown below. Active and 

passive participles of Form VIII sound verbs have these 

patterns, respectively, fmiCtaCiC/ and fmvctacacj. The vowel 

of the passive participle prefix may appear as /i/ or juj. 

The following are examples of both participles derived from 

Form VIII sound verbs: 

Verb Stem: 

/-l:ltarim/ 
'to respect' 

/-ctabir/ 

Active Part. : 

jmil:ltarim/ 
'having respected; 
respecting' 

jmictabir/ 

Passive Part.: 

/mul:ltaram/ 
'respected' 
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'to consider' 'having considerd' 'considered' 

J-lta~:tim/ jmilta~:tim/ 
'to be welded' 'having been welded' 

Active participles of Form VIII doubled verbs have this 

pattern jmictaCC/. As for passive participles they have the 

same pattern as active participles. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

/-~:ttall/ 
'to occupy' 

/-~:ttazz/ 
'to protest' 

/ctazz/ 
'to be proud' 

/-htamm/ 
'to be concerned' 

Particilpes: 

/mi~:ttall/ 
'occupying; having been occupied, 

being occupied' 

/mi~:ttazz/ 
'having protested; protesting' 

jmictazz/ 
'(being) proud' 

/mihtamm/ 
'(being) concerned' 

In the preceding examples, the first example represents both 

active and passive participles. The others are active 

participles only. 

Participles of Form VIII hollow verbs have the pattern 

jmvctaaC/ where the vowel of the prefix alternates between /i/ 

and fuf. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

j-xtaar/ 
'to choose' 

jztaaz/ 
'to pass' 

/-l:ttaar/ 
'to be preplexed' 

1- ~:ttaaz/ 

Active Part.: 

/mixtaarf 
'having chosen' 

/mHtaaz/ 
'having passed' 

/mi~:ttaarf 
'preplexed, puzzled' 

fmi~:ttaaz/ 

Passive Part. : 

fmuxtaar/ 
'chosen' 

fmuztaazf 
'passed' 
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'to need' 'in need of' 

The pattern of active participles of assimilated verbs is 

jmittaCiC/ </miwtacicj. Examples: 

,/Verb Stem: 

j-tta~id/ <j-wta~id/ 
'to be united' 

j-tta~il/ <j-wta~il/ 
'to contact' 

Active Participle: 

/mitta~id/ </miwta~id/ 
'having been united, united' 

jmitta~il/ </miwta~il/ 
'having contacted' 

Active and passive participles of defective verbs have 

the following patterns, in successive order, jmiCtaCi/ and 

jmictaCaf. The final vowel of passive participles may be jij. 

Examples: 

Verb stem: 

j-stari/ 
'to buy' 

j-ntasi/ 
'to be forgoteen' 

j-mta~i/ 

'to be erased' 

j-xtafi/ 
'to be hidden' 

j-ntahi/ 
'to come to end' 

5.1.1.1.8 Form X 

Active Part.: 

jmistari/ 
'having bought' 

jmixtafi/ 
'hiding; hidden' 

Passive Part.: 

jmistaraj 
'bought; things 

bought' 

/mintasi/ 
'forgotten' 

/mimta~i/ 

'erased' 

/mintahi/ 
'ended' 

Active and passive participles of Form X sound verbs have 

these patterns /mistaCCiC/ and jmvstaCCaCf. The vowel of the 

passive participle prefix may appear as juj or /i/. Examples: 



Verb Stem: 

f-stacmil/ 
'to use' 

f-staczil/ 
'to be in a hurry' 

f-staJ:lsin/ 
'to find 
s.th. good' 

f-stafsir/ 
'to inquire' 

Active Part. : 

fmistacmil/ 
'having used' 

/mistaczil/ 
'(being) in a hurry' 

/mistaJ:lsin/ 
'having found 
s.th. good' 
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Passive Part. : 

fmustacmal/ 
'having been 
used; being used' 

fmustaJ:lsan/ 
'having been 
found good' 

fmistafsir/ ---------
'having inquired, inquiring' 

Doubled verbs of Form X have the following active and 

passive participle patterns /mistaCiCC/ and fmustaCaCC/: 

Verb Stern: 

f-staridd/ 
'to regain' 

/-stagill/ 
'to exploit' 

/-stamirr/ 
'to continue' 

f-stacidd/ 
'to be prepared' 

Active Part. : 

/rnistaridd/ 
'having regained' 

/mistagill/ 
'having exploited' 

/rnistamirr/ 
'continuing' 

/mistacidd/ 
'being prepared, ready' 

Passive part.: 

fmustaradd/ 
'regained' 

/mustagall/ 
'exploited' 

Participles of Form X hollow verbs have the patterns 

fmistaciiC/ and fmvstacaaCf for active and passive 

participles, respectively. The vowel of the passive participle 

prefix alternates between /i/ and fuf. Examples: 

Verb Stern: 

f-stafiid/ 
'to benefit' 

f-stariil:l/ 
'to rest' 

Active Part. : 

fmistafiid/ 
'having benefited; 
benefiting' 

Passive Part.: 

frnustafaad/ 
'benefited' 

/mistariil:l/ ----------
'resting, comfortable' 



J-stasiir/ 
'to consult' 

j-sta~iif/ 
'to invite' 

jmistasiir/ 
'having consulted' 

fmista~ iif I 
'having invited' 
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/mustasaar/ 
' c o n s u 1 t e d ; 
consultant' 

/mista~aaf/ 
'invited' 

With regard to defective verbs of Form X, their 

participles have the patterns /mistaCCi/ for active 

participles and jmustaCCa/ for passive participles. Examples: 

Verb stem: Active Part. : Passive Part.: 

J-staani/ fmistaeni/ fmustaanaj 
'to exclude' 'having excluded' 'excluded' 

j-starxi/ /mistarxij ---------
'to relax' 'having relaxed, relaxing' 

j-stadci/ fmistadci/ fmustadca/ 
'to summon' 'having summoned; 'summoned' 

summoner, 

s.1.1.2 Quadriliterals: 

Quadriliteral participles are derived from their 

corresponding quadriliteral verbs. Active and passive 

participles of sound non-derived quadriliteral verbs have the 

following patterns in successive order: jmCaCCiC/ and 

jmCaCCaCj. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

J-bacair/ 
'to scatter' 

J-karkib/ 
'to roll (s.th.) 

down' 

Active Part. : 

jmbaceir/ 
'having scattered' 

/mkarkib/ 
'having rolled 
(s.th.) down' 

j-fatfit/ /mfatfit/ 
'to cut into pieces''having cut into pieces' 

Passive Part. : 

/mbacearj 
'scattered' 

/mkarkab/ 
'rolled down' 

/mfatfatj 
'cut into pieces' 
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Participles of hollow and defective non-derived 

quadriliteral verbs have these patterns, respectively: 

jmCooCiC/ and jmCaCCi/ for active participles and /mCooCaC/ 

and fmCaCCaf for passive participles. Examples: 

Verb Stem: 

;-~oogir/ 
'to insure s.th.' 

{-marki/ 
'to mark (s.th.) 

as a debt' 

Active Part.: 

/m~oogir/ 
'having insured s.th.' 

fmmarki/ 
'having marked (s.th.) 

as a debt' 

5.1.1.3 Meanings of Participles: 

Passive Part.: 

/m~oogarj 
'insured' 

/mmarkaf 
'having been 
marked as a 

debt' 

Although this is not a dissertation about the active and 

passive participles per se, it seems appropriate that a brief 

account of the different meanings that active and passive 

participles display is in order. 

5.1.1.3.1 Active Participles: 

Active participles in JDLA have two dimensions of 

meaning, i.e., grammatical as well as aspectual meanings. 

1. Grammatical: 

jzaww mitgayyir/ 'changing, changeable weather' 

fteer mganni/ 'a singing bird; song bird' 

fhuwwa saarib gahwaf 'he has drunk coffee' 

2. Aspectual: 

Some active participles may have more than one aspectual 

meanings while others may only have one aspectual meaning as 

has been shown in this chapter. The aspectual meanings may be 



progressive, habitual, future or perfect. 

a. Progressive meaning: 
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fhumma mistamirriin fi camalhum/ 'they are continuing their 
work' 

fhuwwa raagid/ 'he is sleeping' 

jr-razzaala 1-maasyiin fi t-tariig/ 'the men who are walking 
in the street' 

/1-maa z-zaari/ 'the running water' 

/1-waziir z-zaayir/ 'the visiting (cabinet) minister' 

b. Habitual meaning: 

jraazil ~aadig/ 'a truthful man' 

fhuwwa mdaawim kul yoomf 'he is continuing (work) every day' 

jgaa~i caadil/ 'a judge who is just' 

fteer mganni/ 'a song bird' (literally: 'singing bird') 

c. Future meaning: 

fhuwaa msaafir gudwaf 'he is going to travel tomorrow' 

/hiyya raazc a bacid saaca/ 'she is returning (is going to 
return) in an hour' 

fhumma raa~liin bacid gudwaf 'they are moving after tomorrow' 

d. Present perfect meaning: 

fhuwwa ~aa9il cala 1-maazisteerj 'he has obtained the master's 
degree' 

fhamma naazqiin fi li-mti~aanf 'they have passed the exam' 

e. Present tense meaning: 

Active participles of stative verbs usually express a present 

aspectual meaning. Examples: 

fhuwwa caarif il-misikla/ 'he knows the problem' 
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/hiyya ~aa~ra/ 'she is present' 

f. Perfect tense meaning: 

fr-raazil iz-zaarih. ~ubca/ 'the man who (has) injured his 
finger' 

/1-bint li-mkassra s-sibbaak/ 'the girl who (has) broke(en) 
the window' 

/~-~aalib il-kaatib haa~a z-zawaab/ 'the student who wrote or 
(has) written this letter' 

5.1.1.3.2 Passive Participles: 

Passive participles in JDLA also have two dimensions of 

meaning, i.e, grammatical and aspectual meanings. 

1. Grammatical: 

fsuug msakkarj 'a closed market' 

fs-sayyaara 1-masruugaj 'the car that has been stolen, the 
stolen car' 

fgalam maksuurj 'a pen that has been broken, a broken pen' 

2. Aspectual: 

a. Perfective: 

/baab maksuurj 'a broken door' 

fmal:la~ta mamnuuca/ 'no parking' (lit., 'forbidden parking') 

fl:loos mabyuuc; 'a sold house' 

In the above examples the referent is the goal of the action. 

a. Perfective or Progressive: 

fs-sayyaaraat il-mustoorda min fraansaj 'the cars that have 
been (or are being) imported from France' 

/li-k>Qaaca 1-mabyuuca fi s-saari c 1 'the goods that are sold 
(now or regulary) in the street' 

fhaa~a s-sayy maskuuk fiih/ 'this thing is being suspected' 
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The referent is depicted as being "having been V -ed" or 

"being V -ed" (cf. Qafisheh, 1977:146). 

c. Potential: 

jhaa~a marguub fiih/ 'this is desirable' 

jhaa~a s-sayy makruuh/ 'this is a detestable thing' 

/haa~a s-saxi9 ma~buubj 'this person is likeable' 

The refernt is being depicted as being "capaable of being v -

ed" or "tending to be V -ed." (cf. Qafisheh, 1977:146) 

5.1.2 Adjectives: 

In this section, the following types of adjectives will 

be presented and acccounted for: 

A. Positive adjectives. 

B. Nisba (relative) adjectives. 

c. Elative adjectives. 

5.1.2.1 Positive Adjectives: 

Positive adjectives (PA) are of many patterns which 

include, among others, adjectives that end in j-aanj and 

adjectives of color and defect. The following are the most 

common patterns of positive adjectives found in JDLA: 

1. jCaCiiC/ 

Adjectives of this pattern are mainly derived from 

intransitive verbs whose underlying representation is jCiCiC/ 

as the following examples illustrate: 

Underlying Word: 

jsmin/ 'to be fat' 

Adjective: 

jsamiin/ 'fat' 



jg~ir/ 'to become short' 

j8gil/ 'to be heavy' 

j~qirf 'to become small, little' 

jrxi~/ 'to become inexpensive' 

/kbir/ 'to grow big, large' 

/~cif/ 'to be thin, weak' 

jn~if/ 'to become clean' 

jsaraf/ 'nobility, honor' 

fca~amaj 'greatness, mightiness' 

2. jCaCCaanj 

fga~iir/ 

f8agiil/ 

/~aqiir/ 

fraxii~/ 

fkabiir/ 

f~aciif/ 

fna~iif/ 

fsariif/ 

/ca~iim/ 
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'short' 

'heavy' 

'small, little' 

'inexpensive' 

'big, large' 

'thin, weak' 

'clean' 

'noble, honorable' 

'great, mighty' 

Adjectives of this pattern which end in j-aanj are very 

common in JDLA. such adjectives are mainly derived from 

intransitive verbs. The following are examples: 

Underlying Verb: Adjective: 

/fri'r)./ 'to be happy' jfar'r).aan/ 'happy' 

/ct;.is/ 'to be thirsty' Jcat;.saan/ 'thirsty' 

jshir/ 'to be sleepless' jsahraanj 'sleepless' 

Jsbic 1 'to be full (of food)' jsabcaan/ 'full (of food)' 

jtcibj 'to be tired' jtacbaan/ 'tired' 

jcrigj 'to sweat' jcargaanf 'sweating' 

/hlik/ 'to be exhasted' jhalkaanj 'exhasted' 

jskir/ 'to get drunk' jsakraanj 'drunk' 

jg~ib/ 'to get furious' jqa~baanj 'furious' 

jmalaj 'to fill' jmalyaanj 'full' 

3. jCaaCiC/ 
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Adjectives of this pattern are also derived from verbs. 

jshil/ 'to be easy' jsaahil/ 'easy' 

jwa~a't)./ 'to be clear' jwaa~i't)/ 'clear' 

jbrid/ 'to become cold' fbaarid/ 'cold' 

/Cgilj 'to be rational' /caagil/ 'rational' 

jsxinj 'to become hot or warm' jsaaxin/ 'hot, warm' 

jxaafj 'to be afraid' jxaayif/ 'afraid' 

j't).aarj 'to be puzzled' /'t).aayir/ 'puzzled' 

4. jCaaCij 

Adjectives of this pattern are derived from defective 

verbs as the following examples indicate: 

Underlting Verb: 

jcalaj 'to be high' 

jra~aj 'to be satisfied' 

jgalaj 'to become expensive' 

j~amaj 'to become hot' 

5. fCayyiC/ 

Adjective: 

;caali/ 'high' 

jraa~i/ 'satisfied' 

fgaali/ 'expensive' 

/'t).aami/ 'hot' 

This pattern is for some adjectives that are derived from 

hollow verbs. Examples: 

/~aagf 'to be narrow' j~ayyig/ 'narrow' 

jmaat/ 'to die' jmayyit' 'dead' 

jlaanf 'to be soft' flayyin/ 'soft; gentle' 

jzaadf 'to be generous' ;zayyid/ 'very good' 

6. j?aCCaCj 

Pattern 6 is for adjectives of color and defect. It 
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should be pointed out that this pattern, among others, will be 

used for elative adjectives presented below. Examples: 

fxa~~ar/ 'to turn green' 

f~affar/ 'to turn yellow' 

fzarrag/ 'to make blue' 

f~ammar/ 'to turn red' 

fbayya~/ 'to turn white' 

fsawwad/ 'to make s.th. black' 
'to become black' 

/~lie/ 'to turn bald' 

;ncawar/ 'to be one-eyed' 

/trisf 'to be deaf' 

7. ;caciy I 

f?ax~arf 'green' 

f?a~far/ 'yellow' 

f?azrag/ 'blue' 

f?a~marf 'red' 

f?abya~/ 'white' 

f?aswad/ 'black' 

j?asgar/ 'blonde' 

f?a~lac/ 'bald' 

j?acwar/ 'one-eyed' 

f?at;.ras; 'deaf' 

Adjectives of this pattern are derived from different 

parts of speech. Examples: 

/stagna/ 'to be rich' jganiyy/ 'rich' 

jrJakiyyf 'smart' 

fgawaf 'to be strong' fgawiyy/ 'strong' 

jsaxaf 'to be generous' fsaxiyyf 'generous' 

/t;.ariyyf 'fresh, soft' 

8. / CVCC/ 

The stem vowel of pattern 8 surfaces as fuf and faj. 

Adjectives of this pattern are mainly derived from nouns. The 

followig are examples: 

f~urriyyaf 'freedom' f~urrf 'free' 



f'cJ.ayaaj 'life' 

jmaraara/ 'bitterness 

f'cJ.ayyj 'alive' 

jmurr/ 'bitter' 

jnayyj 'raw, unripe' 
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The preceding patterns of adjectives are the most common 

ones found in the investigated dialect. 

5.1.2.2 Nisba (Relative) Adjectives: 

Nisba (relative) adjectives are in most cases derived 

from nouns. A few nisba adjectives may, however, be derived 

from some particles as will be shown below. Nisba adjectives, 

in general, denote something characteristic of what the 

underlying words, which they are derived from, designate. 

Generally, the formation of nisba adjectives is accomplished 

through the addition of the suffix ;-i/ to the underlying 

words which might be accompanied by appropriate stem changes. 

Nisba adjectives are of many patterns depending on the 

patterns of the underlying words which they are derived from 

as will be seen below. Consider the following examples: 

Underlying Word: Nisba Adjective: 

/tibb/ 'medicine' /tibbi/ 'medical' 

fsargf 'east' jsargi/ 'eastern' 

/garb/ 'west' jgarbi/ 'western' 

j?asaas/ 'basis, foundation' 

jwatan; 'homeland' 

jma'!J.all/ 'place' 

;masmaasf 'apricot' 

j?asaasi/ 'basic, fundamental' 

jwatani/ 'domestic; national' 

jma'fJ.alli/ 'local' 

jmasmaasi/ 'apricot colored' 
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/diini/ 'religious' fdiin/ 'religion' 

The foregoing 

undergo any stem 

examples of nisba adjectives did not 

changes through the process of their 

formation from their corresponding nouns. Let us examine more 

data whereby the underlying stems undergo some changes in the 

derivational process of nisba adjectives. 

Underlying Word: Nisna Adjective: 

f?a~il/ 'origin' 

fcilim/ 'science' 

jma~ir/ 'Egypt' 

jsahir/ 'month' 

jtuunis/ 'Tunisia' 

fsaxi~/ 'person' 

f?a~li/ 'original' 

;cilmi/ 'scientific' 

jma~ri/ 'Egyptian' 

jsahri/ 'monthly' 

jtuunsi/ 'Tunisian' 

jsax~i/ 'personal' 

The above examples indicate that the second vowel of the 

underlying nouns has been deleted in nisba adjectives due to 

the addition of the suffix /-i/ (see 2.5.1 ). 

Consider these nisba adjectives which are derived from 

nouns ending in j-af. 

Underlying Word: 

/~agiiga/ 'reality, truth' 

jqaruura/ 'necessity' 

fcaadaf 'habit; custom' 

Nisna Adjective: 

/I:tagiigi/ 'real' 

jqaruuri/ 'necessary' 

fcaadi/ 'habitual; customary' 

jmihnaf 'vocation, professin' jmihni/ 'vocational' 

fma~raataj 'Misrata' 

jmaalta/ 'Malta' 

fma~raati/ 'from Misrata' 

fmaalti/ 'Maltese' 
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As can be seen from the above examples, the final f-af of 

the underlying nouns does not show up in nisba adjectives. 

The f-af is the feminine marker and it has to be deleted when 

a nisba suffix is attached to such nouns. 

Some place names along with the word fsa~ra/ 'desert' 

that end in f-a/ and are of the pattern /CaCCa/ require some 

modifications in the derivational process of their nisba 

adjectives in order to obtain the correct form of nisba 

adjectives. such place names require the lengthening of the 

feminine morpheme j-af ---~ f-aaf and the addition of f-w-f 

between f-aaf and the nisba suffix /-i/ as shown below: 

Underlying Word: Nisba Adjective: 

fsabha/ 'Sebha/ fsabhaawi/ 'from Sebha' 

fdarnaf 'Darna' 

fbargaf 'Barqa' 

fdarnaawi/ 'from Darna' 

fbargaawi/ 'from Barqa' 

f9a~raf 'desert' f9a~raawi/ 'from the desert' 

ftanta/ 'Tanta' /tantaawi/ 'from Tanta' 

It should be indicated here that speakers of JDLA have 

two patterns of the nisba adjectives of the underlying words 

fsargf 'east' and fgarb/ 'west'. That is, when the two words 

fsargf and fgarb/ indicate a specific region, their nisba 

adjectives are formed by the addition of the suffix f-aawif. 

Thus, the nisba adjective fsargaawi/ 'eastern' usually 

indicates a person from the eastern part of Libya. Likewise, 

the nisba adjective fgarbaawi/ 'western' refers to a person 
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from the western part of Libya. However, the nisba adjectives 

fsargi/ 'eastern' and fgarbi/ 'western' refer to anyone from 

the east or the west and, also, refer to the wind coming from 

the east or the west. 

Some nisba adjectives are formed by the addition of the 

suffix J-aani/ as the following examples show: 

Underlynig word: Nisba Adjective: 

/foogf 'above' /foogaani/ 'upper' 

Jta't),t/ 'under, below' ftal:ltaani/ 'lower' 

/barr a/ 'outside' /barraani/ 'outsider, outer' 

fdaaxil/ 'inside' fdaxlaani/ 'inner' 

Nisba adjectives derived from ethnic collectives are 

formed by the addition of the suffix /-i/. Examples: 

fcarab/ 'Arabs' 

fbaduwf 'Bedouins' 

/turk/ 'Turks' 

5.1.2.3 Elative Adjectives: 

/carabi/ 'an Arab, Arabic/ 

fbadawi/ 'Bedouin' 

/turki/ 'Turkish' 

Elative adjectives are formed from underlying positive 

adjectives according to the following patterns: 

1. /?aCCaC/ 

This pattern is for elatives with sound roots. These 

elatives are formed from their corresponding positive 

adjectives by the addition of the prefix f?a-j with 

appropriate stem changes. Examples: 

Positive Adjective: Elative Adjective: 
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ff?agiir/ 'small; little' j?af?garj 'smaller' 

jsamiin/ 'fat' f?asmanj 'fatter' 

jkabiir/ 'big; old' j?akbarj 'bigger; older' 

jgaf?iir/ 'short' j?agf?arj 'shorter' 

jbaarid/ 'cold' f?abradj 'colder' 

jcaagil/ 'rational, f?acgal/ 'more rational' 

jzamiil/ 'beautiful' f?afmalj 'more beautiful' 

jgalii~/ 'thick' f?aglal} I 'thicker' 

jgadiim/ 'old, ancient' f?agdam/ 'older' 

2. j?aCaCC/ 

This pattern is for elatives that are derived from 

adjectives whose second and third radicals are identical. As 

a consequence, the elatives also have their second and third 

radicals identical. Examples: 

Positive Adjective: 

jxafiif/ 'light (in weight)' 

jbaniin/ 'tasty' 

jgaliil/ 'little; few' 

jragiigj 'thin' 

jfJ.aarrf 'hot' 

jxasiisj 'despicable' 

jmurrj 'bitter' 

jcaziiz/ 'dear' 

3. j?acyaC/ and j?aCWaC/ 

Elative Adjective: 

f?axaff/ 'lighter (in weight)' 

j?abann/ 'tastier' 

j?agall/ 'less; fewer' 

f?aragg/ 'thiner' 

f?afJ.arr/ 'hotter' 

j?axassj 'more despicable' 

j?amarr/ 'more bitter' 

f?acazz/ 'dearer' 

Patterns in (3) are for elatives whose middle radical is 
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either fYI or jwf. This of course depends on the underlying 

roots of positive adjectives that the elative adjectives are 

formed from. Examples: 

Positive Adjective: 

f~ayyig/ 'narrow' 

ftayyib/ 'delicious; good' 

flayyin/ 'soft' 

jxaayif/ 'afraid' 

fhayyin/ 'easy' 

4. j?aCCa/ 

Elative Adjective: 

f?a~yag/ 'narrower' 

f?atyab/ 'better; more 

delicious' 

f?alyan/ 'softer' 

f?axwaf/ 'more afraid' 

f?ahwanf 'easier' 

This pattern is for elatives that are derived from 

positive adjectives which end in j-i/ or j-yj. Examples: 

Positive Adjective: Elative Adjective: 

fhaadi/ 'quiet' f?ahda/ 'quieter' 

jgaali/ 'expensive' f?agla/ 'more expensive' 

jganiyyf 'rich' j?agnaj 'richer' 

fcaali/ 'high' f?aclaf 'higher' 

j?>akiyyf 'intelligent' j?a?>kaf 'more intelligent' 

jsaxiyyf 'generous' f?asxaf 'more generous' 

5.2 INFLECTION: 

Adjectives in JDLA are inflected for gender, number and 

definiteness. With regard to definiteness, adjectives are 

either definite or indefinite. 
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5.2.1 Gender: 

Adjectives have two genders: masculine and feminine. 

Feminine singular adjectives are formed from their 

corresponding masculine singular adjectives, which are 

considered the base forms, by the addition of the feminine 

suffix f-a/, sometimes with approporiate stem changes. The 

following examples of the patterns /CaCiiC/, jmaccuuC/, 

fCaCCaan/, /CaaCC/ and fCuCC/ do not require any stem changes: 

Masculine: Feminine: 

fgaf?iir/ 'short' fgaf?iira/ 

jsamiin/ 'fat' fsamiina/ 

fmashuur/ 'famous' jmashuuraf 

fmaksuurf 'broken' jmaksuura/ 

/far'fJ.aan/ 'happy' /far'rJ.aana/ 

jtacbaan/ 'tired' jtacbaana/ 

fzaaff/ 'dry' (iaaffa/ 

/J:laarr/ 'hot' f'rJ.aarra/ 

jmurr/ 'bitter' jmurra/ 

fJ:lurrf 'free' f'rJ.urraf 

Consider the following examples: 

Masculine: Feminine: 

jsaahil/ 'easy' jsaahlaf 

jwaaqiJ:l/ 'clear' fwaaq'rJ.a/ 

jxaayif/ 'afraid' fxaayfa/ 

/J:laayir/ 'puzzled' /J:laayra/ 
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The above masculine adjectives have the patterns /CaaCiC/ 

and /CaayiC/ whereas their feminine counterparts have the 

patterns jCaaCCa/ and jCaayCa/. The vowel /i/ in the 

masculine adjectives has been deleted in the feminine forms 

due to the attachment of the suffix j-aj which creates the 

environment for /i/ to be syncopated (see 2.5.1 ). 

Regarding masculine adjectives of color and defect, their 

feminine counterparts are formed as follows: 

Masculine: Feminine: 

j?ax~ar/ 'green' jxa~raj 

j?a9farj 'yellow' f9afraj 

j?a"t).marj 'red' j"t).amraj 

f?acraz/ 'lame' /carzaf 

f?t;.rasf 'deaf' /t;.arsaf 

f?abya~/ 'white' /bee~ a/ 

j?acwar/ 'one-eyed' ;coora/ 

f?acwaz/ 'crooked' fcoozaf 

j?aswad/ 'black' jsooda/ 

j?acmaj </?aCmay/ 'blind' fcamyaj 

The above masculine adjectives have the pattern 

f?aCCa(C)/, but their feminine counterparts have tne patterns 

/CaCCaf, fCeeCa/ and /CooCaf. The formation these of feminine 

adjectives is accomplished through these processes. First, 

the deletion of f?af. Second, the attachment of the suffix ;

a;. Third, the application of metathesis between the second 
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radical and the vowel before the last radical of the 

adjective. If the second radical is /W/ or IY/ 1 then we have 

coalescence at work which is the case with /?abya~/ ---> 

fbee~a/ 'white' and /?aswad/ ---> fsooda/ 'black'. 

Defective masculine adjectives ending in /-i/ form their 

feminine by changing that vowel to /Y I before adding the 

feminine suffix 1-af. Examples: 

Masculine: Feminine: 

fgaali/ 'expensive' fgaalyaf 

/caali/ 'high' /caalya/ 

fl:laami/ 'hot' /'r).aamyaf 

fraa~i/ 'satisfied' jraa~yaf 

With regard to feminine nisba adjectives, they are formed 

from their corresponding masculine nisba adjectives by the 

insertion of 1-yy-j immediately before the suffix j-aj. 

Examples: 

Masculine: Feminine: 

/liibi/ 'Libyan' /liibiyya/ 

fma~ri/ 'Egyptian' fma~riyyaf 

/carabi/ 'Arabic' /carabiyya/ 

fcaadi/ 'habitual, customary' /caadiyya/ 

fsuurij 'Syrian' fsuuriyya/ 

fturki/ 'Turkish' fturkiyyaf 
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5.2.2 N'UJDl:)er: 

Adjectives in JDLA have two numbers: singular and plural. 

Unlike nouns the dual number does not exist in adjectives. A 

dual noun is usually modified by an adjective in the plural 

form, e.g., /binteen ~gaar/ 'two young girls', jzooz ~yaas 

kbaarj 'two big houses'. 

5.2.2.1 Plural: 

Plurals of adjectives include regular masculine plurals, 

sound feninine plurals and broken plurals. It should be kept 

in mind that the argument against the term sound masculine 

plurals which was presented in chapter IV holds true here (see 

4.2.2.3.1.1.1). 

A. Regular Masculine and Sound Feminine Plurals: 

As with noun plurals, adjective plurals are formed by the 

addition of suffixes to their corresponding singular forms of 

adjectives. Regular masculine plural and sound feminine 

plural suffixes are /-iin/ and ;-aatj, respectively. The 

inflectional process of regular masculine plurals may 

sometimes undergo some phonological processes as will be seen 

below. Masculine adjectives of the patterns fmaCCuuC/ and 

jCaCCaan/ do not undergo any stem changes when they are 

pluralized. Examples: 

Masculine Singular: 

jmacruuf/ 'known' 

jmashuur/ 'famous' 

Masculine Plural: 

jmacruufiin/ 

jmashuuriin/ 



jfartJ.aan/ 

jsakraan/ 

;cat;.saan/ 

'happy' 

'drunk' 

'thirsty' 

/fartJ.aaniin/ 

/sakraaniin/ 

;cat;.saaniin/ 
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Masculine adjectives of patterns fmCaaCiC/, fmCaCCiC/, 

fCaaCiC/ and /CaaCi/ undergo some phonological processes when 

they are pluralized. 

Examples: 

Masculine Singular: 

;mcaawin/ 

fmkassir/ 

fcaagil/ 

/9aadig/ 

fxaayif/ 

fhaadi/ 

fgaasi/ 

'cooperating' 

'smashing' 

'rational' 

'truthful' 

'afraid' 

'quiet' 

'harsh' 

Regular Plurl: 

fmcaawniin/ 

fmkasriin/ 

fcaagliin/ 

/9aadgiin/ 

fxaayfiin/ 

fhaadyiin/ 

fgaasyiin/ 

Nisba adjectives are pluralized by the addition of j-yy-f 

immediately before the plural morpheme /-iinf. Examples: 

/liibi/ 

jma9ri/ 

'Libyan' 

'Egyptian' 

/liibiyyiin/ 

jma9riyyiin/ 

It should be kept in mind that most masculine adjectives 

of participle origin take regular plurals. With regard to 

feminine sound plurals, they are formed from feminine singualr 

adjectives by the addition of the suffix j-aat/ after the 

deletion of the feminine singualr suffix f-af as the following 

examples illustrate: 
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Feminine Singular: Feminine Plural: 

jmashuura/ 'famous' jmashuuraat/ 

/caagla/ 'rational, sane' /caaglaat/ 

/mcaawna/ 'cooperating' jmcaawnaat/ 

jfart}.aana/ 'happy' jfart}.aanaatj 

jca-t;.saana/ 'thirsty' fca-t;.saanaat/ 

/haadyaf 'quiet' jhaadyaat/ 

jxaayfa/ 'afraid' jxaayfaat/ 

fliibiyyaf 'Libyan' /Liibiyyaat/ 

jma9riyyaj 'Egyptian' jma9riyyaatj 

B. Broken Plurals: 

The most common broken plural patterns are as follows: 

1. /CCaaC/ 

Singular adjectives in pattern (1) above and patterns 

(2), (3) and (5) below have the pattern fCaCiiC/. Examples: 

Singular: 

fkabiir/ 

jga9iir/ 

fsamiin/ 

/1;-awiil/ 

/9agiir/ 

fbaciid/ 

fna()iif/ 

2. /CaCCa/ 

fmariiq/ 

'big; old' 

'short' 

'fat' 

'tall' 

'young; small' 

'far away' 

'clean' 

'sick' 

Plural: 

/kbaar/ 

/g9aarj 

fsmaanj 

/1;-waal/ 

/9gaarj 

/bcaad/ 

/nqaaf/ 

fmarqa/ 



jgatiil/ 

/zarii~ 1 

3. jCuCaCa/ 

'killed' 

'wounded' 
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jgatla/ 

/zar~ aj 

Singular adjectives of this broken plural pattern are of 

many patterns as the following examples indicate: 

Singular: Plural: 

jfagiir/ 'poor' /fugaraj 

jxabiir/ 'expert' fxubara/ 

fsafiih/ 'foolish' fsufaha/ 

/caalim/ 'scholar' /culama/ 

/fagii(h)/ 'expert of fiqh' /fugaha/ 

4. fCaCaaCaj 

Singular adjectives of this broken plural pattern also 

take regular plurals as shown above. 

fsakraan/ 

/cat;.saan/ 

5. /CCiC/ 

fgadiim/ 

fzadiid/ 

fgasiim/ 

6. /CUCCaaC/ 

'drunk' 

'thirsty' 

'old; ancient' 

'new' 

'unskilled' 

fsakaaraj 

jcat;.aasa/ 

jgdim/ 

/zdid/ 

fgsim/ 

Singular adjectives of this broken plural pattern also 

take regular plurals as shown above. 

/caagil/ 

fzaahil/ 

'rational' 

'ignorant' 

jcuggaalj 

jzuhhaal/ 
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7. jCawaaCiC/ 

jcaanis/ 'spinster' /cawaanis/ 

j~aamil/ 'pregnant' /~awaamil/ 

As regards broken plurals of adjectives of color and 

defect, the reader is referred to the section on broken 

plurals of nouns where such adjectives have been discussed 

(see 4.2.2.3.2 patterns 14 and 15 above). 



CHAPTER VI 

PRONOUNS 

Pronouns in JDLA include personal, 

interrogative and relative pronouns. 

6.1 Personal Pronouns: 
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demonstrative, 

Personal pronouns include independent as well as suffixed 

pronouns. Both types of personal pronouns are dealt with 

below. 

6.1.1 Independent Pronouns: 

Independent pronouns as their name suggests are free 

forms. Such pronouns are inflected for gender and number. As 

far as gender is concerned, only singular pronouns of the 

second and the third persons are distinguished in gender and 

have separate forms. First person pronouns as well as second 

and third plural pronouns have no gender distinction. With 

regard to number, pronouns have two nubmers: singular and 

plural. There are no dual forms of personal pronouns. 

Speakers of JDLA use plural forms of pronouns instead of dual 

forms. Independent personal pronouns are presented in the 

following chart: 

1 s 

Pl. 

Chart 3 

Independent Personal Pronouns 

j?anaj 

j't).nej 

'I' 

'we' 
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2 M. s. j?inta/ 'you' 

F. s. /?inti/ 'you' 

Pl. j?intumj 'you' 

3 M. s. fhuwwaf 'he' 

F. s. /hiyyaj 'she' 

Pl. fhummaj 'they' 

Independent pronouns are used as subjects of equational 

sentences or for emphasis with verbal sentences. Examples: 

/huwwa raazil mu~taram/ 

fhuwwa sara sayyaara/ 

6.1.2 Suffixed Pronouns: 

'he is a respected man' 

'he bought a car' 

Suffixed pronouns are attached to verbs, active 

participles, nouns and particles. They function as objects or 

possessive pronouns depending on the morphological category 

they are suffixed to as will be illustrated below. It should 

be pointed out that subject markers which are affixed to verbs 

have been dealt with earlier, and their is no need to deal 

with them again (see 3.3.1 above). What has been said about 

independent pronouns regarding gender and number holds true 

for suffixed pronouns. 

The following chart illustrates the suffixed pronouns 

that are attached to various parts of speech: 

1 s. 

Chart 4 

Suffixed Pronouns 

/-ni, -yya, -y(a), -i/ 'me, my' 
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Pl. j-naj 'us, our' 

2 M. s. J-ak/ 'you, your' 

F. s. /-ik/ 'you, your' 

Pl. /-kum/ 'you, your' 

3 M. s. ;-a(h)/ 'him, his' 

F. s. /-ha/ 'her' 

Pl. /-hum; 'them, their' 

The (h) of the third person masculine singular suffix is 

pronounced only when it is immediately preceded by a long 

vowel. Otherwise, it is not pronounced and the suffix is 

realized as ;-a;. 

1. Suffixed to Verbs: 

When suffixed pronouns are attached to verbs, they 

function as objects of those verbs. Consider the following 

examples: 

;cal lam/ 'to teach' 

;callam+ni/ --> ;callamni/ 'he taught me' 

/callam+naf --> fcallamna/ \ II II us' 

fcallam+akf --> /callamak/ ' II II you (m.s.)' 

fcallam+ik/ --> /callamik/ \ II II you (f.s.)' 

fcallam+kum/ --> /callamkumf' II II you {pl.) I 

fcallam+a/ --> /cal lama/ \ II II him' 

fcallam+ha/ --> /callamha/ ' II II her' 

fcallam+hum/ --> /callamhumf' II II them' 

The above examples show that the object pronouns have 
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been suffixed to consonant-final verbs. If a verb form ends 

in a vowel, such a vowel has to be lengthened whenever object 

pronouns are attached. Since this is the case, the vowels of 

the object pronouns of the shape /-VC/ assimilate to the 

preceding lenghtened vowel of the verb form. However, the 

vowel that the verb ends with may be the stem vowel of the 

verb or the vowel of the subject marker that has been added to 

such a verb. Consider the following examples where the final 

vowel of the verb form is the stem vowel or, in other words, 

the verb is a defective verb: 

fdaca/ 'to invite; to call' 

fdaca+ni/ ----> fdacaani/ 'he invited me' 

fdaca+naf ----> fdacaanaj 'he invited us' 

fdaca+ak/ ----> fdacaakf 'he invited you (m.s.)' 

fdaca+ik/ ----> fdacaakf 'he invited you (f.s.)' 

fdaca+kum/ ---> fdacaakum/ 'he invited you (pl.) , 

fdaca+ah/ ----> fdacaahf 'he invited him' 

fdaca+ha/ ----> fdacaaha/ 'he invited her' 

fdaca+humf ---> fdacaahum/ 'he invited them' 

Note that fdacaak/ is 'he invited you (m.s. or f.s.), i.e., 

both masculine singular and feminine singular of the second 

person suffixes have the same form. 

Now consider these examples where the final vowel of the 

verb form is the subject marker: 

jxabbar+u/ 'they informed' 
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jxabbar+u+ni/ --> jxabbaruuni/ 'they informed me' 

jxabbar+u+na/ --> jxabbaruunaj ' " II us' 

jxabbar+u+ak/ --> jxabbaruuk/ ' " II you (m. s.) ' 

jxabbar+u+ik/ --> fxabbaruuk/ " II you (f.s.)' 

jxabbar+u+kum/ --> fxabbaruukumf ' II II you (pl.) , 

jxabbar+u+ah/ --> fxabbaruuh/ II II him' 

fxabbar+u+ha/ --> fxabbaruuha/ ' II II her' 

jxabbar+u+hum/ --> jxabbaruuhumj ' II II them' 

Now consider the following sound verbs that have 

different pronominal suffixes attached to them. Notice the 

changes these suffixes exhibit regarding vowel length. 

jcazam+na+ah/ --> /cazamnaahj 'we invited him' 

jcazam+u+ah/ --> jcazamuuhj 'they invited him' 

fcazam+ti+naj --> fcazamtiina/ 'you (f.s.) invited us' 

jcazam+ti+ah/ --> fcazamtiih/ 'you (f.s.) invited him' 

f~arab+it+ah/ --> f~arabaata/ 'she hit him' 

j~arab+it+ak/ --> f~arabaatak/ 'she hit you (m.s.)' 

j~arab+it+hum/ --> /~arabithum/ 'she hit them' 

j~arab+na+kumj --> j~arabnaakumj 'we hit you (pl.)' 

j~arab+na+ha/ --> /~arabnaaha/ 'we hit her' 

jdarras+ti+ah/ --> jdarrastiih/ 'you (f.s) taught him' 

jdarras+u+na/ --> fdarrasuunaj 'they taught us' 

jdarras+0+humj --> fdarrashumj 'he taught them' 

jxabbar+t+humj--> jxabbarithumj 'I, you (m. s.) told them' 

fdarras+t+ha/ --> fdarrasitha/ 'I, you (m.s.) taught her' 
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jcazam+t+kumj--> jcazamitkumj 'I, you (m.s.) invited you 
(pl.) , 

As stated earlier, the preceding examples clearly show 

that if the subject marker is of the shape j-(C)V/, then the 

vowel of such a suffix has to be lengthened whenever object 

suffixes are attached to the verb. If the object suffix is of 

the shape j-VC/, the vowel of such a suffix assimilates to the 

vowel of the subject marker. Likewise, if the subject marker 

is of the shape /-VC/, which is the second person feminine 

singular suffix j-it/, the vowel of this suffix has to be 

lengthened and lowered to jaaj when the object suffix is of 

the shape /-VC/ as the above examples illustrate. Also, 

notice that when the object pronouns of the shape /-CV(C) 1 are 

attached to a verb form which ends in a consonant cluster, 

i.e., the verb being appended by the subject marker ;-t/ 'I, 

you (m.s.), an epenthetic vowel /i/ is inserted before the 

subject marker ;-t/ to break up the resulting three consonant 

cluster as the last three examples above show. 

The following examples show that the verb fcat;.a/ 'to 

give' has been appended by two pronominal objects. The 

second indirect object is introduced by the proposition J-li-/ 

'to'. The I i/ of such a preposition is deleted and an 

epenthetic /i/ is inserted before j-1- to break up the three 

consonant cluster. 

;cat;.a+0+hum+li+na/ --> /cat;.aahumlna/ --> fcat;.aahumilna/ 
'he gave them to us' 
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9fcata+0+hum+li+kumf --> fcataahumlkumf --> /cataahumilkumf 
'he gave them to you (pl.)' 

fcata+0+ha+li+ah/ --> fcataahaalaf 'he gave it (f.) to him' 

fcata+0+ha+li+ha/ --> fcataahaalha/ 'he gave it (f.) to her' 

2. Suffixed to nouns: 

Dependent pronouns that are suffixed to nouns indicate 

possession as the following examples indicate: 

fktaab+i/ --> fktaabif 'my book' 

/ktaab+naf --> /ktaabnaf 'our book' 

fbeet+ak/ --> jbeetak/ 'your (m.s) house' 

f?ari~+kum/ --> f?ari~kumf 'your (pl.) land' 

f?aglaam+hum/ --> j?aglaamhumf 'their pens' 

jbint+ik/ --> jbintik/ 'your (f.s.) daughter' 

If a masculine noun ends in fa/, the fa/ is lengthened 

when possessive pronouns are added to such a noun. Examples: 

jgada+kumf --> fgadaakumf 'your (pl.) lunch' 

jgada+na/ --> fgadaana/ 'our lunch' 

fcasaf+ah/ --> fcasaah/ 'his dinner' 

fcasa+y(a)/ --> fcasaay(a)/ 'my dinner' 

When possessive pronouns are attached to feminine nouns 

that end in fa/, such an fa/ is replaced by a ;-t-;. If the 

resultant combination, i.e., the last radical of the noun 

stem, the t-t-j and the consonant of the possessive suffix, is 

a three consonant cluster, an epenthetic vowel /i/ has to be 

inserted before the j-t-/ to break up the three consonant 

cluster. The following examples illustrate this point: 
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jsaaca+ak/ --> jsaactak/ 'your {m. s. ) watch' 

jsaaca+na/ --> jsaactnaf --> fsaacitna/ 'our watch' 

fsaaca+ah/ --> fsaacta/ 'his watch' 

fJ::luzra+ha/ --> /J::luzrtha/ --> fJ::luzritha/ 'her room' 

jgaaba+kum/ --> /gaabtkum/ --> fgaabitkum/ 'your {pl.) forest' 

jbugra+ik/ --> fbugrtik/ --> fbugirtik/ 'your {f.s.) cow' 

When possessive pronouns of the shape /-V(C)/ are added 

to nouns that end in /i/ or /u/ and are made up of two short 

syllables, then these vowels show up as IYI and /W/ 

respectively. It should be remembered that these two vowels 

/i/ and juf were originally /Y/ and jwj, rspectively, but they 

have undergone the process of vocalization because they were 

in final position. The attachment of possessive pronouns 

creates the environment for /i/ and juj to return to their 

origin /Y/ and /W/ (see 2.5.9). 

clarify this point: 

The following examples 

jzadi+ak/ --> jzadyak/ 'your (m.s.) kid goat' 

jzadi+i/ --> fzadyi/ 'my kid goat' 

jzadi+ah/ --> ;zadya/ 'his kid goat' 

jdalu+i/ --> jdalwi/ 'my bucket' 

jdalu+ik/ --> jdalwik/ 'your (f.s.) bucket' 

jdalu+ah/ --> fdalwaf 'his bucket' 

In addition, when possessive prononus are attached to 

some nouns whose final stem is an /-i/, such an /-i/ is 

lengthened. If the suffix is of the shape /-VC/, the vowel of 
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the suffix assimilates to the last vowel of the stem. 

Examples: 

fkursi+ah/ --> fkursiih/ 'his chair' 

.fkursi+ak/ --> fkursiik/ 'your (m. s.) chair' 

fkursi+naf --> fkursiina/ 'our chair' 

/kursi+yya/ --> fkursiyyaj 'my chair' 

fkursi+ha/ --> fkursiihaf 'her chair' 

jwaadi+na/ --> jwaadiina/ 'our valley' 

jwaadi+ah/ --> jwaadiih/ 'his valley' 

jwaadi+kum/ --> jwaadiikumj 'your (pl.) valley' 

It should be kept in mind that the preceding examples consist 

of two syllables: one is long and the other is short. 

If a noun has an /i/ before the last radical, such an /i/ 

is deleted when the noun is appended by possessive pronouns 

whose shape is /-V(C)/. Such an /if, however, remains intact 

with other possessive pronouns. 

illustrate this point: 

j?isim+ak/ --> j?isrnak/ 'your (m.s.) 

jxaatirn+i/ --> jxaatmij 'my ring' 

jsat-il+ik/ --> fsat-likj 'your (f.s.) 

The following examples 

name' 

pail' 

fsaaric+ik/ --> fsaarcik/ 'your (f.s.) street' 

j?a~il+a(h)/ --> j?a~la/ 'his origin' 

f?a~il+kumj --> f?a~ilkumj your (pl.) origin' 

jsaaric+na/ --> fsaaricna/ 'our street' 

jxaatim+ha/ --> jxaatirnha/ 'her ring' 
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3. Suffixed to Active Participles: 

Suffixed pronouns that are attached to active participles 

function as objects of those active participles. Examples: 

lcaarif+ni/ --> /caarifnil 'having known me' 

I " +naf --> lcaarifnal ' " II us' 

I II +ak/ --> lcaarfakl ' " II you (m.s.)' 

I II +ik/ --> lcaarfikl ' " II you (f.s.)' 

I II +kum/ --> /caarifkum/ ' " " you (pl.) ' 

I II +ah/ --> /caarfal II II him' 

I II +ha/ --> lcaarifha/ ' " II her' 

I " +hum/ --> /caarifhum/ ' " " them' 

As the preceeding examples indicate, the second vowel of 

the active participle, i.e, Iii has been deleted due to the 

attachment of vowel-initial suffixes. Other examples: 

fmsaacid+ni/ --> fmsaacidni/ 'having helped me' 

fmsaacid+ha/ --> fmsaacidha/ 'having helped her' 

fmsaacid+ah/ --> fmsaacda/ 'having helped him' 

fmsaacid+ik/ --> fmssacdik/ 'having helped you (f.s.)' 

fmkassir+ha/ --> fmkassirha/ 'having smashed it (f.s.)' 

fmistacmil+huml --> /mistaCmilhum/ 'having used them' 

fraadd+ah/ --> fraadda/ 'having returned it (m.s.)' 

fmi~tarim+kumf --> fmi~tarimkum/ 'having respected you (pl.)' 

fmi~tarim+ak/ --> fmi~tarmakl 'having respected you (m.s.)' 

If an active participle ends in an /i/, such an /i/ is 

lengthened when pronominal suffixes are attached. Examples: 



jraami+ah/ --> jraamiih/ 'having thrown it (m.s.)' 

jraami+ha/ --> jraamiiha/ 'having thrown it (f.s.)' 

jmgarri+ni/ --> jmgarriini/ 'having taught me' 

jmgarri+kumj --> jmgarriikum/ 'having taught you (pl.)' 

jmcaadi+naf --> jmcaadiina/ 'having antagonized us' 

jsaawi+ha/ --> jsaawiiha/ 'having grilled it (f.s.)' 

jmgaddi+hum/ --> jmgaddiihumf 'having offered them lunch' 

4. Suffixed to Particles: 
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Pronouns that are suffixed to particles mostly function 

as objects of those particles. With some particles, however, 

suffixed pronouns may indicate possession as will be shown 

below. Examples: 

jmcaf 'with' 

jmca+y(a)/ --> jmcaay(a)/ 'with me' 

/mca+naf --> /mcaana/ 'with us' 

jmca+ak/ --> fmcaak/ 'with you (m. or f. s.) 
I II +ik/ 

jmca+kum/ --> jmcaakum/ 'with you (pl.)' 

jmca+ah/ --> fmcaah/ 'with him' 

fmca+ha/ --> fmcaaha/ 'with her' 

/mca+hum/ --> jmcaahum/ 'with them' 

Notice that the /a/ of the preposition /mea/ 'with' is 

lengthened when pronominal suffixes are added. 

examples: 

/li+ha/ --> /liiha/ 'to her, for her (hers)' 

/li+naj --> /liinaj 'to us, for us (ours)' 

Other 



jli+yyaj --> jliyyaj 'to me, for me (mine)' 

jli+ah/ --> /liih/ 'to him, for him (his)' 

/fi+ah/ --> /fiih/ 'in it (m.s)' 

/fi+ha/ --> /fiiha/ 'in it (f.s.)' 
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When suffixes of the shape 1 -v (C) I are added to the 

prepositions /min/ 'from' or fcanf 'about', the fnf of those 

prepositions is doubled. Examples: 

/min+i/ --> /minni/ 'from me' 

jmin+ak/ --> /minnak/ 'from you (m. s. ) ' 

jmin+ik/ --> /minnik/ 'from you (f.s.)' 

/min+ah/ --> /minna/ 'from him' 

/min+ha/ --> /minha/ 'from her' 

/min+kum/ --> fminkumf 'from you (pl) I 

;can+ if --> /canni/ 'about me' 

jcan+ik/ --> /cannik/ 'about you (f.s.)' 

fcan+akf --> /cannak/ 'about you (m.s.)' 

;can+hum/ --> fcanhumj 'about them' 

With some other particles that end in a consonant other 

than fnf there are no noticeable changes in the stem as the 

following examples illustrate: 

fguddaam+i/ --> fguddaami/ 'in front of me' 

fguddaam+na/ --> jguddaamnaf 'in front of us' 

jguddaam+ah/ --> jguddaamaf 'in front of him' 

fguddaam+ha/ --> fguddaamha/ 'in front of her' 

jguddaam+ak/ --> fguddaamak/ 'in front of you (m.s)' 
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fguddaam+ik/ --> fguddaamik/ 'in front of you (f.s.)' 

Now consider the following examples where the final fa/ 

of the particle fwaraf 'behind' is lengthened when pronominal 

suffixes are attached: 

jwara+y(a)f --> jwaraay(a)/ 'behind me' 

jwara+na/ --> fwaraanaf 'behind us' 

fwara+kum/ --> fwaraakum/ 'behind you (pl.)' 

jwara+ah/ --> jwaraah/ 'behind him' 

jwara+hum/ --> fwaraahum/ 'behind them' 

The final fa/ cf the above particle is preceded by one 

consonant. If the final fa/ of a particle is preceded by a 

consonant cluster as in /cindaf 'at', such an fa/ is not 

Such an fa/, 

of the the 

lengthened when pronominal suffixes are added. 

however, assimilates to the initial vowels 

suffixes as the following examples illustrate: 

;cinda+i/ --> /cindi/ 'at my place; (I have)' 

;cinda+na/ --> /cindanaf 'at our place; (we have) ' 

;cinda+ak/--> /cindak/ 'at your (m.s.) place; (you m.s. have)' 

;cinda+ik/--> /cindik/ 'at your (f.s.) place; (you f.s. have)' 

;cinda+ah/ --> /cindaf 'at his place; (he has)' 

/cinda+humf --> /cindahumf 'at their place; (they have)' 

6.2 Demonstrative Pronouns: 

There are two types of demonstrative pronouns: 

1. Demonstrative pronouns that indicate persons or objects 

near the speaker: 



M. S. 

F. S. 

Pl. 

fhaaoa/ 'this' 

fhaaoi/ 'this' 

fhaaouula/ 'these' 

consider the following examples: 

fhaaoa raazil/ 'this is a man' 

/haaoa 1-kursi zadiid/ 'this chair is new' 

fhaaoi 1-bint tawiila/ 'this girl is tall' 

fhaaoi sayyaara/ 'this is a car' 

fhaaouula naas ?azaanib/ 'these are foreign people' 
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2. Demonsrative pronouns that indicate persons or objects 

distant from the speaker: 

M. s. fhaaoaak(a)/ 'that' 

F. S. 

Pl. 

fhaaoiik(a)/ 'that' 

fhaaouuka/ 'those' 

It should be pointed out that the demonstrative fha/ is 

sometimes used in place of all the near demonstrative pronouns 

whether masculine or feminine, singular or plural. Examples: 

fha 1-kursi/ 'this chair (m.)' 

fha 1-bint/ 'this girl' 

/ha s-sayyaaraat/ 'these cars' 

6.3 Interrogative Pronouns: 

The following interrogative pronouns are used in JDLA. 

jminuj or sometimes /man/ 'who', fsinuf 'what', tween/ 

'where', j?aamta/ 'when', f?aamaf or f?ayf 'which', /giddaasj 

or jkam/ 'how many, how much', jkeef/ 'how' 



consider the following examples: 

jminu zaarkum ?/ 'who visited you (pl.)?' 

jsinu haa~i ?/ 'what is this (f.)?' 

jween maseet ?/ 'where did you (m.s.) go?' 

fkeef ~aalkum ?/ 'how are you (pl.)?' 

fbgiddaas haa~a/ 'how much is this?' 

6.4 The Relative Pronoun: 
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The relative pronoun in JDLA is /?illi/ 'who, whom, 

which, that, that which, he who'. This relative pronoun 

reflects both genders, i.e., masculine and feminine and both 

numbers, i.e., singular and plural. It introduces relative 

clauses and has many uses which include proverbial expressions 

as the following examples illustrate: 

/r-raazil ?illi fi 1-maktab mashuurj 
'the man who is in the office is famous' 

jn-naas ?illi zurnaahum ?asraaf/ 
'the people whom we visited are noble' 

js-sayyaara ?illi sareetuuha gaalyaj 
'the car which you (pl.) bought is expensive' 

j?illi faat maat/ 
'literally: "the thing that had gone died", i.e., let bygones 

be bygones' 

/?illi t~unna muusa ya~lac fircoon/ 
'literally: "the one whom you (m.s.) think of as being Moses 
comes out to be Pharaoh", i.e., the one whom you (m. s.) expect 
to be a good person appears to be a bad one' 

f?illi yistanna xeer min ?illi yitmannaj 
'the one who waits (for s. th.) is better than the one who 
(only) wishes (for s.th.)' 

j?illi y~ibbak rna y~urrak/ 
'he who likes you (m.s.) does not harm you (m.s.)' 
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/?ikrim ?illi yikirmak/ 
'honor (m.s.) the one who honors you (m.s.)' 

f?illi dirta kaan kwayyis/ 
'what you (m.s.) did was good' 

j?illi yi~tarim n-naas yi~tarmuuhj 
'he who respects people, they will respect him' 

js-sawaaric ?illi fi 1-madiina waasca/ 
'the streets which are in the city are wide' 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter concludes this study of JDLA which presented 

in some detail the morphological structure of JDLA along with 

a general overview of the phonological system of the dialect. 

The derivational and inflectional morphology of verbs, nouns 

and adjectives have been presented and accounted for. In this 

chapter the focus of attention will be on the salient features 

of the dialect along with some recommendations for future 

research. The salient features that characterize this dialect 

may be phonological or morphological in nature as will be 

shown below. 

on the phonological level one finds that some features 

might be characteristic of the investigated dialect while some 

other features might be shared by some other modern Arabic 

dialects. Also, when JDLA is contrasted with CA 

phonologically and morphologically, one finds that some 

differences do exist between the two varieties of Arabic. 

Contrasting the sound system of JDLA with the sound system of 

CA one finds that the CA phoneme fqf is usually replaced in 

JDLA by the phoneme fgf. TheCA phoneme fqf is not utilized 

in the dialect except in a few lexical items which are 

considered borrowings from CA. The two CA distinctive 

phonemes /9/ and/~/ fall into one phoneme, i.e., /~/as has 

been shown in the preceding chapters (cf. Ferguson, 1959). To 

contrast JDLA with other Libyan Arabic varieties, JDLA uses 
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1~1 while Tripoli dialect uses /9/ as indicated by Elfitouri, 

(1976) and Elqadi, (1986). To the best of my knowledge, most, 

if not all, modern Arabic dialects use either /~/ or Jqt but 

not both. 

JDLA still uses the two phonemes /9/ and/~/, but such 

phonemes are not used in the Tripoli dialect and are fused 

with /t/ and /d/, respectively. As for fw/ and fyf, they may 

be considered as radicals of a given lexical item or they may 

undergo different phonological processes as has been pointed 

out in the foregoing chapters during the course of analysis. 

The glottal stop which is stable in all positions, i.e., 

initially, medially and finally inCA has various realizations 

in the dialect depending on its position and environment in a 

given lexical item as has been shown above (see the treatment 

of glottal stop in Chapter II). 

realized in JDLA as fzf. 

The CA phoneme 1 j I is 

As for vowels, CA has six vowels: three short vowels and 

three long vowels. JDLA, however, has kept all the CA vowels 

and added two long mid vowels, i.e., fee/ and foof. These two 

long mid vowels are the result of the application of a 

coalescence process of the following two CA diphthongs fayj 

and fawf, respectively (see 2.2 ). The two mid vowels fee{ 

and foof are pure colloquial vowels which are found in many 

modern Arabic dialects. 

It should also be pointed out that among the phonological 
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distinctive features of JDLA is the omission of unstressed 

short high vowels in open syllables when they are in medial 

position of a given lexical item except for those lexical 

items that are considered borrowings from CA as has been 

demonstrated earlier during the course of analysis throughout 

this study. 

Initial two-consonant clusters and geminates, which are 

not permitted in CA, do exist in JDLA. Such clusters or 

geminates are, in most cases, the result of the application of 

some phonological processes as, e.g. , syncope or assimilation. 

JDLA does not allow a three consonant cluster in any position 

of a given lexical item. The ?imaala (deflection) feature 

which is an optional feature does exist in JDLA in specific 

environments. 

On the morphological level the following features are 

found. In the morphology of verbs it has been found that JDLA 

verbs do not have dual forms. It has been shown that the 

plural forms of inflectional affixes in JDLA have no gender 

distinction whereas such forms in CA are distinguished in 

gender. JDLA adjectives and pronouns also have no dual forms 

but such morphological categories do have dual forms in CA. 

It has been indicated that the formation of dual nouns in JDLA 

is achieved through two different processes. It is either 

formed by the suffixation of the dual morpheme to a given 

singular noun or by the usage of the lexical item fzoozf 'two' 
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immediately placed before plural nouns to indicate duality. 

It seems that such usage of the word fzooz/ 'two' is a unique 

feature of the investigated dialect. 

Moreover, the dialect utilizes only one relative pronoun 

f?illi/ 'who, whom, which, that, that which, he who' which 

stands for both numbers and both genders as indicated above. 

It should be emphasized that this study has concentrated 

mainly on the morphological component of JDLA though some 

phonological processes were presented and accounted for due to 

the fact that morphology and phonology do interplay in many 

points as has been shown in the preceding chapters. The 

treatment of these phonological processes is, however, needed 

in order to come up with a comprehensive analysis of the 

different morphological categories of JDLA morphology. The 

overall sound system of the dialect along with the overall 

phonological processes were not presented in a comprehensive 

manner because, as indicated earlier, this study is not 

phonological in nature. 

Therefore, it is recommended that the overall 

phonological system of JDLA be investigated in more detail in 

future research and compared with the phonological system of 

other varieties of Libyan Arabic in particular and with some 

other modern Arabic dialects in general. Also, among the 

topics which are recommended for future research are the 

syntax of JDLA as well as a thorough and detailed analysis of 
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the various meanings that the active and passive participles 

display. A comprehensive reference grammar of JDLA will also 

be a good topic for future research. 

Finally, it is hoped that this study, despite its 

limitations, has offered a modest contribution to the field of 

Arabic dialectology in general and Libyan Arabic in 

particular. 
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